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Abstract
The thesis explores the history of the Scottish Enlightenment in its transatlantic
context and, in particular, the diffusion of Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy in
late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Scotland and the United States. This project
is the first full-scale attempt to examine the tensions between late eighteenth-century
Scottish Enlightenment intellectual culture and counter-Enlightenment interests in the
Atlantic World. My comparative study focuses on two of the most influential university
educators in Scotland and the newly-founded United States. These are Dugald Stewart
at the University of Edinburgh and Samuel Stanhope Smith at the College of New
Jersey (which later became Princeton University). Stewart and Smith are ideal for a
transatlantic comparative project of this kind, because of their close parallels as moral
philosophy professors at the University of Edinburgh (1785-1810) and the College of
New Jersey (1779-1812) respectively; their conflicts with ecclesiastical factions and
counter-Enlightenment policies in the first decade of the nineteenth century; and finally
their uses and adaptations of Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy. The broader
question I address is how the diffusion and fate of Scottish Enlightenment moral
thought was affected by the different institutional and, above all, religious contexts in
which it was taught.
Dugald Stewart’s and Stanhope Smith’s interpretations of central philosophical
themes reflected their desire to improve the state of society by educating enlightened
and virtuous young men who would later enter careers in public life. In doing so, their
teaching of natural religion and metaphysics brought them into conflict with religious
factions, namely American religious revivalists on Princeton’s Board of Trustees and
members of the Scottish ecclesiastical Moderate party, who believed that revealed
religion should provide the foundation of education. The controversies that emerged
from these tensions did not develop in an intellectual vacuum. My research illustrates
how the American and Scottish reception of the French Revolution; the 1793-1802
Scottish Sedition Trials; Scottish and American ‘polite’ culture; Scottish secular and
ecclesiastical politics; American Federalist and Republican political debates; American
student riots between 1800 and 1807; and American religious revivalism affected
Smith’s and Stewart’s programmes of moral education. While I identify this project as
an example of cultural and intellectual history, it also advances interests in the history of
education, ecclesiastical history, transnational history, and comparative history.
The thesis has two main parts. The first consists of three chapters on Dugald
Stewart’s system of moral education: the circumstances in which Stewart developed his
moral education as a modern version of Thomas Reid’s so-called Common Sense
philosophy, Stewart’s applied ethics, and finally, his defence of the Scottish
Enlightenment in the context of the 1805 John Leslie case. Complementing the
chronology and themes in part one, the second part consists of three chapters on Smith’s
programme of moral education: the circumstances that gave rise to Smith’s creation of
the Princeton Enlightenment, Smith’s applied ethics, and finally, Smith’s defence of his
system of moral education in the contexts of what he saw as two converging counterEnlightenment factions (religious revivalists and rebellious students) at Princeton. In
examining these areas, I argue that Dugald Stewart and Samuel Stanhope Smith
attempted to systematically sustain Scottish Enlightenment ideas (namely Scottish
philosophy) and values (‘Moderatism’) against counter-Enlightenment movements in
higher education.
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Introduction
Defining the Scottish Enlightenment in the Atlantic World: methodology,
historiography, and Thomas Reid’s Common Sense philosophy
!

Reflecting on an accomplished life spent in the forefront of American politics,
education, and medicine, Benjamin Rush remarked that ‘the two years I spent in
Edinburgh, I consider as the most important in their influence upon my character and
conduct of any period in my life [and] perhaps there is at present no spot upon the earth
where religion, science, and literature combine more to produce moral and intellectual
pleasures than in the metropolis of Scotland’.1 Rush’s enthusiasm for Edinburgh and the
Scottish recipe for fostering Enlightenment was not uncommon. Eighteenth-century men
of letters, including a reluctant Voltaire, largely shared Rush’s esteem for Edinburgh’s
culture of ‘polite’ taste and high intellectual standards.2 At the height of the late
eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment, the so-called Moderate literati developed
innovative notions of human nature, ethics, and political economy from the ethos of
improving the human condition in society.3 The concepts of this enlightened generation,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Benjamin Rush to James Rush 1809, quoted in David Freeman Hawke, Benjamin Rush:
Revolutionary Gadfly, (Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1971), 63.
2

See John Dwyer, ‘The imperative of sociability: Moral culture in the later Scottish Enlightenment’,
British Journal of Eighteenth-Century Science, 13:2, (1990): 169-184; Lorraine Daston, ‘The ideal and
reality of the Republic of Letters in the Enlightenment’, Science in Context, 4:2, (1991): 367-386;
Michel Malherbe, ‘The Impact on Europe’, in CCSE, 298-315.
3

William Robert Scott coined the term Scottish Enlightenment to describe eighteenth-century
Scotland’s age of improvement (William Robert Scott, Francis Hutcheson: His Life, Teaching and
Position in the history of Philosophy, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1900), 265). Richard
Sher’s seminal work on the Church of Scotland and Edinburgh University shows that several members
of the ecclesiastical Moderate party and Edinburgh University, particularly William Robertson, Hugh
Blair, Alexander Carlyle, John Home, and Adam Ferguson, developed the ideology of ‘Moderatism’
that harmonised Calvinist principles with ‘polite’ society and the pursuit of philosophical truths (Sher,
CU). Hugh Trevor-Roper suggests that the shared interest amongst Scottish philosophers in improving
humankind’s social and moral conduct marked a leading characteristic of the Scottish Enlightenment
(Hugh Trevor-Roper, ‘The Scottish Enlightenment’, Blackwood’s Magazine, 322, (1977), 371-88). For
further information on the emergence of the Scottish Enlightenment see Jane Rendall, The Origins of
the Scottish Enlightenment, (London: Macmillan, 1978); R.H. Campbell and A.S. Skinner (eds.), The
Origins and Nature of the Scottish Enlightenment, (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1982);
Alexander Broadie, The Scottish Enlightenment: The historical age of the historical nation,
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which included prominent figures such as Adam Smith, William Robertson, David
Hume, Thomas Reid, and Adam Ferguson, were not restricted to Edinburgh nor were
their ideas confined to Scotland.4 The transnational dissemination of Scottish
philosophical writings, particularly in North America, testified to its wide appeal.5 Of the
distinctive ideas associated with the Scottish Enlightenment, Alexander Broadie suggests
that the so-called Scottish School of Common Sense dominated late eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century Scottish moral philosophy and was ‘among Scotland’s most
successful invisible exports’ of the time.6 From its distinct Scottish origin and some
disagreement over the term ‘common sense’, Common Sense philosophy gradually
became known in the Republic of Letters as ‘Scottish philosophy’.7 The enthusiasm for
Scottish philosophy did not imply that other philosophical systems were not practised at
this time in Scotland. For instance, the Moderate literati of Edinburgh such as Adam
Ferguson drew heavily from a version of Stoicism whilst David Hume was known for his
mitigated scepticism.8 Despite this diversity in thought, Scottish philosophy was central
to late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Scottish moral philosophy and, from its
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2001); Nicholas Phillipson, ‘The Scottish Enlightenment and the science of man’,
Theoretische Gechiedenis, 8, (1981): 3-19; Idem, ‘Towards a definition of the Scottish Enlightenment’,
in City & Society in the 18th century, edited by Fritz and Williams, (Toronto: Hakkert, 1973), 125-147.
4

Distinct versions of Enlightenment thought and values emerged at this time in Edinburgh, Aberdeen,
and Glasgow. Despite measurable differences, the Scottish literati of these cities were closely linked in
an overarching national pursuit for improvement and use of philosophy from offices in universities and
the Church. For further reading on the eighteenth-century Enlightenment in Glasgow and Aberdeen see
Jennifer Carter and Joan Pittock (eds.), Aberdeen and the Enlightenment, (AUP, 1992); Paul Wood,
The Aberdeen Enlightenment, (AUP, 1993); Andrew Hook and Richard Sher (eds.), The Glasgow
Enlightenment, (Edinburgh: Tuckwell Press, 1995).
5

See Henry May, The Enlightenment in America, (OUP, 1976), 88-105; Michel Malherbe, ‘The Impact
on Europe’, in CCSE, 298-315; Samuel Fleischacker, ‘The impact on America: Scottish philosophy
and the American founding’, in CCSE, 316-337.
6

See Alexander Broadie, A History of Scottish Philosophy, (EUP, 2009), 3.

7

See Selwyn Grave, The Philosophy of Common Sense, (OUP, 1960), 1-10.

8

While Hume counted prominent Moderates including Robertson, Blair, and Ferguson as friends, I am
not suggesting he was a Moderate since this group consisted of Presbyterian ministers and their
religious convictions largely characterised the Moderates of Edinburgh.
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dominance, this philosophical system played a part in developing transnational notions of
ethics and modernity.9
During this period and beyond, Scottish philosophy occupied a central place in
university curricula on either side of the Atlantic.10 Its popularity in higher education
largely stemmed from its compatibility with revealed religion whilst addressing complex
metaphysical questions. Richard Sher and Lawrence Williams have shown that Scottish
professors of moral philosophy were often ordained Presbyterian ministers, however,
they rarely held both ecclesiastical and professorial offices at the same time.11
Furthermore, the Scottish tradition of using professorial chairs to test and perfect
philosophical theories in a pedagogical context assisted in its wider application. As
Gordon Graham has shown, ‘the ambition of Scottish philosophy is to be found in its
continuous attempt to combine the educational and investigative roles of philosophy
within a single method or discipline’.12 This Scottish tradition in moral philosophy
facilitated a clear model for moral education. But interpretations of Scottish philosophy
were not uniformly followed across universities in the Atlantic World. The particular
interests of moral philosophers, different circumstances, and distinct national cultures
encouraged different adaptations of central philosophical themes in preparing young men
for public life. The variations between these interpretations of Scottish philosophy reveal
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9

See George Davie, The Social Significance of the Scottish Philosophy of Common Sense, The Dow
Lecture, (Dundee: University of Dundee, 1973).
10

The noteworthy efforts by Pierre Paul Royer-Collard and his disciples Victor Cousin and Théodore
Jouffroy influenced the nineteenth-century French adoption of Thomas Reid’s Common Sense
philosophy. See Edward Madden, ‘Victor Cousin and the Commonsense Tradition’, History of
Philosophy Quarterly, 1:1, (1984): 93-109.
11

See Richard Sher, ‘Professors of virtue: The social history of the Edinburgh moral philosophy chair
in the eighteenth century’, in Studies in the Philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment, edited by M.A.
Stewart, (OUP, 1990), 87-126; Lawrence Williams, ‘Pulpit and Gown”—Edinburgh University and the
Church, 1760-1830’, in Scottish Universities: Distinctiveness and diversity, edited by Carter and
Withrington, (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1992), 87-95.
12

Gordon Graham, ‘The Ambition of Scottish philosophy’, The Monist, 90:2, (2007): 154.
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telling information about the circumstances in which it was taught and how prominent
Scottish Enlightenment ideas and values were transmitted in the Atlantic World.
In the late eighteenth century, the College of New Jersey (which later became
Princeton) and Edinburgh University were famous for diffusing the ideas and spirit of the
Scottish Enlightenment.13 James McCosh, who was in a position to reflect on both
Princeton and Edinburgh, later remarked that ‘the chairs of mental science in the Scottish
colleges have had more influence than any others in germinating thought in the minds of
Scottish youth, and in giving a permanent bias and direction to their intellectual
growth’.14 By extension, the particular values and ideas taught in the moral philosophy
course informed the expected ideals that a graduate of Princeton or Edinburgh should
possess. While John Witherspoon’s administration and Adam Ferguson’s ‘Moderate’
contemporaries continue to attract considerable interest, their respective successors in
moral philosophy have until recently received relatively little attention.15 Despite
teaching during the supposed decline of the Scottish Enlightenment, Dugald Stewart at
Edinburgh University and Samuel Stanhope Smith at the College of New Jersey were
considered the most influential educators of their time. Although they are often
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The College of New Jersey was originally located in Elizabeth, New Jersey for its first year in 1746
and then relocated to Newark, New Jersey for nine years. After Nathaniel FitzRandolph donated land
in Princeton, New Jersey and upon that land grant the College built Nassau Hall in 1756, the College
officially found a home where it remains today. From 1756 onwards, people also referred to the
College of New Jersey as Princeton or Nassau. Considering the College’s diverse degree and course
offerings instituted during James McCosh’s administration from 1868 through 1888, the Board of
Trustee’s renamed the College after its location, Princeton University, in 1896. For further reading on
Princeton’s transformation see Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker, Princeton, 1746-1896, (PUP, 1974).
14

James McCosh, The Scottish Philosophy: Biographical, Expository, Critical, from Hutcheson to
Hamilton, (New York: Robert Carter and Brothers, 1875), 8.
15

A special issue on Dugald Stewart edited by Knud Haakonssen and Paul Wood will appear in a
forthcoming issue of History of European Ideas in March 2012. In this collection, Jane Rendall’s
‘Adaptations: History, Gender and Political Economy in the Work of Dugald Stewart’ offers excellent
coverage of Stewart’s moral philosophy and his reception by women writers. Some recent examples of
works devoted to Witherspoon in a transatlantic context are: Gideon Mailer, ‘Anglo-Scottish union and
John Witherspoon’s American Revolution’, The William & Mary Quarterly, 67:4, (October 2010):
709-746; Daniel Howe, ‘John Witherspoon and the Transatlantic Enlightenment’, in Atlantic
Enlightenment, edited by Susan Manning and Francis Cogliano, (Hampshire: Ashgate, 2008), 61-80.
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understood in relation to their predecessors and teachers (Reid and Witherspoon), Smith
and Stewart conceived exceptional programmes of moral education. In the decades that
followed the French Revolution, Smith and Stewart combated modern philosophical
scepticism and the supposed decay of morals and high intellectual standards from the
classroom. In doing so, their respective programmes modernised earlier ideas of
cultivating the mind and morals for a new generation of public figures in the Atlantic
World.
This doctoral thesis therefore will compare Stewart’s and Smith’s programmes of
moral education in their transatlantic context. Stewart and Smith are ideal for a project of
this kind, because of their close parallels as moral philosophy professors at the University
of Edinburgh (1785-1810) and the College of New Jersey (1779-1812) respectively; their
conflicts with ecclesiastical factions and counter-Enlightenment policies in the first
decade of the nineteenth century; and finally their uses and adaptations of Scottish
philosophy. The broader question I address is how the diffusion and fate of Scottish
Enlightenment moral thought was affected by the different institutional and, above all,
religious contexts in which it was taught.
Stewart and Smith flourished in an age when factions within the Scottish and
American Presbyterian Church advanced counter-Enlightenment policies to censor the
teaching of metaphysics and eliminate secularism in the faculty of arts.16 Isaiah Berlin
has been credited with first considering the existence of late eighteenth-century counterEnlightenment movements.17 Berlin’s example of exploring the counter-Enlightenment in
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See Emma Vincent Macleod, ‘The responses of Scottish churchmen to the French Revolution, 17891802’, SHR, 73:196, part 2, (Oct., 1994): 191-215; Mark Noll, ‘The Princeton Trustees of 1807: New
Men and New Directions’, PULC, 41, (1980): 208-230.
17

See Isaiah Berlin, ‘The Counter-Enlightenment’, Dictionary of the History of Ideas, vol. 2, (1973),
100-112. Berlin’s seminal essay was reprinted in his widely published edited volume, Against the
Current: Essays in the History of Ideas, (London, 1979; New York, 1980; OUP, 1981; New York,
1982; London, 1997; PUP, 2001).
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eighteenth-century Germany led others to question if similar movements targeted other
types of Enlightenment. Darrin McMahon and Graeme Garrard extended the scope of
Berlin’s notion of counter-Enlightenment to include revolutionary France and the
possibility of its existence in other transnational contexts.18 This thesis defines the
counter-Enlightenment as reflecting inverse views of a particular version of
Enlightenment thought and ideology. An intolerance to free public expression and
opposition to ideas that questioned the policies of established institutions (namely the
government and the church) were widely shared threads across transnational counterEnlightenments. This does not imply that proponents of counter-Enlightenment policies
opposed all the aspects of Enlightenment thought or values. Just as there were various,
distinct types of Enlightenment (often categorised by its national origin), different kinds
of counter-Enlightenment also emerged. Despite the Scottish Enlightenment’s support of
Calvinist principles and its prominent figures’ association with the Church of Scotland
and American Presbyterianism, conservative clergymen on either side of the Atlantic
embraced counter-Enlightenment policies toward this type of Enlightenment.
These counter-Enlightenment campaigns were strengthened through partnerships
with political parties. While American and Scottish secular and ecclesiastical politics
involved largely different objectives, they were host to Presbyterian clergymen with
similar counter-Enlightenment sentiments. Both agreed on the need to safeguard morality
and Christian principles from political radicalism and atheism associated with the French
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See Darrin McMahon, Enemies of the Enlightenment: The French Counter-Enlightenment and the
Making of Modernity, (OUP, 2002); Graeme Garrard, Counter-Enlightenments: From the eighteenth
century to the present, (New York and London: Routledge, 2006). For a thorough discussion of the
long eighteenth-century Enlightenment and its counter-Enlightenment see Jonathan Israel, Democratic
Enlightenment: Philosophy, Revolution, and Human Rights, 1750-1790, (OUP, 2011); Idem,
Enlightenment Contested: philosophy, modernity and the emancipation of man, 1670-1752, (OUP,
2006); Idem, Radical Enlightenment: Philosophy and the making of modernity, 1650-1750, (OUP,
2002).
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Revolution.19 These counter-Enlightenment movements in Scotland and America feared
impressionable young men were particularly vulnerable to disruptive and atheistic beliefs.
They advocated that the teaching of Christian principles to young men would protect the
social and religious welfare of society. Consequently, these counter-Enlightenment
factions were alarmed by Stewart’s and Smith’s use of metaphysics, teaching of natural
religion, and pedagogical diffusion of ‘Moderate’ beliefs. Richard Sher argues that
Scottish ‘Moderatism’ was ‘dedicated to propagating many of the leading values of the
Enlightenment, especially religious tolerance and freedom of expression, reasonableness
and moderation, polite learning and literature, humanitarianism and cosmopolitanism,
virtue and happiness’.20 In light of Sher’s definition of ‘Moderatism’, Stewart’s and
Smith’s programmes of moral education harmonised these ‘Moderate’ values with
Thomas Reid’s philosophical system. The circumstances that gave rise to ‘Moderate’
values at Edinburgh and Princeton before the French Revolution, however, did not
continue in its wake.
Stewart’s and Smith’s teaching of ‘Moderate’ values and natural religion as
central parts of their respective systems of moral education brought them into conflict
with religious factions, namely American religious revivalists on Princeton’s Board of
Trustees and members of a new generation of the Scottish ecclesiastical Moderate party,
who believed that revealed religion should be taught as the foundation for moral conduct.
The controversies that emerged from these tensions did not develop in an intellectual
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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For further readings that touched upon the role of counter-Enlightenment policies in American and
Scottish politics of the time see Richard Matthews (ed.), Virtue, Corruption, and Self-Interest: Political
values in the eighteenth century, (Bethlehem: Lehigh University Press, 1994); Alison LaCroix, The
Ideological Origins of American Federalism, (HUP, 2010); T.M. Devine, ‘The failure of radical reform
in Scotland in the late eighteenth-century’, in Conflict and Stability in Scottish Society 1700-1850,
edited by idem, (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1990), 51-64; Gordon Pentland, ‘The French
Revolution, Scottish Radicalism and “People Who Were Called Jacobins”’, in Reactions to
Revolutions: The 1790s and their aftermath, edited by Ulrich Broich, H.T. Dickinson, Eckhart
Hellmuth, and Martin Schmidt, (Berlin: Lit Veriag, 2007), 85-108.
20

Sher, CU, 328.
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vacuum. This study examines how the American and Scottish reception of the French
Revolution, the 1793-1794 Scottish Sedition Trials, Scottish and American ‘polite’
culture, Scottish secular and ecclesiastical politics, American Federalist and Republican
political conflict, American student riots, and American religious revivalism affected
Smith’s and Stewart’s programmes of moral education. While Stewart prevailed against
the censorship policies—associated with the Henry Dundas interests—and a counterEnlightenment faction within the new Moderate party, Smith’s programme of moral
education fell victim to the rallied efforts of American religious revivalists. In their
respective struggles with counter-Enlightenment factions, Stewart’s ability to galvanize
support from former students and Smith’s conflicts with unruly students proved deciding
factors in determining the fate of their moral programmes at Princeton and Edinburgh.
Their experiences provide examples of the tensions between late eighteenth-century
Scottish Enlightenment thought and values and the interests of its counter-Enlightenment
in the Atlantic World. Furthermore, Stewart’s and Smith’s programmes of moral
education offer an explanation for the different ways in which Scottish philosophy was
transmitted and adapted in its transatlantic context.
The numerous philosophical influences and the diverse themes that Smith and
Stewart taught certainly exceed the scope of a single study. Although such projects merit
further attention, this study does not attempt a comprehensive analysis of Smith’s and
Stewart’s moral philosophy, trace the full span of their notions of moral education, or
write their intellectual biographies. Instead, this comparative study focuses on the reasons
why they created systems of moral education, their adaptations of the philosophical
theme of the ‘moral faculty’, and their tensions with counter-Enlightenment factions.
While both Smith and Stewart appealed to a wide range of theories that circulated in the
transnational Republic of Letters, they both drew heavily from the writings of Thomas
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Reid in creating unique systems of moral education and in treating the theme of the
‘moral faculty’ as an innate source of moral conduct. Their ‘Moderate’ convictions and
shared belief that other branches of knowledge (such as natural philosophy and literature)
cultivated the ‘moral faculty’ also receives attention in this project.21 Before explaining
my methodology, chapter structure, and how this project addresses gaps within several
historiographies, the next section will briefly discuss the main characteristics of Scottish
philosophy, Reid’s treatment of the ‘moral faculty’, and this principle’s relation to natural
religion.

Common Sense Philosophy in the Scottish Enlightenment
Dugald Stewart and Samuel Stanhope Smith’s programmes of moral education
cannot be properly understood without reference to the so-called Scottish School of
Common Sense philosophy ‘clustered around Thomas Reid’.22 Stewart remarked that
Reid ‘has exemplified, with the happiest success, that method of investigation by which
alone any solid progress can be made; directing his inquiries to a subject which forms a
necessary groundwork for the labours of his successors’.23 With equal enthusiasm, Smith
wrote that ‘in this field no writer has distinguished himself with greater zeal, ability, and
success than Dr Reid of Glasgow, first in his treatise on the human mind, and afterwards
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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My treatment of Scottish ‘Moderatism’ relies heavily on Sher’s broader definition. While I shall
show in the following chapters how Smith and Stewart appealed to ‘Moderate’ values in their
respective systems of moral education, this project does not centre on the transatlantic transmission or
reception of ‘Moderatism’.
22
23

Broadie, A History of Scottish Philosophy, 236.

Dugald Stewart, ‘Account of the Life and Writings of Thomas Reid, D.D. F.R.S. Edin.’, in Idem,
Biographical Memoirs of Adam Smith, LL.D., of William Robertson, D.D., and of Thomas Reid, D.D.,
(Edinburgh: George Ramsay and Company, 1811), 443. Reid’s prominent representation of Common
Sense philosophy did not imply that his contemporaries in the Aberdeen Philosophical Society (also
known as the Wise Club) such as George Campbell and later James Beattie did not contribute to the
development of Common Sense. But it is safe to credit Reid with diffusing this philosophical system as
an alternative to modern philosophical scepticism.
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in his essays on the intellectual, and the active powers of man’.24 Similar to other
intellectual disciples of Reid, Smith’s and Stewart’s use of Scottish philosophy furnished
the ‘bones rather than the flesh or muscles’ of their moral philosophy.25 In this regard, the
function of Reid’s philosophical system provided governing maxims or ‘principles of
common sense’ as starting and referencing points for philosophical inquiries. He believed
these principles were universally self-evident in the divinely inspired constitution of
human nature. Moreover, Reid and other Common Sense philosophers suggested that
sane people were conscious of these principles and the existence of sensed objects as well
as personal identity. This approach was grounded in Francis Bacon’s Inductive Method as
a science of the mind. Through the evidence of introspective reflection, observing human
nature, and past displays of human nature in historical record Common Sense
philosophers performed empirical experiments in this science. While this system did not
dictate a particular philosophical conclusion, Reidian themes had a profound influence on
so-called ‘common sense’ philosophers. Moreover, Smith’s and Stewart’s respective
interpretations of the ‘moral faculty’ and natural religion is best understood by first
reviewing how Reid treated these philosophical themes. An in-depth examination of
Reid’s Common Sense philosophy would distract from this project’s focus on Smith and
Stewart, but a brief review of Reid’s philosophical system and his thoughts on the ‘moral
faculty’, ‘causation’, and natural religion will provide clarity for the philosophical themes
discussed in the forthcoming chapters.26
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As a Presbyterian minister and later as a regent at King’s College, Aberdeen from
1751 to 1764, confronted with David Hume’s mitigated scepticism, Thomas Reid claimed
that Hume’s ‘reasoning appeared to me to be just: there was therefore a necessity to call
in question the principles upon which it was founded, or to admit the conclusion’.27 From
this conviction, he countered Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40) with An
Inquiry into the Mind on the Principles of Common Sense (1764). Dugald Stewart later
remarked that Reid’s ‘leading design was evidently to overthrow the modern system of
scepticism; and at every successive step of his progress, new and unexpected lights break
in on his fundamental principles’.28 Reid’s efforts in vindicating his philosophical system
and ridiculing the foundations of modern philosophical scepticism were not intended to
comprehensively treat every philosophical theme. Instead, he sought to establish a new
empirical system based on Bacon’s Inductive Method for future inquiries in the science
of mind. Reid’s philosophy offered an innovative approach to epistemology, and in doing
so, he was deeply indebted to previous theorists. Of the numerous theories that influenced
Reid’s philosophy, he drew heavily from the early Enlightenment writings of Francis
Hutcheson (1694-1746) on innate cognitive ideas, George Turnbull (1698-1748) on
providential naturalism in moral philosophy, and Samuel Clarke (1675-1729) on natural
religion. Of course, other theorists of this period such as Gershom Carmichael (16721729) and Bishop Joseph Butler (1692-1752) also heavily influenced Reid’s philosophy,
but for the present purpose I shall trace how Reid drew from the writings of Hutcheson,
Turnbull, and Clarke in creating Common Sense philosophy.
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Paul Wood suggests that in understanding Reid’s philosophy ‘we must first
recognize that Reid was as much a man of science as he was a moralist’.29 His earlier
studies at Marischal College from 1722 to 1726 under the direction of George Turnbull
introduced Reid to the concept of approaching moral philosophy as an experimental
science. Turnbull remarked:
I was led long ago to apply myself to the study of the human mind in the same way
to the study of the human body, or any other part of Natural Philosophy: that is, to
try whether due enquiry into moral nature would not soon enable us to account for
moral, as the best of Philosophers teaches us to explain natural phenomena.30

Like Turnbull, Reid’s enthusiasm for Bacon’s Inductive Method later played a central
part in his Common Sense philosophy to the extent that Reid suggested that ‘he who
philosophizes by other rules, either concerning the material system, or concerning the
mind, mistakes his aim’.31 By drawing philosophical conclusions on the evidence of
introspective reflection and the external observation of human nature, Reid rebutted the
reasoning of David Hume, Rene Descartes, Nicholas Malebranche, John Locke, and
George Berkeley as prominent theorists in the so-called ‘Ideal Theory’. Reid’s use of the
scientific method, however, did not imply he failed to draw a distinction between moral
laws and the laws of nature.32 According to Robert Callergard, neither ‘the activity and
passivity of things, nor final or efficient causes, are within the reach of the kind of
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“Newtonian” physics that Reid defends’.33 Hume also sought to establish ‘an experience
based science of human understanding’ through the use of Bacon’s Inductive Method or
the so-called ‘experimental method of reasoning’.34 Contrary to Hume’s mitigated
scepticism in the understanding of human nature (best shown in Book One of Treatise),
Reid recognised that progress in this science required establishing governing maxims and
delineating self-evident or ‘common sense’ principles as a foundation for future work.
Reid’s notion of self-evident principles also appealed to Turnbull’s moral thought.
Turnbull claimed that ‘no being can know itself, project or pursue any scheme, or lay
down maxims for its conduct; but so far as its own constitution is certain; and constant;
for so far only, are things ascertainable; and therefore so far only, can rules be drawn
from them’.35 Similar to Turnbull, Reid argued that ‘principles of common sense’
supported the existence of a benevolent deity. Thus, Reid’s Common Sense philosophy
expanded upon Turnbull’s belief that ‘human nature and the ways of god to man
vindicate, by delineating the general laws to which the principal phenomena in the human
system are reducible, and shewing [sic] them to be wise and good’.36 This religious and
philosophical conviction was predicated on the belief that God designed the mind with
innate faculties and limited powers for its cultivation and exercise toward perfection.
The concept of ‘common sense’ in describing ‘mother wit’ or an intuitive sense
did not originate with Reid. Francis Hutcheson’s System of Moral Philosophy (1755) had
previously popularized this belief in Scottish moral philosophy. Often considered as the
father of Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy, Hutcheson focused his moral theory
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on the natural virtues of humankind and the moral-sense cognitivism in evaluating
sentiments and ideas.37 He believed this natural ability of the mind existed without the
instruction of secular or divine laws. Hutcheson remarked that ‘to each of our powers we
seem to have a corresponding taste or sense, recommending the proper use of it to the
agent, and making him relish or value the like exercise of it by another’.38 The common
experience of these cognitive powers in human conduct suggests a moral truth or
‘realism’ to this belief. Reid later expanded upon this philosophical concept of ‘realism’
in Essays on the Active Powers of Man (1788). There Reid drew from Hutcheson’s
example of the ‘moral sense’ in illustrating the active powers of the so-called ‘moral
faculty’. Reid remarked that ‘the testimony of our moral faculty, like that of the external
senses, is the testimony of nature, and we have the same reason to rely upon it’.39 Yet,
Reid differed from Hutcheson by suggesting that people did not merely sense moral
qualities but formed moral judgments through this sense whilst possessing the active
power to fulfill moral obligations to themselves, others, and God. Gershom Carmichael
who taught Hutcheson at Glasgow first considered the branches of duty.40 Reid’s
treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ included and expanded upon these duties in teaching
practical ethics at Glasgow University. Contrary to orthodox Calvinism, Reid believed
that the perfection of the divinely inspired ‘moral faculty’ provided the primary source
for moral behavior. The tension that followed between conservative Calvinists and
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Common Sense philosophers over the primary source of morality was reinvigorated
during the height of Samuel Stanhope Smith’s and Dugald Stewart’s teaching careers.
In addition to questions regarding the primary source of morality, Reid’s
fundamental treatment of ‘causation’ also relied heavily on natural religion and its
relation to innate ‘active powers of the mind’.41 Of the various subjects discussed in
eighteenth-century Scottish moral philosophy, the controversial debate over liberty and
necessity generated the most attention.42 This debate involved the extent of God’s
influence in causes and effects and whether agents acted out of necessity or possessed the
free will to determine a particular action. Reid argued that ‘the name of a cause and of an
agent, is properly given to that being only, which, by its active power produces some
change in itself, or in some other being’.43 His conclusion on this subject was influenced
by Samuel Clarke’s sermons on natural religion.44 According to R. F. Stalley, ‘Reid’s
endorsement of Clarke’s argument shows that, for him too, the idea that we are free
agents is bound up with the idea that motives are not causes’.45 Reid suggested that the
concept of necessity reduced all human actions to the exclusive determination of God
and, therefore, denied any human independence in choosing to act or refrain from an
action. Reid argued that if the system of necessity existed ‘there can be no moral
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government, nor moral obligation [and] there can be no display of moral attributes’.46 He
likened the concept of necessity to a mechanical engine or compass where people had no
choice in obeying or transgressing the secular and religious laws of the world.
Reid concluded that it was improbable that God would create humankind without
the ability to merit moral rewards and punishments for vicious conduct. For this reason,
Reid advocated that God designed the human species with limited active powers to be
agents of cause. He wrote that ‘it has pleased the Almighty to bestow upon some of his
creatures, particularly upon man, some degree of active power, and of reason, to direct
him to the right use of his power’.47 The significant connection between the liberty to act
or refrain from an action and the ability to reasonably determine God’s moral design of
that power, for Reid, represented humankind’s ‘moral liberty’.48 Reid argued that humans
are ‘not merely a tool in the hand of the master, but a servant, in the proper sense, who
has a certain trust, and is accountable for the discharge of it’.49 The provision of limited
free will designed ‘after the image of God’ came with the moral obligation to make
virtuous choices with the use of reason.50 Although ‘moral liberty’ made benevolent
interactions that merited approbation from others possible, Reid believed that God
ultimately judged an agent’s use of ‘moral liberty’. In this respect, he noted that
humankind ‘must finally render an account of the talent committed to him, to the supreme
Governor and righteous Judge’.51 The notion that God created humankind with the ‘moral
liberty’ to fulfill His benevolent design and judge how an agent responded to immoral
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‘passions or appetites’ demonstrated Reid’s marriage of limited free will and religious
faith.52 Reid did not claim to understand the entirety of God’s purpose for creating
humankind with limited freedom, but he suggested that the cultivation of these innate
powers better served God and benevolent affections between people than the
philosophical concept of necessity.53
The transatlantic diffusion of Scottish philosophy and its defence of the belief in a
supreme deity did not prevent controversy over its use in higher education. This study
will demonstrate how two of Reid’s most distinguished intellectual disciples adapted his
philosophical system in a pedagogical context whilst defending ‘Moderate’ values. The
following chapters illustrates how Smith and Stewart adapted the functions of the ‘moral
faculty’ as the primary source of moral behaviour and ‘moral liberty’ as the limited
power to cause an intended effect in preparing young men for public life. The fact that
Smith and Stewart did so in radically different circumstances reveals a fascinating, yet
unexplored, dimension to the Scottish Enlightenment in the Atlantic World.

Methodology & Historiography
The emergence of Atlantic History as a paradigm for historical inquiry has, for
over a decade, exemplified an emphatic move towards a transnational perspective.
Through this paradigm historians are reevaluating the traditional notions of commercial,
cultural, political, and intellectual currents in the Atlantic World.54 In recent years, the
methods and definitions of Atlantic History have generated much scholarly debate. For
instance, The American Historical Review and the William and Mary Quarterly published
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special issues devoted to discussing future horizons for Atlantic History.55 In defining a
methodology for Atlantic History, the writings of David Armitage and Alison Games are
particularly instructive. According to Armitage, there are three separate approaches to
Atlantic history: ‘trans-Atlantic history’ compares a theme or themes on either side of the
Atlantic; ‘circum-Atlantic history’ explores maritime activities in the Atlantic; and
finally, ‘cis-Atlantic history’ focuses on an isolated area near an Atlantic coastline.56 The
current project is an example of Armitage’s definition of ‘trans-Atlantic history’. Alison
Games suggests that Atlantic History provides an excellent model for bridging
multidisciplinary interests in understanding the exchange of ideas, commerce, people, and
culture.57 This project’s investigation of the transatlantic practises of Scottish philosophy
in a pedagogical context contributes to this new wave of historical inquiry. Does this
enthusiasm for transnational history permit space for national perspectives? This
comparative study suggests that it does. Moreover, transnational and national approaches
in examining a historical period or theme are not mutually exclusive. National interests
greatly influenced and distinguished contributions to transnational dialogues, particularly,
in the diffusion of ideas.58 The following chapters will show how the unique
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circumstances in Scotland and the United States influenced the receptions of Scottish
philosophy and prominent ‘Moderate’ beliefs as examples of the Scottish Enlightenment
in the Atlantic World.
The comparative nature of a transatlantic approach could be seen as challenging
for three reasons. First, without a clear narrative and an explicit overall argument,
comparative studies often run the risk of appearing disjointed. Secondly, the transatlantic
connections or disconnections drawn must be treated as existing in different national
contexts as well as being linked in the wider Atlantic World. Finally, there must be a
significant reason why a comparison in a transatlantic context contributes something that
a ‘cis-Atlantic’ approach could not. This study demonstrates how Stewart’s and Smith’s
programmes of moral education were connected by their use of Scottish philosophy and
appeal to the ‘Moderate’ ideology of the Scottish Enlightenment. The different contexts
in which they taught these ideas and values encouraged different modifications,
particularly, in response to counter-Enlightenment factions of clergymen. Only a
comparative study of this kind can demonstrate how different national circumstances
influenced the adaptation and defence of Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy in the
Atlantic World.
As an example of intellectual and cultural history, this project is heavily
influenced by the writings of Quentin Skinner, William Bouwsma, and Richard Rorty.
According to Rorty, intellectual history analyzes the conception, transmission, and
reception of ideas and culture without imposing anachronistic beliefs as a way to
accommodate contemporary concerns.59 While analytic philosophy, often associated with
the history of philosophy, investigates contemporary applications to timeless
philosophical debates, it does not account for the historical contexts that influenced a
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particular philosophical debate or tradition. Skinner remarked that ‘no agent can
eventually be said to have meant or done something which he could never be brought to
accept as a correct description of what he had meant or done’.60 Interpretations of
philosophy must therefore consider the historical contexts in which they emerged and
existed. In this regard, William Bouwsma suggests that philosophy treated within the
contexts of its time permits a more nuanced understanding of its meaning.61 By devoting
equal attention to Smith’s and Stewart’s moral thought, this study examines the various
ways in which applied ethics touched upon other branches of knowledge. Moreover, the
reasons for their adaptations of Scottish philosophy reflected the national circumstances
in which they were taught as well as cultural and intellectual attachments within the
Atlantic World.
This project is not an intellectual biography of Stewart and Smith, but rather sheds
new light on a significant part of Stewart’s and Smith’s moral thought. Although
biographical memoirs of Stewart and Smith appeared shortly after their deaths, they did
not fully explain their respective accomplishments in education.62 The fact that there is
only one modern biography of Stewart’s life and none for Smith provides further proof of
neglect.63 This study reevaluates Smith’s and Stewart’s historical significance as moral
educators in a transatlantic context. To date, no full-scale attempt has been made to
explain Smith’s and Stewart’s systems of moral education, the significant role of the
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‘moral faculty’ within these systems, or the reasons for their tension with counterEnlightenment factions.
My discussion of Smith and Stewart draws heavily on their lecture notes as well
as their published and unpublished manuscripts on moral philosophy.64 Stewart’s and
Smith’s published textbooks offer the best source for their ideas on moral education.65
Stewart’s Outlines of Moral Philosophy (1793), which appeared in several editions
during his lifetime, provided an outline of his ideas on central philosophical themes and
Smith’s ‘A System of Moral Philosophy for the Students of Nassau Hall’ served a similar
function. In discussing the nuances of their moral thought, Smith’s Lectures (1812) and
Stewart’s Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind (1792) delineate their concepts
of moral education and examples of its practical application. Their other publications on
morals and metaphysics likewise include relevant material; their central ideas on
education, however, were best expressed in the previously mentioned sources.66 Evidence
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from correspondence, diaries, faculty and trustee minutes, and newspapers found at
Edinburgh and Princeton repositories suggests that politicians, ministers, students,
parents, and faculty members discussed the merit and demerit of their systems of moral
education, its service for secular interests, and its effect on diffusing Christian principles.
There have been several excellent articles on Stewart’s and Smith’s influence as
professors of moral philosophy.67 Of this research, Knud Haakonssen and Mark Noll
have dominated the respective historiographies.68 The following treatment of Smith as
primarily appealing to Reid and Scottish ‘Moderatism’ diverges from Noll’s argument
that Smith followed a version of Witherspoon’s so-called ‘republican Christian
Enlightenment’. This project’s understanding of Stewart’s moral thought in relation to
other prominent Scottish moralists and Scottish ‘polite’ culture is heavily influenced by
the writings of Haakonssen and Nicholas Phillipson. Furthermore, my approach to
Stewart’s notion of education builds upon the earlier work of Jennifer Tannoch-Bland
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and Donald Winch in exploring the contexts in which Stewart taught and his influence on
prominent Scottish Whigs.69
Douglas Sloan’s The Scottish Enlightenment and the American College Ideal
(1971) has greatly influenced several aspects of this project, primarily by showing that a
transatlantic approach is valuable in understanding the influence of Scottish thought on
early American higher education.70 Sloan investigates how early American colleges and
Presbyterian academies drew from Scottish Enlightenment thought and values with case
studies of Francis Alison, John Witherspoon, Samuel Stanhope Smith, and Benjamin
Rush. In discussing Smith, Sloan remarked that ‘as forces of an aggressive Protestantism
gathered in the early years of the new century, Smith found himself standing more and
more alone, the representative of an earlier time’.71 Indeed, Smith became alienated
largely from his use of Reidian themes and ‘Moderate’ beliefs toward the end of his
career at Princeton. Yet was he the only moral philosophy professor who defended
Scottish Enlightenment ideals from the obstruction of counter-Enlightenment policies?
This question sparked the conceptual starting point of this project. By comparing Smith’s
system of moral education with Stewart’s, this thesis demonstrates how ‘Moderate’
values and Scottish philosophy were adapted in moral education whilst shedding new
light on the tensions between late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Scottish
Enlightenment moral philosophy and versions of counter-Enlightenment in the Atlantic
World.
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Structure
This thesis has two main parts. The first consists of three chapters on Dugald
Stewart’s system of moral education: the circumstances in which Stewart developed his
system of moral education from 1790 to 1794, Stewart’s applied ethics in treating the
‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’, and finally, his defence of the Scottish
Enlightenment in the context of the 1805 John Leslie case. Complementing the
chronology and themes in part one, the second part consists of three chapters on Smith’s
system of moral education: the circumstances in which Smith created the Princeton
Enlightenment between 1794 and 1799, the role of the ‘moral faculty’ within his system
of moral education, and lastly, Smith’s defence of his programme in the context of what
he saw as two converging counter-Enlightenment campaigns from 1800 through 1812.
The concluding chapter examines the question why the academic careers of Smith and
Stewart represented the final days of the Scottish Enlightenment in the Atlantic World
and the epilogue on James McCosh’s administration at Princeton supports this conclusion
whilst offering an opening for future research.
The first chapter, ‘Building Upon Reid’s Legacy’, explores how Stewart as an
intellectual product of the Scottish Enlightenment interpreted mid-eighteenth-century
‘Moderatism’ and how these values were put into effect in his programme of moral
education. Michael Brown suggests that Stewart’s appeal to the thought and values in
writing biographical memoirs of Adam Smith (1793), William Robertson (1796), and
Thomas Reid (1802) justified his teaching of moral philosophy by establishing a canon of
orthodoxy of which he could appeal. Indeed, Brown’s argument is correct and can be
modified to include Stewart’s earlier publications. His Elements (1792) and Outlines
(1793) explain and justify his system of moral education before authoring these
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biographical memoirs.72 Jennifer Tannoch-Bland argues that Stewart did more than
‘popularize’ Reid’s Common Sense philosophy as Norman Daniels, Anand Chitnis, and
Bruce Lenman suggest.73 In agreement with Tannoch-Bland, this chapter goes further by
demonstrating the reasons why and how Stewart developed a modern version of Reid’s
philosophical system. These adaptations of Scottish philosophy came in response to the
circumstances of his time, namely the Scottish reception of the French Revolution, the
1793-1794 Scottish Sedition Trials, and the rise of counter-Enlightenment policies
associated with the Henry Dundas interests. Similar to Reid, Stewart attempted to combat
modern philosophical scepticism. He extended this aim to oppose other forms of
radicalism with particular attention to the emergence of counter-Enlightenment policies
that targeted the teaching of natural religion and metaphysics. In doing so, Stewart’s
programme of moral education exercised the innate faculties of the mind with the
objective of conditioning his students to discern on their own the difference between truth
and error. He believed ‘it is the business of education, not to counteract, in any instance,
the established laws of our constitution, but to direct them to their proper purposes’.74
From this conviction, Stewart’s system of moral education provided a practical and
modern version of Reid’s Common Sense philosophy that was intended to prevent the
adoption of modern philosophical scepticism whilst opposing the acceptance of counterEnlightenment policies at Edinburgh University.
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His teaching of practical ways in which his audience, primarily young men, could
develop virtuous habits and prevent bad intellectual habits forms the theme of chapter
two, ‘The Science of Applied Ethics’. This chapter traces the practical nature of Stewart’s
system of moral education and his ideas on social improvement in treating the four
‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’. These principles consisted of the ‘moral taste’,
‘sensing the ridiculous’, ‘sensing decency’, and ‘sympathy’. Although these principles
have not attracted scholarly attention, they reveal how Stewart sought to improve the
human condition as part of civil society. Stewart remarked that ‘in order to secure still
more completely the good order of society, and to facilitate the acquisition of virtuous
habits, nature has superadded to our moral constitution a variety of auxiliary principles,
which sometimes give rise to a conduct agreeable to the rules of morality and highly
useful to mankind’.75 Of these four principles, Stewart devoted more attention in treating
‘moral taste’ and ‘sympathy’; these four principles, however, relied upon each other for
their advancement and cultivation. In discussing his treatment of these principles, this
chapter examines Stewart’s vision of a benevolent and intellectually vibrant society led
by virtuous citizens and how the application of his programme of moral education could
realise this ambition.
The third chapter, ‘In Defence of the Scottish Enlightenment’, explores Stewart’s
role in the 1805 John Leslie case where he defended Leslie and secularism in the Faculty
of Arts at Edinburgh University. The new Moderate party of the Church of Scotland
threatened Stewart’s system of moral education by insisting that candidates for
professorial chairs should also hold ecclesiastical positions. The Presbytery of Edinburgh
exercised this practise in their 1805 endorsement of Thomas McKnight’s candidacy for
the Chair of Mathematics. The circumstances of the chair canvass turned controversial
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when “Moderate” clergymen of Edinburgh attacked John Leslie, a well-respected
scientist with no affiliation to the Church of Scotland, for his questionable religious
principles. The Moderates were offended by Leslie’s Whiggish ideas of liberal scientific
progress and promotion of Humean thought expressed in Note Sixteen attached to his
Inquiry into the Nature and Propagation Heat (1804). Stewart had a prominent role in
proving that Leslie’s praise of Hume’s premises on the theme of ‘causation’ in nature did
not imply that he endorsed Hume’s mitigated scepticism. While the Leslie case was
charged with political, ideological, ecclesiastical, and philosophical concerns as shown by
Ian Clark, John Burke, J.B. Morrell, and John Wright, it ultimately centered on the extent
of the Church’s involvement in university affairs.76 This chapter suggests that Stewart’s
defence of Leslie embodied his on-going campaign to safeguard his programme of moral
education from the obstruction of counter-Enlightenment interests. His appeal to Reidian
thought amongst other Scottish philosophers in the context of the Leslie affair sought to
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re-establish the earlier ‘Moderate’ belief of tolerance and support for the teaching of
Enlightenment science, particularly the science of the mind.
The forth chapter, ‘The Princeton Enlightenment’, explores the contexts in which
Samuel Stanhope Smith developed and applied his programme of moral education at
Princeton. After succeeding Witherspoon as Princeton’s seventh president in 1795, Smith
took immediate action in reforming Princeton’s curriculum. For a better picture of how
Smith’s reforms changed Princeton’s traditional religious purpose, this chapter first
discusses the College of New Jersey’s strong connection with American religious
revivalism and examines its later reception of Scottish philosophy.77 Samuel Holt and
William Hudnut have shown that Smith united his religious convictions with an
enthusiasm for fostering scientific progress.78 Yet they do not show how Smith’s
initiatives transformed Princeton into America’s premier institution for liberal education
and how this purpose contrasted with Witherspoon’s earlier administration. Smith’s use
of Scottish philosophy underpinned his creation of the Princeton Enlightenment. While
Sydney Ahlstrom and Mark Noll have shown that American Evangelicals drew from
Scottish thought, Smith’s moral thought differed from his Evangelical brethren.79
Contrary to treating Smith as an intellectual disciple of Witherspoon’s so-called
‘republican Christian Enlightenment’, this chapter demonstrates the reasons why and how
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Smith expanded Enlightenment science in preparing future statesmen of the early
republic and from enhancing the arts at Princeton, he hoped to rival Edinburgh’s success.
In league with Princeton’s reception of the French Revolution, the emergence of
political party tensions between the Federalists and the developing Republicans created a
divisive atmosphere in the final years of the eighteenth century. Meanwhile, Smith’s
Princeton Enlightenment attracted considerably more students with the promise of
‘enlightened learning’ comparable to that found in Europe. Amongst this increased
student body, Smith saw factions of unruly students as so-called ‘Jacobins’. He
interpreted ‘Jacobin’ principles as a form of radical counter-Enlightenment that dismissed
his system of moral education. Smith’s response to these respective conflicts from the
classroom occupies the focus of chapter five, ‘The Primacy of the Mind at Princeton’.
From the belief that times of conflict and domestic hardships created excellent
opportunities for scientific innovation, he advanced the Princeton Enlightenment.
Contrary to Evangelicals such as Reverend Ashbel Green, Smith taught that the exercise
of the ‘moral faculty’ and its ‘rules of duty’ was the best way to combat so-called ‘French
Impiety’ and unite Americans under shared values. Smith’s mingling of metaphysics and
revealed religion alarmed Green who believed Witherspoon’s legacy and Christian
principles were improperly enforced at Princeton. This chapter suggests that Smith’s
teaching of the ‘moral faculty’ and the ‘rules of duty’ shed new light on how his applied
ethics addressed the circumstances of the time.
The sixth chapter, ‘Princeton’s War of 1812’, examines how Smith resisted what
he saw as two converging counter-Enlightenment campaigns during the first decade of
the nineteenth century. Between 1800 and 1807, a faction of rebellious students (known
by Smith as ‘Jacobins’) resisted Princeton’s authority with various acts of vandalism,
protest, and rebellion. As Steven Novak has shown, the dilemma of preventing vicious
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conduct from unruly young men was not exclusive to Princeton.80 Despite this wider
uprising of American youth, Princeton was unique insofar as it struggled between two
conflicting solutions to youthful rebellions: an expansion of Smith’s system of moral
education and a revival of Christian principles. As a member of Princeton’s Board of
Trustees, Ashbel Green orchestrated a campaign to remove Smith’s system of moral
education. Alarmed by how Smith’s programme fell short in producing future ministers
and the perceived presence of irreligion amongst the students, Green and like-minded
Evangelicals questioned the content of Smith’s moral philosophy. Complementing Mark
Noll’s thorough discussion of Princeton’s 1807 ‘Great Rebellion’, this chapter connects
how earlier student disruptions established the ‘Jacobin’ tradition at Princeton.81 Instead
of expanding the efforts to diffuse Christian principles as Evangelicals demanded, Smith
utilized ‘Jacobin’ activities to enhance his system of moral education and improve
Princeton’s campus. In the course of addressing Smith’s tensions with these converging
counter-Enlightenment movements, this chapter suggests reasons why Smith’s
programme of moral education and its creation of a Princeton Enlightenment gradually
declined until meeting its end in 1812.
The following chapters suggest that the battles between the late eighteenthcentury Scottish Enlightenment moral thought and emerging counter-Enlightenment
movements were fought at institutions of higher education on both sides of the Atlantic.82
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William Hamilton and James Ferrier were celebrated successors of the Scottish School of
Common Sense, but neither rivaled Stewart’s success nor his systematic efforts to sustain
and modernise Scottish thought. Across the Atlantic at Princeton, Smith’s programme of
moral education marked the last full-scale effort to institutionalize an American version
of the Scottish Enlightenment. As David Hoeveler, Bradley Gundlach, and W.B.
Carnochan have shown, the 1868 appointment of James McCosh, signified a turning
point of the earlier counter-Enlightenment movement.83 McCosh certainly reintroduced a
sophisticated teaching of Scottish philosophy whilst harboring Enlightenment ambitions
for Princeton. But McCosh’s restructuring of Princeton’s curriculum, which will be
examined in the epilogue, did not resemble Smith’s earlier Enlightenment where the
primacy of the mind provided the overarching institutional purpose. By treating these
prominent moral pedagogues, Smith and Stewart, within the contexts in which they
taught, this thesis sheds new light on the adaptation of Scottish thought and values in the
face of fierce counter-Enlightenment opposition during the final years of the Scottish
Enlightenment in the Atlantic World.
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Part One

Dugald Stewart and the Scottish Counter-Enlightenment

Chapter One
Building Upon Reid’s Legacy: Dugald Stewart’s programme of moral education,
1789-1802

Reflecting on early nineteenth-century Edinburgh, the author and jurist Henry
Cockburn wrote that ‘in an age which requires all the dignity of morals to counteract the
tendencies of physical pursuits and political convulsion, [Dugald Stewart] has exalted the
character of his country and his generation’.1 As the professor of moral philosophy at
Edinburgh University from 1785 to 1810, Stewart flourished as one of the most
influential moral educators of his time. Although Stewart was active during the decline of
the Scottish Enlightenment, his thought cannot be explained without reference to the
previous generation of enlightened literati. Stewart claimed that ‘I shall follow the
footsteps of those illustrious men who have gone before me on this subject, Hutcheson,
Reid, Smith and Ferguson; adapting at the same time as the professor of this science
should always do my lessons to the time I live in and the situation in which I am placed’.2
Yet his appeal to Scottish Enlightenment philosophers as well as numerous others in the
Republic of Letters did more than ‘popularize’ Scottish philosophy for a new age.3 In
adapting Scottish philosophy to the circumstances of his time, Stewart sought to sustain
late eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment thought and ‘Moderate’ values from the
obstruction of counter-Enlightenment policies.4
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At a time when counter-Enlightenment factions of clergymen and politicians—
clustered around Henry Dundas—were increasingly hostile toward free expression,
particularly ideas promoting social and political liberty, the education of impressionable
young men was the subject of fierce debate. As Biancamaria Fontana has shown, these
counter-Enlightenment interests resulted ‘in the viral paralysis of political and intellectual
life in Edinburgh’.5 Responding to this situation, Dugald Stewart created one of his
greatest contributions to Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy and ‘Moderate’
values: a modern system of moral education. But to what extent should Stewart’s
programme of moral education be seen as a reaction to counter-Enlightenment policies
and should Stewart be considered a representative of the earlier generation of Scottish
literati?
Stewart’s experience as a professor’s son and later as a tutor and professor at
Edinburgh University during William Robertson’s administration certainly developed his
reverence for ‘Moderate’ values.6 While many of these beliefs were expressed through
his political affiliation with the Scottish Whig party, Stewart’s appeal to Thomas Reid’s
Common Sense philosophy advanced a more elaborate purpose of ‘Moderate’ values in
the wake of the French Revolution. Of the various philosophical themes taught in the
three branches of his moral philosophy course,7 Stewart’s treatment of the ‘moral faculty’
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and the branches of duty as ‘active and moral powers of the mind’ best portrays how he
sought to combat counter-Enlightenment policies whilst upholding central ‘Moderate’
beliefs. The exercise of these faculties gradually developed virtuous habits within ‘real
life’ situations. In doing so, Stewart’s programme of moral education heavily influenced
a generation who would later defend the ‘Moderate’ ideals of the Scottish Enlightenment
as prominent members in the Scottish Whig party.8
Stewart’s significance in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Scottish
Enlightenment occupies the attention of the thesis’s first part. Before exploring the role of
his applied ethics in Scottish ‘polite’ culture and his later defence of Scottish
Enlightenment moral philosophy in the context of the 1805 John Leslie case, this chapter
will first investigate the circumstances that gave rise to Stewart’s system of moral
education. Stewart’s early affiliation with the Moderate literati of Edinburgh, the
emergence of counter-Enlightenment policies, and his promotion of the science of mind
as the best source for improving morals and society had a part in his creation of this
pedagogical system. In the course of examining these areas, this chapter suggests reasons
why Stewart (considered by some to be the ‘Scotian Plato’) received a devoted following
as well as opposition from emerging counter-Enlightenment interests.9
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Dugald Stewart in the age of Scottish ‘Moderatism’, 1753-1785
On a 1771 tour of Scotland, the Scottish author and surgeon Tobias Smollett
declared that Edinburgh ‘is a hot-bed of genius’.10 He observed that ‘even the Kirk of
Scotland, so long reproached with fanaticism and canting, abounds at present with
ministers celebrated for their learning, and respectable for their moderation’.11 Through
his friendship with Rev. Dr Alexander ‘Jupiter’ Carlyle,12 Smollett socialised with
William Robertson, Adam Smith, Hugh Blair, and Adam Ferguson.13 With the exception
of Smith, this group of Edinburgh clergymen and professors were celebrated for their
‘Moderate’ values. Richard Sher remarked that ‘nowhere else did clergymen and
professors make up such a large proportion of the men of letters or produce so many
major works of polite literature’.14 As an operating ideology, ‘Moderatism’ consisted of
leading ideals of the Enlightenment such as religious tolerance, free expression,
humanitarianism, cosmopolitanism, and scientific improvement.15 These values were
justified from the conviction that philosophical truths, Enlightenment science (both
physical and metaphysical), and ‘polite’ sociability could coexist with an enlightened
interpretation of Calvinist principles.
The concept of ‘Moderatism’ did not necessarily imply taking the middle ground
or vacillating between positions in philosophical or ecclesiastical debates. Instead, this
ideology opposed forms of extremism. The Moderates of Edinburgh staunchly defended
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academic patronage in the Kirk and the right of clergymen to participate in ‘polite’
culture by, for example, attending the theatre.16 Their appreciation of genius and
tolerance of controversial ideas was evinced from their socialising with David Hume who
was widely known as a sceptic. Thomas Ahnert argues that ‘while Moderates did not
necessarily agree in every respect with the ideas of such figures such as David Hume or
Lord Kames, they did block an attempt by the more conservative members of the General
Assembly in 1755-6 to have these two philosophers excommunicated for their allegedly
blasphemous moral theories’.17 The Moderates’ victory in the 1757 Douglas Affair over
the Evangelical party (who at that time endorsed many counter-Enlightenment interests)
denoted their early dominance of ecclesiastical politics.18 In light of their prominence,
Nicholas Phillipson suggests ‘there is an important sense in which the history of the
Scottish Enlightenment is the history of Edinburgh’.19
At the heart of the ‘Moderate’ Enlightenment in Edinburgh, William Robertson’s
administration of Edinburgh University from 1762 to 1793 and leadership of the
Moderate party of the Church of Scotland linked ‘Moderate’ values with Scottish
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institutions.20 Robertson advanced this ambition with the establishment of new secular
chairs and influenced the appointment of prominent Scottish Enlightenment men of
letters.21 Meanwhile, ‘Moderates’ harmonised their values with Calvinist principles from
Edinburgh pulpits.22 In league with their achievements from didactic and ecclesiastical
offices, the ‘Moderates’ were active authors whose publications circulated with
considerable success throughout the British Atlantic World.23 These ideas and values
were not confined to Edinburgh lecture halls, churches, or in print. Like other interest
groups of this time, the Moderates’ met weekly to test and debate ideas at a number of
Edinburgh literary and philosophical societies.24 For example, their debates within the
‘Select Society’ (established in 1754) and the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh
(established in 1737) furthered the ‘Moderates’ reputation as a cohesive group of
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savants.25 Reflecting on Robertson’s role in the ‘Select Society’, Dugald Stewart
remarked that ‘while it lasted, Dr Robertson contributed his most zealous
support…deriving from it an addition to his own fame’.26 Despite receiving praise across
the Republic of Letters, the Moderates’ phenomenal success did not endure. Their rapid
ascent to influential offices within the Kirk and University was followed by an equally
swift decline in the 1790s. This transition followed the 1791 election of George Hill
(principal of St Andrews University) to the leadership of the ecclesiastical Moderate
party. Hill gradually replaced the earlier ‘Moderate’ beliefs with counter-Enlightenment
interests. Hill’s close affiliation with his patron Henry Dundas strengthened a counterEnlightenment campaign that allegedly safeguarded impressionable youth by entrusting
their education to clergymen. This objective challenged the practise of secularism in the
faculty of arts at Scottish universities. As the ambitions of Hill’s Moderate party were
allied with conservative politicians later known as ‘Tories’, Dugald Stewart undermined
its success by diffusing the thought and values of the earlier ‘Moderates’ in teaching
moral philosophy. From birth Stewart was well placed to become a ‘Moderate’ and later
defend this ideology.
In the old college buildings of Edinburgh at Whitsunday, the professor of
mathematics Matthew Stewart welcomed the birth of Dugald on 22nd November 1753.27
As an attentive father, Matthew Stewart had a profound influence on his son’s intellectual
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development whilst providing familial connections to the Church of Scotland.28 His
embrace of academic patronage as a minister, contribution to scientific innovation,
esteem for Francis Hutcheson, and his friendship with prominent ‘Moderates’ such as
William Robertson were some reasons why he should be considered a ‘Moderate’.29
These ‘Moderate’ qualities and beliefs among others were certainly on display during
Dugald Stewart’s childhood.
As the professor of mathematics, Matthew Stewart was provided with a residence
near the South Bridge in Edinburgh just a short walk from the Old College building.30 In
addition to living in close proximity to the University, the Stewarts had six professors,
including the principal William Robertson, as neighbours. Although the Stewart family
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later spent half the year at their house Catrine in Ayrshire during the University’s recess,
Edinburgh’s intellectual culture remained a considerable part of their daily lives.31 At
eight years old, Dugald Stewart joined William Robertson’s son, ‘Willie’, at the nearby
Royal High School of Edinburgh where it was said ‘men of the highest and lowest rank in
society [sent] their children to be educated together’.32 During his four years at High
School, Stewart’s father supplemented the rector Alexander Matheson’s lessons with
further exercises in mathematics. Apart from Stewart’s proficiency in mathematics,
Alexander Adam (who replaced Matheson in Stewart’s final months at High School)
introduced his lifelong appreciation for classical Roman and Greek literature.33
In the autumn of 1765, Stewart commenced a degree in arts at Edinburgh
University. This degree required attending all the courses in the Faculty of Arts such as
rhetoric, logic, moral philosophy, natural philosophy, and mathematics. Stewart’s earlier
mastery of geometry rendered attendance at his father’s course unnecessary. He did,
however, attend John Stevenson’s course on logic, Hugh Blair’s lectures on rhetoric and
belles lettres as well as Adam Ferguson’s lectures on moral philosophy twice.34 The
concepts taught in Blair’s and Ferguson’s courses played a prominent role in developing
his moral philosophy. Like many Scots who attended Blair’s course, Stewart actively
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sought to refine his ‘polite’ manners and improve upon the exposition of his prose.35
Meanwhile, Adam Ferguson’s examination of the modern relevance of ancient Rome
certainly appealed to young Stewart’s interests. As a Gaelic speaking Highlander from
Perthshire, Ferguson was different from his ‘Moderate’ contemporaries.36 In addition to
upholding ‘Moderate’ beliefs and a version of Stoicism in the classroom, his membership
of the ‘Poker Club’ and ‘Select Society’ suggests his different background did not
exclude him from activities within the ‘Moderates’ social circle. Ferguson’s moral
philosophy was best known for his ideas on the relationship between human nature and
the progress of society.37 Although Stewart did not follow Ferguson’s version of
Stoicism, his attention to sociological and historical factors that gave rise to morals
within society heavily influenced Stewart’s later thought.38 Moreover, it was Ferguson
who identified Stewart’s aptitude for moral philosophy and encouraged him to cultivate
this talent under Thomas Reid’s instruction at Glasgow University. In 1771, at the age of
seventeen with a degree from Edinburgh completed, Stewart relocated to Glasgow.
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As previously discussed in the introduction, Thomas Reid’s Common Sense
philosophy provided an alternative to modern philosophical scepticism (known by him as
the ‘Ideal Theory’).39 Reid’s ‘principles of common sense’ later formed the ‘fixed
principles’ of Stewart’s moral philosophy. How Stewart’s later writings enriched Reid’s
legacy at the dawn of a new age will be discussed in the following sections. While the
ideas and friendships (including Archibald Alison) that developed during Stewart’s time
in Glasgow cemented a life spent investigating the principles of the mind, this formative
period of learning did not last beyond a year. Due to the declining health of his father,
Stewart returned to Edinburgh and taught his father’s course on mathematics between
1772 and 1785.40
Stewart’s tenure in this office reflected his devotion to his father rather than a
deep satisfaction from teaching mathematics. In a letter to William Robertson, Stewart
requested that ‘if a vacancy [in moral philosophy] should take place I would have you
start with me without delay, and take such steps as appear to yourself to be most prudent
without waiting a moment to consult me’.41 Robertson honoured Stewart’s wishes with
the assistance of Ferguson. Shortly after Matthew Stewart’s death on 23rd January 1785,
the Town Council agreed to accept Stewart’s and Ferguson’s resignations from their
respective chairs. Afterwards they appointed Stewart as the professor of moral
philosophy and provided Ferguson with a salary as the joint professor of mathematics
with the newly appointed John Playfair.42 Although Stewart’s “elections” as professor of
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mathematics and later moral philosophy appeared to be a birthright, he soon discovered
that the ‘Moderate’ Enlightenment of his youth was under attack from counterEnlightenment policies. As the professor of moral philosophy at Edinburgh, no one was
better prepared or situated than Stewart to defend the so-called ‘Moderate’ values of
Robertson’s administration.

Dugald Stewart and the Scottish Counter-Enlightenment, 1790-1802
Dugald Stewart created and refined his system of moral education during an age
of revolutions (French Revolution and Britain’s Industrial Revolution). Meanwhile, the
French Revolution strengthened the justification of emerging British counterEnlightenment policies. The Scottish response to the French Revolution (particularly after
the 1793-1794 ‘Reign of Terror’) reflected the fear that Scottish institutions could share a
similar fate as France’s ancien régime. John Veitch, a nineteenth-century Scottish
historian and philosopher, wrote that ‘the dread shadow of the French Revolution lay
heavily on the minds of those in power, and party interest and existence were identified
by them with the maintenance of the constitution [and] every change was therefore
deemed revolutionary, and every novelty dreaded as a fatal innovation’.43 This counterEnlightenment mindset—championed by Henry Dundas and his associates—jeopardised
the tolerance for scientific, literary, and philosophic innovations which William
Robertson had laboured to establish at Edinburgh University.44 Of Dundas’s agents,
George Hill’s leadership of the Moderate party transitioned these counter-Enlightenment
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policies as influential interests within the Church of Scotland.45 Hill’s allegiance to
Dundas at this time was not an overstatement. Shortly after his 1791 election to the
Principality of St. Andrews University, Hill wrote to Dundas
I will not attempt to express by words the gratitude which I feel, but it shall be the
study of my life to preserve, as a clergyman, in that conduct upon which you have
generously conferred repeated marks of your approbation, and to make every
exertion in my power, as a member of the University, to maintain the credit, and to
preserve peace.46

Hill’s notion of preserving the peace closely coincided with Dundas’s counterEnlightenment policies. From the early 1790s through Dundas’s 1805 impeachment, the
Moderate party (with powerful factions at St Andrews and Edinburgh) advanced
Dundas’s interests within the Kirk. Since Hill and his cohort gradually leaned toward a
more fundamentalist interpretation of Calvinism, the former ‘Moderate’ values of
religious tolerance and free expression were replaced with counter-Enlightenment efforts
to safeguard Christian principles.47 Consequently, the new Moderate clergymen targeted
secularism in the liberal arts and curricula that strayed from religious orthodoxy.48 This
campaign demarcated the emergence of a new radical counter-Enlightenment interest
within the so-called Moderate party.49
Dugald Stewart believed that the counter-Enlightenment efforts to prevent the
spread of atheism and political radicalism created a vacuum for their adoption and
practise. He suggested that the censorship of controversial theories did not address the
foundations of allegedly misguided philosophical scepticism and political radicalism.
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Instead, Stewart believed these ideas must be shown as false. His opposition to radicalism
extended to clergymen with counter-Enlightenment views towards the teaching of
metaphysics and natural religion. Stewart wrote:
Certain divines in Scotland were pleased, soon after this critical era, to discover a
disposition to set at nought [sic] the evidences of Natural Religion, with a professed,
and, I doubt not, in many cases, with a sincere view to strengthen the cause of
Christianity. Some of these writers were probably not aware that they were only
repeating the language of Bayle, Hume, Helvetius, and many other modern authors
of the same description.50

He taught that the prerogative of enlightened men was to combat the ‘errors’ of the
French Revolution (its association with philosophical scepticism not its pursuit for
political liberty) and radical responses to these ideas. Consequently, this proposed task
received staunch opposition from counter-Enlightenment factions.
Stewart’s response of the French Revolution as well as his reaction to counterEnlightenment policies were central to the development of his system of moral education.
Like many of his Scottish Whig contemporaries, Stewart had supported the revolutionary
principles that emerged in France.51 As a witness to the early stages of the French
Revolution during a 1788 tour of France with his student George Ramsay, the language
of political equality and social leveling excited Stewart. Although he later wrote to
Archibald Alison the following year when he returned to Paris that the elections in the
Tiers Etat were ‘by no means respected by the people of rank in this country, and who are
certainly of all men the least qualified for new-modeling a constitution’, he endorsed the
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early objectives of this uprising.52 Despite opposing the later so-called ‘barbarities at
Paris’, he remained hopeful that ‘the storm may blow over, and that the mercantile
interest of the country may have the sense and spirit to come forward as they ought’.53
While tensions flared between Britain and France, Stewart agreed with the minority of
Parliament that a war would ‘risk the prosperity and the tranquility of this country [and] it
will open a new source of political events, the final cause of which is beyond
calculation’.54 A month after expressing these concerns, on 1st February 1793, France
declared war against the United Kingdom. The outbreak of war provided the necessary
traction for counter-Enlightenment attacks against the diffusion of revolutionary ideas.
Despite political differences, Dundas and Edmund Burke (a member of the Whig party)
shared the belief that Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man (1791) encouraged radical acts of
political defiance and rebellion.55 In this controversial work, Paine wrote that ‘it is the
free and unbiased voice of society that is to decide their rights and comforts, and when
they feel them perverted or diminished, it is their province to renovate them’.56 Shortly
before France’s ‘Reign of Terror’, Stewart openly endorsed Paine’s concept of political
liberty. For example, in reference to the birth of Archibald Alison’s son, Stewart pledged
that ‘I promise to do all I can to make him a Philosopher and an Economist; and I engage,
as soon as he begins to snuff, to make him the present of a very handsome box which I
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received lately, with the Rights of Man inscribed on the lid’.57 Yet Stewart’s support of
political and social reform was not limited to Paine’s writings.
As early as 1792, Scottish liberals expressed interest in progressive political
reforms from within the first National Convention of the Friends of the People in
Scotland.58 Clearly inspired by events in France, the Friends of the People sought better
representation of public interests in Parliament but achieved little due to internal
discord.59 As an attendant, Stewart observed that the Convention was ‘a set of men
brought together from different corners of the country, full of mutual jealousy and
distrust; and you may believe that those who are afterwards to guide their deliberations,
will be the least forward to not show themselves till they know their ground’.60
Consequently, Stewart distanced himself from the Friends of the People after the
subsequent meetings became decidedly more radical. Despite his support for greater
representation of popular interests in Parliament, Stewart identified himself as a ‘North
Briton’ and did not entertain ideas of overthrowing the government.61 He sought,
however, to improve the state of society under the Constitution. Thomas Reid held a
similar view of the French Revolution at this time. Reid wrote in 1791:
Some few here think or affect to think that to be a Friend to the Revolution of France
is to be an Enemy to the Constitution of Britain, or at least to its present
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Administration. I know the contrary to be true in my self, & verily believe that most
of my Acquaintance who Rejoice in that Revolution agree with me in this.62

This conventional Whiggish belief was not new (albeit increasingly dangerous to express
in the public sphere), but his teaching of these political sentiments attracted the attention
of counter-Enlightenment proponents.
From 1793 through 1794, Stewart ventured beyond abstract concepts in teaching
systems of government as he had done in previous years. By discussing the importance of
the Habeas Corpus Act, Stewart took a firm stance in a fiercely debated policy of the
time. In a 1794 lecture, Stewart remarked:
This act can never be suspended except in cases of the most urgent necessity by a
solemn act of the legislative body, which sometimes, for a very limited space,
permits the executive power to imprison suspected persons at will, and without
assigning any reason for so doing. This measure is similar to the ‘Senatus
consultum ultimae neccessitatis’ of the Romans, which preceded the election of a
dictator and is adapted with similar caution.63

Shortly after teaching that Habeas Corpus was vital for British liberty, it was suspended
in May 1794. Led by the efforts of Henry Dundas,64 this suspension lasted until July 1795
and was once again suspended from April 1798 through March 1801.65 As an active
member of the ‘Speculative Society’, Stewart questioned ‘if any circumstances justify the
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suspension of Habeas Corpus’ amongst a diverse group of Whig and politically
conservative University students.66
During this period, Stewart’s fears over the consequences of suspending Habeas
Corpus were realised in the 1793-1802 Scottish Sedition Trials. These trials exemplified
how counter-Enlightenment policies censored the free expression of political and
philosophical ideas. Whig Parliamentary ministers, including the Earl of Stanhope, shared
Stewart’s concerns that ‘such an entrapping mode of trial’ corrupted the judicial process
and led to despotism.67 These objections, however, had little effect. Those convicted of
sedition faced sentences of imprisonment, transportation to the British colonies, and
social contempt as perceived dangers to British political, social and moral order. The
consideration of the defendant’s intentions rendered sedition as a criminal act both
peculiar and subjective. Later, as a Scottish judge, Cockburn noted that sedition was
considered the ‘only offence as against the public, though this offence may be committed
by libeling individual public officers as such, that is dealt with as sedition by the law of
Scotland’.68 Stewart’s praise of Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man, attendance of the first
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National Convention of the Friends of the People in 1792, travels to revolutionary France,
and discussion of controversial philosophers such as David Hume and Condorcet alarmed
Scottish counter-Enlightenment advocates that his politics might corrupt impressionable
young men.69
Stewart’s discussion of Condorcet (whose theories were connected with French
Revolutionary principles) in Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind (1792), in
particular, led to suspicions that he endorsed political radicalism.70 Stewart certainly did
not support all of Condorcet’s political or philosophical views, but they agreed on the
liberating qualities of education and its vital importance in an advanced state of society.
In quoting Condorcet, Stewart wrote that ‘if we attack oppressors, before we have taught
the oppressed we shall risk the loss of liberty, [we] rouse them to oppress the progress of
reason’.71 Those associated with counter-Enlightenment interests and even the prominent
Scottish Whig Francis Jeffery interpreted these sentiments as dangerous to social order.72
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After being approached by one of Dundas’s agents, Lord Abercromby, Stewart wrote that
‘I shall ever regret that I dishonoured some of my pages by mentioning with respect the
name of Condorcet’.73 Since the Scottish Sedition Trials targeted those suspected of
diffusing French revolutionary principles, Stewart was under intense pressure to amend
his discussion of Condorcet in future editions and lectures. In the second edition of
Elements (1802), Stewart added a footnote to his discussion of Condorcet’s writings:
To some of my readers it may appear trifling to remark, that, in availing myself an
occasional coincidence of sentiment with a contemporary Author, I would not be
understood to become responsible for the consistency of his personal conduct with
his philosophical principles, nor to subscribe to any one of his opinions, but those to
which I have expressed my assent by incorporating them with my own
composition.74

Despite dispelling suspicions that he was a ‘Jacobin’, Stewart’s reaction to his critics did
not imply that he failed to challenge counter-Enlightenment policies.75 Michael Brown
has shown that Stewart repositioned his public views on the French Revolution to
‘inoculate him from the charge of political heresy’ and afterwards was active in
combating radical revolutionary principles.76 This objective became a prominent interest
in what would become his system of moral education. On this reformed purpose of his
moral philosophy course, Stewart claimed:
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The danger with which I conceived the youth of this country to be threatened by that
inundation of skeptical or rather atheistical publications which were then imported
from the Continent, was immensely increased by the enthusiasm which, at the dawn
of the French Revolution, was naturally excited in young and generous minds [which
prompted] me to a more full and systematical illustration of these doctrines than had
been attempted by any of my predecessors.77

But Stewart’s prominent role in preventing the spread of political radicalism and the
adoption of philosophical scepticism did not conform to the censorship policies of the
counter-Enlightenment movement, which were aligned with the so-called ‘Gagging Acts’
of 1795.78 In order to safeguard the development of impressionable young men, Stewart
suggested that the public across all ranks in society must be educated to recognise
philosophical scepticism and political radicalism as false.79 This ambition required
diffusing a properly regulated programme of moral education that sharpened the
‘reasoning and reflective powers and enabled [his students] equally to throw off the
chains of superstition and to combat the fallacies of scepticism’.80 With this objective in
mind, Stewart created a system of moral education that addressed the political, social and
intellectual conflicts of his time as a modern version of Thomas Reid’s Common Sense
philosophy. Contrary to the earlier age of ‘Moderatism’, the climate in Scotland that
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followed the French Revolution was deeply hostile to the purpose of Stewart’s
programme.

Creating a Modern Scottish Philosophy: Stewart’s system of moral education
Dugald Stewart’s system of moral education cannot be properly understood
without reference to the so-called Scottish School of Common Sense philosophy grouped
around Thomas Reid.81 Reid’s efforts in vindicating his philosophical system were not
intended to examine comprehensively every philosophical theme and its application in
society.82 Stewart later remarked that Reid ‘has exemplified, with the happiest success,
that method of investigation by which alone any solid progress can be made; directing his
inquiries to a subject which forms a necessary groundwork for the labours of his
successors’.83 Of Reid’s disciples, no one rivaled Stewart’s success in adapting Reidian
principles into an accessible and practical paradigm for moral education.
Yet Stewart did more than ‘popularize’ Reid’s philosophy for a new age, and his
enthusiasm for Reid’s philosophy did not imply that he strictly followed all of Reid’s
conclusions. They diverged on several philosophical themes; there are, for example
notable differences in their treatment of ‘attention’, ‘conception’, and ‘imagination’ as
‘intellectual powers of the mind’.84 In part, Stewart’s adaptations of Reid’s philosophy,
particularly in discussing the term ‘common sense’ and the role of hypotheses, reveal
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their responses to pressing concerns of different circumstances. Stewart claimed that
Reid’s use of the term ‘common sense’ to describe intuitive senses misled critics such as
Joseph Priestley about the sophisticated nature of this approach. Stewart remarked:
Drs Reid, Beattie, and Oswald, in their answers to Mr Hume’s attack upon
this kind of evidence, employ very erroneously the expression Common
Sense (which is commonly used to express a certain prudence or sagacity
possessed by uneducated men) to signify an essential law of our
constitution; And have thereby [misled] their opponents, particularly Dr.
Priestley of an allegation against them which they by no means deserve.85

Stewart’s preferred use of the so-called ‘fundamental laws of human belief’ or ‘principles
of the human constitution’ in teaching Reidian principles could be interpreted as an
attempt to avoid such criticisms. But this adaptation of Reid’s philosophy amongst others
also reflected Stewart’s response to counter-Enlightenment attacks against the teaching of
metaphysics.
At a time when the mobilisation of the ‘uneducated masses’ was feared, Stewart
certainly wanted to draw a firm distinction between universal powers of the mind and the
actions of the so-called ‘vulgar’. 86 For Stewart, Reid had not succeeded in this objective.
Reid had claimed:
On the one side stand all the vulgar, who are unpracticed in philosophical
researches, and guided by the uncorrupted primary instincts of nature. On the other
side stand all the philosophers, ancient and modern, every man without exception
who reflects. In this division, to my great humiliation, I find myself classified with
the vulgar.87

Reid did not deny the merits of further philosophical inquiries in metaphysics, but rather
suggested that operating from erroneous philosophical systems improperly exercised and,
in turn, corrupted the perfection of the mind. Since the counter-Enlightenment censorship
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policies that followed the French Revolution were predicated on the belief that the public
could not discern on their own the difference between true and false philosophy, Stewart
advocated that everyone in an advanced society should have a fundamental knowledge of
human nature, particularly the ‘intellectual, moral and active powers of the mind’.
According to Stewart, ‘it is such a knowledge alone of the capacities of the mind, that can
enable a person to judge of his own acquisitions; and to employ the most effectual means
for supplying his defects, and removing his inconvenient habits’.88 In consequence of the
different circumstances, Reid’s and Stewart’s moral thought reflected fundamentally
different concerns. For Reid, the vindication of his alternative to modern philosophical
scepticism was paramount; for Stewart, however, the future of metaphysical inquiries
depended on combating counter-Enlightenment policies with a superior solution to the
intellectual and political trials of his time. Stewart claimed that ‘the inclination to
scepticism is much more prevalent now than of old: and I think it much more detrimental
to the interests of science than over credulity’.89 Consequently, he taught that hypotheses
in metaphysics could reveal unexplored truths in the science of man. Stewart suggested
that Reid ‘pushed his attack upon hypotheses too far’ in claiming that approach did not
prove ‘any important fact or law of nature’.90 But he did this with the confidence that his
system of moral education prevented the adoption of philosophical scepticism. According
to Stewart, ‘it is the business of education, not to counteract, in any instance, the
established laws of our constitution, but to direct them to their proper purposes’.91 This
task of educating the public to properly exercise the faculties and operations of the mind
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whilst elevating intellectual standards required appealing to the practical needs of the
public in an accessible way.92
Since Stewart followed the Scottish tradition of using professorial chairs to test
and perfect philosophical theories in a pedagogical context, his moral philosophy course
was intended to instruct and his lectures were made available to the wider public through
his publications.93 He believed that ‘the object of the Philosopher is to inform and
enlighten mankind’.94 Criticised by some for excessive references to earlier and
contemporary theorists, his delineation of how ideas developed over time and the
dialogue between theorists allowed those unacquainted with philosophy to better
understand the progression in the treatment of complex metaphysical themes. His success
in this task was best shown in Dissertations commissioned by the Encyclopedia
Britannica.95 Despite criticisms of Stewart’s writings as ‘vague and heavy’ and not
contributing ‘many new truths to the philosophy of mind’, his blend of pedagogy and
philosophical inquiry did not lack originality, albeit often hidden.96 In addition to
inserting his opinion in the context of discussing earlier theories (as he had done with
Condorcet’s writings), he clearly outlined what he believed a properly regulated moral
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education should entail. According to Stewart, the cultivation of the mind must involve ‘a
comprehensive survey of human nature in all its parts; of its various faculties, and
powers, and sources of enjoyment; and of the effects which are produced on these
principles by particular situations’.97 ‘Without some degree of it,’ Stewart continued,
‘every man is in danger of contracting bad habits, before he is aware; and of suffering
some of his powers to go to decay, for want of proper exercise’.98 He warned that ‘it is
evident, at the same time, that as no system of education can be perfect, many prejudices
must mingle with the most important and best ascertained truths’ since they derive from
the same source in human nature.99 Beyond teaching the faculties and powers of the
mind, threads of ‘Moderate’ values concerning cultural tolerance, freedom of expression,
and ‘polite’ sociability were consistently present.
In illustrating the purpose of his course, Stewart taught that the ‘object of Moral
Philosophy is to ascertain the general rules of a wise and virtuous conduct in life, in so far
as these rules may be discovered by the unassisted light of nature; that is, by an
examination of the principles of the human constitution, and of the circumstances in
which man is placed’.100 While his teaching of natural religion and metaphysics drew
heavily from the earlier writings of Thomas Reid, Stewart advanced a more specific
ambition for their application towards exercising virtuous habits in public life.101 Of the
various faculties and methods of exercise taught in his programme of moral education,
Stewart’s treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ and the branches of duty as ‘active and moral
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powers of the mind’, best reflected his ideas on how to improve society. According to
Stewart, ‘the moral faculty is an original principle of our constitution, which is not
resolvable into any other principle or principles more general than itself; in particular,
that it is not resolvable into self-love, or a prudential regard to our own interest’.102 In
agreement with Reid, Stewart believed that from this faculty agents exercised ‘moral
judgments’ and determined to act or refrain from action based on imposed duties or
obligations to God, others, and themselves independent of external motives. As the
source of notions of ‘right and wrong’, Stewart taught that ‘it is absurd to speak of
morality as a thing independent and unchangeable’, and, as such, actions previously
believed to be ‘right or wrong’ should be treated as complex perceptions existing within
distinct contexts. For example, the ‘immutability of moral distinctions’ was affected by
the particular experiences of the agent who judged a respective act. An action in a
particular situation, therefore, might be perceived as right and the same action performed
in a different context could receive a contrary judgment.
At a time when the Scottish Enlightenment and its counter-Enlightenment
advanced different notions of ‘right and wrong’ and ‘merit and demerit’, Stewart
proposed that through the ‘moral faculty’ agents could fulfill God’s intention concerning
moral conduct independent of revealed religion. Similar to Reid, Stewart remarked that
‘our ideas of the moral attributes of God must be derived from our own perception [and]
it is only by attending to these, that we can form a conception of what his attributes are;
and it is in this way we are furnished with the strongest proofs that they really belong to
him’.103 In teaching natural religion and the ways to exercise the divinely inspired
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faculties of the mind, Stewart did not question the veracity of Scripture.104 But he did
question if ecclesiastical and secular laws were best suited to govern universal moral laws
of the ‘moral faculty’. Since secular laws could not try a suspect based on the immorality
(rather than illegality) of an action, the cultivated ability of the public to do so became
important particularly in the context of the time. In lecturing on the prevention and
punishment of crimes, Stewart commented that a magistrate ‘has no right to punish
crimes in a moral view, but only as they tend to disturb the peace & order of society’.105
Moreover, Stewart treated religious laws with more distrust. He wrote that ‘religion is a
species of authoritative law, enforced by the most awful sanctions and extending not
merely to our actions, but to our thoughts’.106 By debunking the authority of secular and
religious laws to govern innate ‘moral laws’, Stewart argued for the necessity of
exercising the natural inclination to restrain vicious acts and cherish virtue. This
contradicted the orthodox Calvinist belief taught by George Hill that revealed religion
had absolute moral authority over and was more ‘sublime’ than ‘occasional passages in
the writings of philosophers’.107 Stewart suggested that reliance on secular and religious
laws for moral instruction distorted the pursuit of philosophical truths. He, therefore,
taught that the ‘object in my future lectures will guard you against a bigoted attachment
to any opinions, without properly canvassing their truth, a failing extremely prejudicial to
the interests of science’.108 In an important sense Stewart’s paramount concern in creating
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a system of moral education was his opposition to counter-Enlightenment policies
(political and religious) that obstructed progress in the science of the mind.
The exercise of the ‘moral faculty’ did not occur within the classroom or
exclusively during solitary periods of introspective reflection. Stewart suggested that
diverse social interactions and a refined appreciation for the arts exercised the ‘moral
faculty’ as well as other ‘intellectual, active and moral powers of the mind’. For instance,
the sensations of pain or pleasure of perceiving ‘moral beauty and deformity’ in art and
‘polite’ culture awakened an agent to the moral qualities of ‘polite’ manners, creations,
and the ‘moral beauties’ of the natural world. ‘By teaching the youth to associate the
ideas of happiness with what is virtuous and good and of pleasure with the pursuits of
literature’, Stewart remarked, ‘his choice will be directed to what is right’.109
In an appeal to Reid’s treatment of natural religion, Stewart believed God
designed the mind with the power to merit moral approbation through the perfection of
the ‘moral faculty’. Stewart proposed that ‘in my speculations for instance upon Natural
Religion, I will not produce proofs, which taken by themselves would have a conclusive
force…but I will shew [sic] you the propriety and reasonableness of the idea [and] I will
shew [sic] you that it is from partial and limited views of nature that scepticism arises’.110
His considerable attention to the divinely imposed duties with respect to a Deity, duties
which respect our fellow creatures, and which respect ourselves demonstrated his
response to counter-Enlightenment challenges to the teaching of natural religion.111
Stewart taught:
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Such an examination [of the branches of duty], besides, being the reasonable
consequence of those impressions which his works produce on every attentive
and well-disposed mind, may be itself regarded, both as one the duties we owe
Him, and as the expression of a moral temper sincerely devoted to truth, and
alive to the sublimest emotions of gratitude and of benevolence.112

Stewart qualified that the existence of God and His intentions were not an intuitive
truth. Through the faculty of reason and the observation of human nature, however,
enlightened men found it probable that God existed. Moreover, the agents’ obligation
to reflect introspectively on their practise of prudence, temperance, and fortitude, for
Stewart, was ‘a duty so important and comprehensive, that it leads to the practice of
all the rest, and is therefore entitled to a very full and particular examination in a
system of Moral Philosophy’.113 Although everyone benefited from them, the nature
of these virtues demanded that agents reflect on their own behavior as separate from
the wider public. In discussing an agent’s duties to others, Stewart identified the
virtues of benevolence, justice, and veracity as obligations to the wider society. He
suggested:
Unless we admit these duties to be immediately obligatory, we must admit the
maxim, that a good end may sanctify whatever means are necessary for its
accomplishment; or, in other words, that it would be lawful for us to dispense with
the obligations of gratitude, of veracity, and of justice, when ever, by doing so, we
had a prospect of promoting any of the essential interests of society.114

These moral obligations of exercising virtue and justice were certainly relevant in the
contexts of the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, the Scottish Sedition Trials and the
counter-Enlightenment’s attempts to censor the teaching of metaphysics. By instructing
students to value and exercise these branches of duty, Stewart strengthened his students’
attachments to moral improvement as members of a wider society. In his final remarks to
his class in 1790, Stewart stated ‘that in life they should not consider the various times of
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fortune as the instilments of happiness or misery to them—however—true happiness was
to him found in a steady adherence to our duty and in that alone’.115 By design, every
theme taught in Stewart’s system of moral education relied upon every other for the full
perfection of the mind; certain themes, however, had more practical applications in public
life. Stewart’s teaching of the ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’ (which forms the
subject of the next chapter) demonstrated the practicality of this faculty when applied in
society and how his programme encouraged a benevolent and enlightened state of
society.

Conclusion
In the last decade of the eighteenth century, elements of ‘Moderatism’ in the
Scottish Enlightenment appeared to be fading rapidly in the wake of the French
Revolution. Counter-Enlightenment policies targeted many of the circumstances that
enabled the earlier dominance of the ‘Moderate’ literati at Edinburgh University. John
Veitch remarked that ‘the political spirit which in other times had issued in civil war,
found outlet and relief in bitter personalities, social hatred, and exclusion [and] such was
the state of things, that Dugald Stewart confessed to despair for his country’.116
Responding to these counter-Enlightenment interests, Stewart adapted Reid’s philosophy
in creating a system of moral education. He claimed that ‘the happiness of Individuals
depends very much on fixed principles [and] the characters of the greatest part of the men
are formed by the influence of Education, Situation or Example…in consequence of
wanting fixed principles their characters suffer as much as their happiness’.117 Despite
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enduring early tensions over the political nature of his lectures and his favourable
discussion of Condorcet, Stewart positioned his moral system as a formidable defence
against philosophical scepticism, political radicalism, and the counter-Enlightenment
censorship of metaphysics. By creating an accessible and modern version of Thomas
Reid’s so-called Common Sense philosophy, Stewart contributed to the endurance of
Reid’s legacy at the dawn of a new age.
In the Scottish context of political tensions and intellectual repression during the
1790s, Stewart’s programme of moral education sought to revive the ‘Moderate’ Scottish
Enlightenment through the diffusion of applied ethics. The popularity of his lectures had
a considerable influence on rising figures of the Scottish Whig party (such as Francis
Horner, Henry Cockburn, Thomas Brown, and Sydney Smith). According to Robert
Gillies, ‘his class-room was usually so crowded that without going before the hour it was
not possible to find a seat; and so desirous it were noble families to obtain his direct
advice and guidance for youth, that it was said he had refused the sum of [£] 2000, as
annual pension, for one pupil’.118 Stewart’s ‘didactic eloquence’ was celebrated for
diffusing useful knowledge in ‘polite’ society and securing virtuous habits in the process.
His treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ and the branches of duty, in particular, demonstrated
that exercising the innate faculties of the mind were practical for improving morals and
the state of society whilst refining ‘polite’ manners. Stewart’s treatment of the ‘auxiliary
principles of the moral faculty’, which is the subject of the following chapter, supported
this ambition. The principles of ‘a regard to character’, ‘sense of the ridiculous’,
‘sympathy’, and ‘moral taste’ illustrated the purpose and operations of a properly
cultivated mind in ‘real life’ situations. According to Stewart, ‘where they all maintain
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their due place, in subordination to the moral faculty, they tend at once to fortify virtuous
habits, and to recommend them, by the influence of amiable example, to the imitation of
others’.119 Whilst practical for securing refined manners in ‘polite’ society, the ‘auxiliary
principles’ strengthened attachments to the branches of duty. Through reinforcing the
innate obligations to God, others, and oneself, Stewart sought to encourage the practise of
universal benevolence at a time when the counter-Enlightenment policies bred prejudices
toward metaphysics and natural religion. For these reasons, Stewart remarked that ‘at
present, I must content myself with recommending it to the serious attention of moralists,
as one of the most important topics of practical ethics which the actual circumstances of
this part of the world point out as an object of philosophical discussion’.120 As a product
of Scottish Enlightenment thought and of ‘Moderatism’, Stewart’s efforts to revive its
ideals in response to powerful counter-Enlightenment interests ‘exalted the character of
his country and his generation’.121
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Chapter Two
The Science of Applied Ethics in Scottish ‘Polite’ Society: Dugald Stewart on the
‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’

In the decades surrounding the turn of the nineteenth century, Dugald Stewart
encountered on-going opposition toward his support of ‘Moderate’ values and the
teaching of metaphysics. This counter-Enlightenment movement emerged in response to
the French Revolution, but its agenda threatened to eliminate the circumstances that had
permitted the earlier rise of the Scottish Enlightenment. The censorship of free
expression, in particular, greatly hindered Scottish creativity and scientific innovation
that flourished in Scotland’s previous age of improvement. Stewart recognised that the
survival of the ‘Moderate’ Enlightenment required addressing these new political, social,
and intellectual challenges with a superior solution. This came in the form of his system
of moral education. This task of sustaining the Scottish Enlightenment demanded that
Stewart show how the cultivation of the mind and ‘Moderate’ beliefs directly benefited
and were useful in modern ‘real life’ situations. As a central part of his system of moral
education, Stewart’s treatment of applied ethics addressed this objective.
Examining Stewart’s contribution to applied ethics, the Scottish philosopher and
historian James Mackintosh wrote that ‘few men ever lived, who poured into the breasts
of youth a more fervid, and yet reasonable, love of liberty, of truth, and of virtue’.1 In
doing so, Stewart aimed at systematically exercising the mind as a way to foster an
enlightened and benevolent society. His treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ and the branches
of duty as ‘active and moral powers of the mind’ portrays how he sought to cultivate
virtue through the activity of introspective reflection and the experience of sociable
interaction. Stewart’s teaching of these innate powers offered a more nuanced and
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textured coverage than Reid had previously attempted. For example, Stewart suggested
that the ‘moral faculty’ was assisted in its perfection by the exercise of other instinctive
principles. He taught that ‘in order to secure still more completely the good order of
society, and to facilitate the acquisition of virtuous habits, nature has superadded to our
moral constitution a variety of auxiliary principles, which sometimes give rise to a
conduct agreeable to the rules of morality and highly useful to mankind’.2 These
‘auxiliary principles’ consisted of ‘regarding character’, ‘sensing the ridiculous’,
‘sympathy’, and ‘moral taste’. Each depended upon one another for their exercise toward
perfection and, at the same time, drew heavily from elements of Scottish ‘polite’ culture
as a central factor of their development. In treating these principles Stewart distanced
himself in significant ways from earlier Scottish moralists such as Hutcheson, Hume, and
Smith whilst building upon Reid’s philosophical system in a new way. While Stewart’s
use of these principles represented an original part of his programme, they have received
little attention. Their role in his system of moral education, their intended application in
Scottish ‘polite’ culture, and how their exercise and application in society combated
counter-Enlightenment interests is the focus of this chapter.
I shall first address the question of how Stewart appealed to the earlier ‘Moderate’
literati of Edinburgh’s use of Scottish ‘polite’ culture. Then I shall discuss Stewart’s role
in Edinburgh’s ‘polite’ culture as a member of philosophical and literary societies and
how counter-Enlightenment policies hindered his pedagogical objectives in the public
sphere. Finally, I shall turn to the question how, according to Stewart, the exercise of the
‘auxiliary principles’ developed virtuous sociability when applied in the contexts of
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Scottish ‘polite’ culture. In the course of examining these areas, I argue that Stewart
combined his applied ethics with the refinement of ‘polite’ manners as a way to
undermine counter-Enlightenment policies and realise his vision of Enlightenment. By
showing how the overlapping interests of social, ethical, and intellectual improvement as
the practical intent of Stewart’s system of moral education, this chapter suggests his
process of learning informed the creation of a new age of modernity.

Dugald Stewart and Scottish ‘polite’ culture
During the long eighteenth-century, ‘polite’ manners and ‘sensibility’ were a
prominent force in British culture.3 Bernard Bailyn and John Clive have shown that
eighteenth-century notions of ‘sensibility’ and ‘politeness’ in London received an
enthusiastic reception across the provinces of the British Atlantic World.4 As Roger
Emerson and Nicholas Phillipson have argued, the Scottish Enlightenment (particularly
its role in Edinburgh) also adopted a version of English ‘polite’ culture.5 At this time the
writings of early eighteenth-century British moralists (such as the third Earl of
Shaftesbury, Francis Hutcheson, David Hume, and slightly later Adam Smith) situated
morals within idioms of ‘polite’ culture.6 This shared practise did not imply that moralists
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of this tradition followed the same philosophical approach or were in agreement of how
best to develop virtue through sociability.7 Yet Knud Haakonssen argues that the Scottish
literati shared an interest in ‘what sort of common good [could be] creat[ed] in human
society’.8 This focus led Scots to question the moral qualities of sociable interaction as an
improving activity. Susan Manning and Thomas Ahnert have shown the Scottish
moralists as linking empirical notions of identity and ‘character’ as ways to understand
and foster sociability.9 This pursuit took place in the institutional spheres of the Church
and University as well as the conventional forums of philosophical and literary societies.
Membership of these Scottish institutions affected how Scots interpreted and modified
‘polite’ sociability to the unique contexts in which they lived.10 Manning and Ahnert
argue:
During the 1760s and 1770s, the debate about sociability moved beyond academic
moral philosophy, further into literature and into the periodical press, generating a
coherent polite culture that would extend the reach of Scotland’s philosophical
Enlightenment from all-male clubs to mixed salons and into the domains of novels,
sermons, historical works, polite essays, and legal discourse. This philosophical
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and literary world was also deeply entwined with religious and ecclesiastical
affairs.11

The ‘Moderates’ of Edinburgh were centrally involved in Scotland’s development of
‘polite’ culture. As Edinburgh professors and ministers, the ‘Moderates’ harmonised the
sociability of ‘polite’ culture with the Enlightenment ambition to improve the state of
society. Richard Sher argues that their ‘chief objective was the production of wellrounded gentlemen, imbued with Christian humanist values and familiar with all
branches of polite learning’.12 In a significant sense the Moderates’ diffusion of these
beliefs from the pulpit, University lecture halls, within the General Assembly, Edinburgh
clubs and societies, and in print created what would later be known as the Scottish
Enlightenment.
As the professor of rhetoric and belles-lettres at Edinburgh University (17591783) and minister of the High or New Kirk at St. Giles’s Church (1758-1800), Hugh
Blair exemplified the ‘Moderate’ ideals of his contemporaries. Blair advocated that
refinements of eloquence, ‘polite’ manners, and ‘polite taste’ were compatible with
Calvinist principles as well as necessary practises for the improvement of society. He
taught that ‘we refer to the sentiments of mankind in polished and flourishing nations;
when arts are cultivated and manners refined; when works of genius are subjected to free
discussion, and Taste is improved by Science and Philosophy’.13 In doing so, he
illustrated how the ‘Moderate’ values of free expression, ‘polite’ notions of ‘taste’ and
Enlightenment science were central to the ‘Moderates’ understanding of an enlightened
state of society. The popularity of Blair’s course amongst students and men of letters
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alike suggests that the upper and middling ranks of Edinburgh society actively sought the
‘Moderates’ version of ‘polite’ instruction. Blair remarked:
In an age when works of genius and literature are so frequently the subjects of
discourse, when every one erects himself into a judge, and when we can hardly
mingle in polite society without bearing some share in such discussions; studies of
this kind, it is not to be doubted, will appear to derive part of their importance from
the use to which they may be applied in furnishing materials for those fashionable
topics of discourse, and thereby enabling us to support a proper rank in social life.14

His depiction of Edinburgh society denotes that the refinement of ‘polite’ manners and
knowledge of literature and philosophy were necessary for success in public life.
Meanwhile, there was a sense that Edinburgh’s ‘polite’ sophistication also responded to
English criticisms of Scottish culture. Scottish men of letters were led to believe that
Scotticisms, for example, blemished their attempts of ‘polite’ literature and ‘sublime’
oration as inferior to English standards.15 In the words of Dugald Stewart ‘the Scotch
accent is surely in itself as good as the English; and with a few exceptions, is as agreeable
to the ear: and yet how offensive does it appear, even to us, who have been accustomed to
hear it from our infancy, when compared with that which is used by our southern
neighbours!’16 Blair and his ‘Moderate’ contemporaries sought to remove this stigma
whilst modifying ‘polite’ culture toward their ideas of moral and religious improvement.
While the Church had a traditional investment in the moral improvement of society, the
‘Moderates’ redefined the content and pathway of this end purpose. Ahnert argues:
Blair’s sermons were indeed intended for moral edification of their audience and
readers, but they were more than a kind of “Calvinism lite,” a watered-down version
of traditional theological beliefs, packaged as pleasing moral precepts for polite and
fashionable audiences. Rather, their moral purpose reflected a very specific
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theological outlook that distinguished Blair and other Moderates from their more
orthodox Calvinist critics, such as the clergymen John Witherspoon.17

Blair (as Ahnert argues) entwined Calvinist principles with ‘polite’ discourse and morals
whilst maintaining Scripture as the primary source of moral conduct. Blair’s ‘Moderate’
contemporaries largely upheld this belief. The Moderates’ endorsement of Scottish
‘polite’ culture went beyond their role in the Church and the University to include British
print culture and literary and philosophical societies. The range of literary topics
discussed at these social gatherings demonstrated their ‘commitment to such polite,
enlightened values as genteel manners’.18 Moreover, the political overtones and shared
ideological beliefs expressed within these societies (such as the ‘Select Society’) offer an
explanation of how the ‘Moderates’ as so-called ‘polite’ philosophers understood
‘politeness’.19 Ahnert suggests that ‘a “polite” philosopher was one who allowed himself
to be guided by the fashionable, refined passions or sentiments typical of his age’.20
According to Kathleen Holcomb, this union of ‘polite’ interests and sophisticated
philosophical and literary debate within the contexts of clubs and societies created a
distinctive feature of the Scottish Enlightenment.21 Did this culture survive the counterEnlightenment censorship of the public sphere in the years that followed the French
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Revolution? Moreover, did Dugald Stewart’s system of moral education strictly follow
the ‘Moderates’ use of ‘polite’ culture in his response to counter-Enlightenment interests?
Dugald Stewart had been one of Blair’s students, and his particular use of ‘polite’
idioms in his programme of moral education certainly appealed to ‘Moderate’ examples
as well as the writings of George Campbell who defended Reid’s philosophy.22 Blair’s
belief that the faculty of ‘reason would be a solitary, and, in some measure, an
unavailable principle’ without the cultivated abilities of communication had a profound
impact on Stewart’s applied ethics.23 Contrary to Stewart’s defence of instinctive
principles of the mind, Blair believed (as Ahnert argues) moral improvement heavily
relied upon revealed religion.24 This belief was communicated in both his lectures and
sermons. Celebrated as ‘one of the greatest didactic orators’, Stewart’s applied ethics
reflected a different pedagogical purpose than what Blair and Reid sought to achieve
from the classroom.25 While Reid’s lectures conveyed the import of his philosophical
system without embellishing the performance of its transmission, Stewart, on the other
hand, believed that an eloquent delivery of morals greatly assisted in its adoption. Stewart
reminisced that ‘in [Reid’s] elocution and mode of instruction, there was nothing
peculiarly attractive…he seldom, if ever, indulged himself in the warmth of extempore
discourse; nor was his manner of reading calculated to increase the effect of what he had
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committed to writing’.26 Similar to the object of his publications, Reid’s lectures ridiculed
the ‘Ideal Theory’ as a way to vindicate his ‘principles of common sense’. By accepting
Reidian principles as true, Stewart had more space than Reid to discuss the application of
applied ethics in society. In doing so, Stewart’s lecturing style provided an example for
his audience of the eloquence and ethics that could be achieved through the exercise of
his system. As an earlier student, Henry Cockburn wrote:
To me his lectures were like the opening of the heavens. I felt that I had a soul. His
noble views, unfolded in glorious sentences, elevated me into a higher world. I was
as much excited and charmed as any man of cultivated taste would be…had he lived
in ancient times, his memory would have descended to us as that of one of the finest
27
of the old eloquent sages.

James Mill commented that ‘I have heard Pitt and Fox deliver some of their most admired
speeches, but I have never heard anything so eloquent as some of the lectures of
Professor Stewart’.28 Unsurprisingly given Cockburn’s and Mill’s reverent remarks,
Stewart’s reputation as a moralist was inextricably linked to his eloquence as a
pedagogue.29 How Stewart explained and composed his ideas, which were meant to
primarily instruct, contributed to his impact in diffusing Scottish philosophy; his purpose
in creating a system of moral education and its application in Scottish ‘polite’ culture,
however, deserves further examination.
While Blair’s lectures primarily attended to ‘polite’ manners as human
constructions with deep philosophical and religious undertones, Stewart’s programme
was concerned with exercising universal and timeless principles of the mind as a way to
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cultivate benevolence, Enlightenment, and civil manners (most notably through the
exercise of the ‘moral faculty’).30 He cautioned that fluctuating ‘polite’ fashions could
impede benevolence in society by masking sincere intentions of agents and detract from
universal attachments to humanity. Moreover, he thought that ‘polite’ manners and
‘polite taste’ sometimes led to prejudicial impressions of foreign cultures as inferior
particularly during periods of political distress. Elements of British cultural intolerance of
this sort were heightened in the years that followed the French Revolution. National
prejudices toward foreign cultural beliefs undermined Stewart’s conviction that everyone
shared universal connections through the divinely inspired faculties of the mind and as
participants in the universal human experience. From its allegedly divisive consequences
to universal benevolence, Stewart taught that cultural prejudices obstructed the progress
of human reason and ethics. According to Stewart, ‘there are two classes of men who
have more particularly been charged with this weakness; those who are placed at the
bottom, and those who have reached the summit of the scale of refinement; the former
from ignorance, and the latter from national vanity’.31 As shown in the previous chapter,
the circulation of radical philosophical writings in the years that followed the French
Revolution convinced Stewart of the moral and social imperative to educate the lower
ranks in society.32 Stewart’s inclusion of British gentlemen, who were often influential in
politics, as equally prejudicial to universal benevolence certainly targeted the Henry
Dundas interests of the counter-Enlightenment. Edinburgh Whigs at the time also held
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pejorative views toward other cultures but these Whig beliefs, for Stewart, did not impede
‘justice’ to the degree that the Dundas led Scottish Sedition Trials had shown. Stewart’s
teaching of this belief appealed to Blair’s earlier attention to distortions of language in
securing power over others.33 According to Donald Winch, Stewart’s response to counterEnlightenment policies ‘was to rely upon the diffusion of enlightened opinion as a
substitute for public virtue; it was valuable precisely because of its self-fulfilling
properties: belief in it enjoined “patriotic exertion” on behalf of the common good’.34
Stewart’s appeal to ‘Moderate’ values, as his prescribed source of ‘enlightened opinion’,
was indeed a prominent feature of his system of moral education, but were these beliefs
on their own meant to revive or substitute the supposed decline in public virtue? His
fostering of a new generation of virtuous men (whose sense of ‘right and wrong’ derived
from the ‘moral faculty’ not the constructions of ‘polite’ fashion) redefined the role of
patriotism in various states of society with Enlightenment as its most advanced stage.
Stewart’s belief that counter-Enlightenment policies threatened his system of
moral education was inextricably linked to conflicting notions and exertions of
patriotism. While his Whiggish political opinions factored into this belief, Stewart, like
the earlier ‘Moderates’, sought to improve the human condition in society toward their
type of Enlightenment. His discussion on the progressive stages of patriotism advanced
this ambition with a particular attention to the influences of reason, experience and
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education.35 As part of the ‘imagination’ as an ‘intellectual power of the mind’, Stewart
identified that ‘instinctive patriotism [had] no connection with our moral or natural
powers [and] they imply neither reflection nor a sense of duty’.36 At the same time, he
considered that membership of a community bred a natural inclination for its promotion
and security. Stewart suggested that as a society became more advanced ‘instinctive
patriotism’ decayed from reasonable reflection and was replaced with a ‘rational
patriotism’ that restrained prejudices from infecting a society’s political policies.
Stewart’s proposed transition from ‘instinctive patriotism’ toward the more advanced
practise of ‘rational patriotism’ was certainly relevant to Edinburgh politics and the wider
British public discourse during the 1790s. Furthermore, his encouragement of ‘rational
patriotism’ sheds new light on what he hoped to achieve in his system of moral
education. Through his lectures, publications, and membership of literary and
philosophical societies, Stewart encouraged ‘rational patriotism’ as it applied in both
private and ‘polite’ forums.
In the years following his 1772 return to Edinburgh, Stewart joined the
‘Moderates’ at literary and philosophical societies. He was, for example, a member of the
‘Speculative Society’, Freemasons, Philosophical Society (which became the Royal
Society of Edinburgh in 1783), ‘Oyster Club’, ‘Poker Club’ (a short-lived attempt to
revive this previously disbanded club took place in 1786), and the ‘Friday Club’.37 Within
the ‘Speculative Society’, Stewart debated the consequences of ‘instinctive patriotism’ on
universal benevolence amongst a diverse group of Whig and politically conservative
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University students. While members of this society who met every Tuesday evening also
discussed a range of ‘polite’ subjects such as poetry and literature, the politically and
ideologically charged debates defied the censorship policies of the counterEnlightenment. Henry Dundas and George Hill’s new Moderate party certainly found
offence in Stewart’s proposed discussions: ‘Is a religious establishment advantageous to a
community?’ ‘Should representatives in Parliament consider themselves bound to follow
the instructions of their Constituents?’ ‘Would the diffusion of knowledge amongst the
lower ranks be attended with advantage to the Community?’ ‘Can any circumstances
justify the suspension of Habeas Corpus?’38 These deliberately pointed topics for
discussion on religious and secular governmental authority questioned counterEnlightenment interests of censoring political and philosophical discourse in the public
sphere. In reference to these particular debates, Henry Cockburn wrote that ‘the political
sensitiveness of the day at one time obtruded itself rather violently into this hall of
philosophical orators…while it lasted, it only animated their debates, and, by connecting
them with public principles and parties, gave a practical interest to their proceedings’.39
Stewart’s willingness to challenge the counter-Enlightenment in public forums from his
convictions of ‘right and wrong’ and of ‘justice’ coincided with his purpose in teaching
the exercise of the ‘moral faculty’ as the best means to combat the intellectual and moral
repression of the counter-Enlightenment. Yet his mingling of philosophy, politics, and
‘Moderate’ ideology extended to other practical uses in the contexts of Scottish ‘polite’
culture.
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Fostering Virtuous Habits: Stewart on ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’
At a time when counter-Enlightenment policies limited free expression in the
public sphere, Stewart continued the earlier Moderates’ use of ‘polite’ culture and their
commitment to social improvement. By teaching practical methods for fostering virtuous
habits in ‘real life’ situations, Stewart prepared young men to flourish in public life.40
Stewart’s programme did not entirely conform to how the earlier ‘Moderates’ of
Edinburgh achieved this task. The principal difference was his emphasis of perfecting the
principles of the mind as the best way to navigate and thrive within ‘polite’ culture.
Through the exercise of the ‘moral faculty’ (in addition to fulfilling the instinctive
branches of duty) agents gradually developed virtuous sociability whilst improving
‘polite’ manners. Stewart suggested that other principles assisted the ‘moral faculty’ in
achieving this objective. He wrote:
An attention to the moral faculty alone, without regard to the principles
which were intended to operate as its auxiliaries, and which contribute, in
fact, so powerfully to the good order of society, has led a few Philosophers
into an opposite extreme;--less dangerous, undoubtedly, in its practical
tendency, but less calculated, perhaps, to recommend ethical disquisitions to
the notice of those who are engrossed with active concerns of life.41

Stewart’s teaching of the ‘auxiliary principles’ demonstrated how applied ethics
improved virtuous sociability and, in turn, encouraged the practise of universal
benevolence and modernity. Rather than influencing society through delineating
fashionable rules of ‘polite’ conduct,42 Stewart taught ways to exercise the principles of
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the mind through sociable exchanges. Although the principles of ‘sensing decency’,
‘sensing the ridiculous’, ‘sympathy’, and ‘moral taste’ overlapped in many respects, they
each offered distinct ways to perfect an agent’s ethical disposition whilst justifying the
social application of Stewart’s system of moral education.

Sensing Decent Conduct: Stewart on ‘a regard to character’
The philosophical theme of ‘character’ received rich treatment in Scottish
Enlightenment moral philosophy. Scottish moral discussions of ‘character’ often revolved
around aspects of sociality.43 Furthermore, treatment of ‘national character’, ‘moral
character’, and ‘intellectual character’ offered more precise definitions of specific kinds
of ‘character’. As Jennifer Tannoch-Bland has shown, Stewart illustrated reasons for the
variations of ‘intellectual character’ and its proper exercise with a particular objective of
justifying the use of the science of mind in the improvement of man.44 He taught that ‘the
varieties of intellectual character among men, result from the various possible
combinations and modifications of faculties, which, in greater or less degrees, are
common to the whole species’.45 Moreover, Stewart taught that the perfectibility of the
different types of ‘character’ could be achieved in properly applying his moral system.
He argued that ‘there can be no doubt that the study of the mind improves us in every
aspect [and] particularly prepares us for the more successful application to common
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concerns of life’.46 His system of moral education, therefore, offered ways to cultivate an
enlightened ‘intellectual character’ as well as other types of ‘character’.
In the context of Stewart’s exchanges with Francis Jeffrey over the merit of
teaching metaphysics, Tannoch-Bland suggests that Stewart’s attention to the
methodology of moral philosophy furthered reasons why metaphysics should be treated
as an experimental science and, if properly examined, had authority over other branches
of knowledge.47 Supporting a view on the primacy of the mind, Stewart taught that ‘all
sciences concenter [sic] in that of the philosophy of the mind…for the principles of them
all are situated in it…all knowledge therefore of Morals, is the only solid foundation of a
thorough skill in the sciences of Logic, Politic, grammar, & etcetera’.48 As was often the
case in Stewart’s writings and lectures, he linked mental faculties and their operations to
corresponding roles in morals. Consistent with this practise, Stewart believed that agents
who properly developed ‘intellectual character’ often possessed ‘moral character’.49
While ‘intellectual character’ was shown through the originality of thought and the
‘magnificence’ of its contribution, ‘moral character’ was closely aligned to a cultivated
‘moral faculty’.50 By maintaining that metaphysicians best served the instruction and
advancement of knowledge, Stewart delineated how pursuits in this field revealed moral
qualities and powers commonly observed yet not always properly understood or
exercised. His treatment of the principle ‘decency or a regard to character’ illustrated how
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the mind actively sensed refinements and deficiencies in ‘moral and intellectual
character’ and its value to civil and ‘polite’ society.
Stewart’s system, particularly in treating the ‘auxiliary principles’, informed the
creation of a new notion of modernity within Scottish moral philosophy and ‘polite’
culture. In doing so, he harmonised Enlightenment science (based on Reid’s philosophy),
‘Moderate’ values, and the social concerns of a new age wrought with political,
ideological and intellectual tensions. The functions of the ‘auxiliary principles’ that
Stewart endorsed departed from David Hume’s and Adam Smith’s earlier treatment of
‘character’, ‘moral judgment’ and the origin of morals whilst expanding upon Reid’s
applied ethics.51 Contrary to Hume’s theory, Stewart taught that moral judgments, largely
informed by ‘auxiliary principles’, examined the purpose of a particular action and the
disposition of the agent. Stewart’s programme of moral education, therefore, emphasised
the intentions and causes of human agency of action and relation of a particular action to
virtue and vice. The principle of ‘decency or a regard to character’ judged ‘moral and
intellectual character’ based on the ethical disposition of the agent. In practise, the active
and moral power to distinguish performances of ‘polite’ manners that emulated perceived
virtues out of self-interest from actions of ‘moral character’ proved useful in navigating a
complex ‘polite’ society. According to Stewart, ‘where a rational and settled Benevolence
forms a part of a character, it will render the conduct perfectly uniform, and will exclude
the possibility of those inconsistencies that are frequently observable in individuals, who
give themselves up to the guidance of particular affections, whether private or public’.52
‘Regarding character’ was vital in determining various moral qualities in performances of
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civility, kindness, humanity, patriotism, and universal benevolence. Meanwhile, an
agent’s ethical disposition affected others as a member of society and, by extension,
influenced the moral welfare of that society. In this respect, Stewart’s purpose in treating
this principle certainly surpassed the interests of individual agents.
The function of ‘a regard to character’ hinged on the belief that virtuous sociability
stemmed from the ‘moral faculty’ not a prudent regard for self-interest or the utility of
virtuous conduct. Stewart considered three reasons why the practise of this principle was
independent of social motivations or self-interest. First, people with cultivated ‘character’
could sense insincere acts of civility or gestures of kindness. These artificial acts would
not garner the approval of enlightened agents and would consequently be regarded as
‘ridiculous’. Second, virtuous actions are most appreciated and valued by others when the
agent was unaware of its approval. Yet again a ‘regard of character’ naturally acted from
the best interests of others without the motivations of rewards or public approval. Finally,
if an agent’s regard to public opinion surpasses his innate sense of moral duty then the
agent would be filled with self-condemnation, ‘whereas a steady adherence to the Right
never fails to be its own reward, even when it exposes us to calumny and
misrepresentation’.53 Since the branches of moral duty that supported the exercise of
‘moral character’ and ‘intellectual character’ sometimes conflicted with social norms (or
in Stewart’s experience the counter-Enlightenment policies of the Dundas interest), a
steadfast commitment to improving ‘moral and intellectual character’ pursued virtuous
conduct rather than public esteem. For Stewart, the cultivation of this principle
strengthened the pursuit of virtue and safeguarded his students from adopting morally
corrupt fashions or policies.
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Stewart’s conviction that exercising the moral powers of the mind gradually
fostered an enlightened and benevolent society did not imply that he believed Edinburgh
had already achieved this ideal in the earlier age of ‘Moderatism’. From the interest of
practical knowledge, his programme of moral education suggested that at a young age
public regard and ‘all those rules of conduct which profess to out the proper ends of
human pursuit [such as literature or poetry], and the most effectual means of attaining
them’ were useful in early moral development.54 Since the perfection of the mind
required a lifetime of continuous exercise, a regard to public opinion greatly assisted in
forming early associations as part of this gradual development. Stewart remarked:
There can be no doubt that a regard to the good opinion of our fellow-creatures has
great influence in promoting our exertions to cultivate both the one and the other,
[and] the effect which this principle has in strengthening our virtuous habits, and in
restraining those passions which a sense of duty alone would not be sufficient to
regulate.55

Despite not qualifying as virtuous, esteem for public approbation assisted ‘by training us
early to exertions of self-command and self-denial’ as a useful tool in early education.56
Whilst practical at young ages when the ‘moral faculty’ was unrefined, Stewart stipulated
that mature minds pursued the attainment of ‘moral character’ from imposed moral
obligations to God, others, and themselves. Closely affiliated with ‘a regard to character’,
the principle of ‘a sense of the ridiculous’ identified trivial and in certain circumstances
more nefarious attempts to emulate virtuous conduct. In cases when these improperly
directed activities fell short in their intended execution, he suggested they should be
considered as ‘ridiculous’ from not only unfavourable public reactions but also because
of its destructive effects on benevolence in society.
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Not Quite Immoral: Stewart on the ‘sense of the ridiculous’
In the congress of ‘polite’ interactions, unsuccessful attempts at refined manners
or social awkwardness occurred frequently enough to merit space in Stewart’s system.
For Stewart, the exercise of the principle of ‘sensing ridiculous behaviour’ assisted in
identifying social and moral shortcomings. As a lesser degree of immorality or
impropriety in particular social situations, Stewart remarked ‘that nothing is ridiculous
but what falls short, some way or other, of our ideas of excellence’.57 Contrary to
subjective notions of ‘polite’ manners that fluctuated with passing fashions, Stewart’s
idea of intellectual and moral excellence was timeless in referring to the perfection of the
mind where agents possessed cultivated ‘moral and intellectual characters’. Yet
ridiculous behaviour enveloped both failures in ‘moral character’ and ‘polite’ manners.
He taught that ‘the natural and proper object of Ridicule, is those smaller improprieties in
character and manners which do not rouse our feeling of moral indignation, nor impress
us with a melancholy view of human depravity’.58 Ridiculous behaviour was offensive to
virtue insofar as it distracted and, in certain circumstances, derailed pursuits of virtuous
sociability. For example, the spectacles of inappropriate manners or inebriation created
scenes of ‘ridiculousness’ rendering virtuous sociability impossible for those unprepared
to properly respond to such displays.
From its potential to entertain, Stewart suggested that ridiculous behaviour should
be observed with extra caution for as he noted this principle often detracted from the
pursuit of virtue as well as its potential to corrupt. Despite these possible consequences,
ridiculous acts served enlightened educated men as examples of how not to behave.
According to Stewart, ‘while this part of our constitution enlarges the fund of our
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enjoyment, by rendering the more trifling imperfections of our fellow-creatures a source
of amusement to their neighbors, it excites the exertions of every individual to correct
those imperfections by which the ridicule of others is likely to be provoked’.59 Although
receiving enjoyment from ridiculous acts at the expense of others was vicious, sensing
the erroneous purpose behind ridiculous behaviour and the disposition of the actor
revealed possible deficient areas in ‘character’ that the observer could correct in his or
her behaviour through introspective reflection and future sociable interactions. This
corrective process was not merely a means to avoid ridiculous behaviour. It reaffirmed
the agents’ duty to furnish examples of virtuous sociability as a way to improve the moral
experience of others. Sensing ridiculous conduct, therefore, strengthened an agent’s
instinctive obligation to the moral improvement of his neighbors that derived from the
‘moral faculty’.
Meanwhile, the ‘sense of the ridiculous’ shed light on the follies of an improperly
regulated education. Yet interpreting proper responses to ridiculous behaviour was
complicated by the diverse ways in which it appeared. In more pernicious forms,
ridiculous behaviour did not incite amusement but rather deceived the public. For
Stewart, the concealment of intellectual and ethical deficiencies with veils of affection,
hypocrisy, vanity, and pride were particularly contemptible. According to Stewart, those
born into privilege were ‘liable to be perverted by education and fashion’ and knew how
to mask their ethical and intellectual shortcomings.60 This too had a bearing on Stewart’s
on-going tension with the counter-Enlightenment policies. For instance, Stewart’s
warning against imbalances of power reflected his Whiggish disdain for Henry Dundas
and underpinned his interests in public welfare by ridiculing what he saw as contrary
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conservative policies. In doing so, Stewart certainly targeted the Scottish Sedition Trials
in claiming that ‘the legislator has it more in his power to influence national manners,
than by watching over those public exhibitions which avail themselves of this principle of
human nature’.61 Counter-Enlightenment policies could be seen as ‘ridiculous’ insofar as
they proposed to protect British liberties by suspending the primary source of those
liberties, namely Habeas Corpus and relatively free expression. Furthermore, Stewart
argued that properly educated agents recognised these counter-Enlightenment policies as
conflicting to the universal ‘moral laws’ and the branches of duty. He suggested:
This is surely the language of nature; and which could not fail to occur to every man
capable of serious thought, were not the understanding and the moral feelings in
some instances miserably perverted by religious and political prejudices, and in
others by the false refinements of metaphysical theories.62

While the principles of ‘a regard to character’ and ‘sensing ridiculous behaviour’
improved the development of moral judgments whilst supporting the exercise of the
‘moral faculty’, Stewart’s belief in humanity’s natural inclination toward benevolence
was best shown in treating the principle of ‘sympathy’.

‘Grafted on Benevolence’: Stewart on ‘sympathy’
The philosophical theme of ‘sympathy’ attracted a range of opinions amongst
eighteenth-century Scottish philosophers. Often overlapping with modern notions of
empathy, a comprehensive analysis of discussions of ‘sympathy’ would far exceed the
scope of this chapter; a brief review of how earlier Scottish theorists treated this theme,
however, will help to clarify this part of Stewart’s thought and its place in his system of
moral education. Given its prominence in seminal Scottish philosophical works,
Stewart’s treatment of ‘sympathy’ as an ‘auxiliary principle of the moral faculty’ must be
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examined in relation to the earlier writings of David Hume, Adam Smith, and Thomas
Reid.63 As Knud Haakonssen has shown, ‘Hume had begun and Smith continued the
speculation that the only basis in human nature for moral judgements is provided by a set
of simple emotional responses in others through sympathy’.64 For Hume and Smith, the
shared moral judgments among a collective group that consisted of acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour explained how individuals practised virtues from affections and,
at the same time, offered a reason for the formation of societies. As an ‘impartial
observer’ of human nature and historian, Smith suggested that moralists could trace this
development over time through the stages of societal development.65 Similar to Hume’s
notion that ‘sympathy’ functioned as communication between agents, Smith added that
agents could imagine passions that were not observed or present in another agent.66 The
operation of imagining how an unobserved agent would feel in a particular situation and
the fact that agents found virtue pleasurable because of its utility marked a key difference
between Smith and Hume. Smith wrote that in judging others ‘our sentiments of this kind
have always some secret reference either to what are, or to what we imagine ought to be
the sentiments of others [and] we examine it as we imagine an impartial spectator would
examine it’.67 Alexander Broadie has shown that Thomas Reid criticised Smith’s moral
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theory as ‘selfish’ for his belief that the ‘impartial spectator’ imagined how he or she
would feel in an imagined situation rather than how the observed agent felt.68 Contrary to
Smith, Reid remarked that ‘it appears to be impossible that there can be sympathy
without benevolent affection’.69 For Reid, considering the feelings of those where
benevolent affections were not present involved pity not ‘sympathy’. Like Smith’s
previous expansion of Hume’s treatment of ‘sympathy’, Stewart’s writings built upon
Reid’s earlier ideas with interesting adaptations. Whilst Stewart and Reid agreed that the
origin of applied ethics derived from the ‘moral faculty’, Stewart expanded upon this
concept by saying that ‘sympathy’ as an ‘auxiliary principle’ strengthened benevolent
attachments and improved moral judgments. Reid did not, however, provide an in-depth
explanation of how ‘sympathy’ as a ‘moral power of the mind’ functioned in this way.
Stewart filled this gap in Reid’s applied ethics. In addition to ‘obtaining a fair and just
view of the circumstances’, Stewart believed ‘there is an exquisite pleasure annexed to
the sympathy or fellow-feeling of other men, with our joys and sorrows, and even with
our opinions, tastes and humours, is a fact obvious to vulgar observation’.70 His
encouragement of these natural bonds within society also included other exercises that he
believed improved ‘national character’ and ‘moral character’. This too appealed to Reid’s
earlier thought.
Similar to Reid’s style of vindicating his ideas through ridiculing theorists
associated with the ‘Ideal Theory’, Stewart advanced his ideas on ‘sympathy’ against
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Smith’s treatment of moral sentiments.71 In doing so, Stewart identified two areas of
Smith’s moral thought as particularly problematic: the concept that ‘sympathy’ was the
origin of moral sentiments and the extent of its practise in sociable interactions.
According to Stewart, ‘it may be objected to Mr. Smith’s theory, that it confounds the
means or expedients by which nature enables us to correct our moral judgements, with the
principles in our constitution to which our moral judgements owe their origin’.72 Despite
praising Smith’s attempt to shed new light on applied ethics in ‘real life’ situations,
Stewart sought to correct Smith’s supposed errors without sacrificing the practical
application of this science in social and pedagogical contexts.
In treating the origin of ethics, Smith reduced perceived sources of moral
sentiments to the effects of direct and indirect sympathy. While ‘direct sympathy’
connected agents with the ‘affections and motives of the person who acts’, ‘indirect
sympathy’ determined if the reception of a particular action had merit.73 The agents’
observation of this cause and effect relationship in human interactions as an ‘impartial
spectator’ influenced how they determined the ‘propriety of conduct’. This process,
therefore, depended upon social interactions, a regard to public opinion, and a prudent
regard to self-interest. The activity of observing useful virtues in others (i.e. qualities that
excite pleasure) and then applying those qualities in future actions from the self-interest
of social or moral advancement resonated with the ‘polite’ culture’s interest in selfimprovement. Contrary to Smith, Stewart argued that ‘the necessity of social intercourse
as an indispensable condition implied in the generation and growth of our moral
sentiments, does not arise merely from its effect in holding up a mirror for the
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examination of our own character; but from the impossibility of finding, in a solitary
state, any field for the exercise of our most important moral duties’.74 For Stewart, moral
conduct stemmed from the ‘moral faculty’, which was improved through social
exchanges, rather than the product of a prudent regard to observed acts. This fundamental
difference between Smith’s and Stewart’s moral philosophy did not exist in the abstract
but affected how applied ethics were used in ‘real life’ situations.
Stewart suggested that Smith’s ‘obscure’ reduction of all moral perceptions under
‘sympathy’ failed to account for moral obligations when it did not immediately benefit
agents to act morally.75 For Stewart, Smith’s theory neglected the branches of duty that
‘recurs on us constantly in all our ethical disquisitions, as an ultimate fact in the nature of
man’.76 Furthermore, self-interested actions that benefited others were a by-product of the
agent’s intentions of self-improvement and Smith did not fully explain how agents should
act when self-interest and the interests of others conflict. For example, if an agent was
presented with the opportunity to advance in society but this advancement came at the
expense of denying others the same opportunity does the agent proceed with this
exclusive privilege or forfeit this opportunity from a moral obligation to others. In
addressing this question, Stewart remarked:
From recollecting my own judgments in similar cases in which I was concerned, I
infer in what light my conduct will appear to society; that there is an exquisite
satisfaction annexed to mutual sympathy; and that, in order to obtain this
satisfaction, I accommodate my conduct, not to my own feelings, but to those of
my fellow creatures’.77

‘Mutual sympathy’ therefore depended upon agents giving priority to the feelings of
others. The exercise of ‘sympathy’ and its reciprocation from others, in turn, influenced
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the development of both ‘moral character’ and ‘national character’. While Stewart
believed that ‘man’s assuming the appearance of virtue [formed] the real foundation of
the rules of good breeding in polished society’, he taught that humankind was created for
something more substantial through imposed duties that fulfilled God’s design.78 In
explaining how this principle functioned in practise, Stewart wrote:
For when I have once satisfied myself with respect to the conduct which an impartial
judge would approve of, I feel that this conduct is right for me, and that I am under a
moral obligation to put it in practice. If I had had recourse to no expedient for
correcting my first judgment, I would, nevertheless, have formed some judgment or
other of a particular conduct as right, wrong, or indifferent, and the only difference
would have been, that I should probably have decided improperly, from an erroneous
or partial view of the case.79

Supported by moral obligations to God, others, and themselves, agents required
knowledge of how others felt and how particular situations affected their conduct in order
to develop virtuous sociability. Similar to Reid, Stewart taught that the power to
‘sympathise’ with others was strengthened through strong affections; he did not,
however, suggest that benevolent affections among agents were necessary for the practise
of ‘sympathy’. In doing so, Stewart encouraged the ethical conduct amongst the wider
public not merely between loved ones. Thus, the application of Stewart’s system involved
a grander stage than Reid had envisioned. This slight divergence between Reid and
Stewart in treating ‘affections’ as the ‘beauty of virtue’ had a part in Stewart’s discussion
of ‘moral taste’.
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Discovering Moral Qualities in ‘Polite’ Culture: Stewart on ‘moral taste’
Few philosophical themes captured ‘polite’ interests more than concepts of
‘taste’.80 On this theme, Stewart praised Archibald Alison’s Essays on the Nature and
Principles of Taste (1790), which appeared in four editions by 1815, for its ‘ingenuity
and elegance’.81 While Stewart was satisfied with Alison’s treatment and, therefore,
refrained from its discussion in his Elements, he returned to the subject in 1810 after
retiring from teaching. In the third and fourth essays of his Philosophical Essays (1810),
Stewart examined the nature, development and improvement of ‘taste’.82 Stewart wrote:
That Taste is not a simple and original faculty, but a power gradually formed by
experience and observation. It implies, indeed, as its ground-work, a certain degree
of natural sensibility; but it implies also the exercise of the judgement; and is the
slow result of an attentive examination and comparison of the agreeable or
disagreeable effects produced on the mind by external objects.83

Moreover, ‘taste’ and corresponding notions of ‘arbitrary beauty’ were formed through
associations of ideas: ‘classical associations’, ‘national or local associations’, and
‘personal associations’.84 For Stewart, ‘Classical associations’ developed from ‘a
learned education’ of Greek and Roman poetry and sculptures.85 Stewart cautioned that
‘it must not, however, be imagined, that, in any instance, they furnish us with principles
from which there lies no appeal; nor should it be forgotten, that their influence does not
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reach to the most numerous class of the people’.86 Since at that time the diffusion of a
‘classical’ education was not standard in Parish school curriculum whilst its practise in
Scottish public schools depended upon respective teachers, Stewart stipulated the social
limitations of this association.87 In contrast, ‘National associations’ of beauty ‘exert
over the heart a power greater, perhaps, than that of any other associations whatsoever’
due to its availability across social ranks.88 These parochial associations of ‘beauty’
contributed to the rise of ‘instinctive patriotism’. Despite not being an original principle,
‘instinctive patriotism’ and ‘national associations’ shaped the formation of early habits
and judgments of ‘beauty’. Similar to ‘national associations’, ‘personal associations’
developed from early experiences most often from distinct perceptions of natural beauty
from childhood surroundings. Stewart wrote that these associations formed ‘from the
peculiarities in the features of those whom we have loved; and other circumstances
connected with our own individual feelings’.89 As Stewart warned, early habits rarely
exercised the innate faculties of the mind to their proper purposes. For example, Stewart
suggested that agents who did not guard against prejudicial judgments of ‘beauty’
concerning belongings or property were more susceptible to misjudging the ‘beauty’ or
imperfections of their neighbour’s property or of foreign national cultures. This too
implied the social need to cultivate the instinctive branches of duty. While ‘taste’ was
‘alive only to such impressions as fashion recognises and sanctions’, Stewart taught that
God created humankind’s moral powers for a higher purpose.90
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Stewart, therefore, identified a categorical difference between ‘polite’ concepts of
‘taste’ and the moral qualities sensed from ‘moral taste’.91 The latter had an important
place in Stewart’s system of moral education. Distinct from ‘taste’, the principle of
‘moral taste’ sensed ‘moral beauty’ in nature, manners, and in creations of the fine arts.
He wrote:
Considered as a principle of action, a cultivated moral taste, while it provides an
effectual security against the grossness necessarily connected with many vices,
cherishes a temper of mind friendly to all that is amiable, or generous, or elevated in
our nature…when separated, however, as it sometimes is, from a strong sense of
duty, it can scarcely fail to prove a fallacious guide; the influence of fashion, and of
other casual associations, tending perpetually to lead it astray.92

Like the other ‘auxiliary principles’, ‘moral taste’ required ‘much exercise for its
development and culture’, however, its refinement faced obstacles of exaggerated
imaginations of ‘beauty’ and ‘moral beauty’.93 Consequently, false ideals of ‘moral
beauty’ threatened the exercise of ‘moral taste’ with unachievable standards.94 This
dissatisfaction could result in agents removing themselves from active pursuits in public
life and thereby withdrawing useful talents that would benefit society.95 On this
consequence, Stewart wrote:
The great nurse and cherisher of this species of misanthropy is solitary
contemplation; and the only effectual remedy is society and business, together with a
habit of directing the attention rather to the correction of our own faults than to a
jealous and suspicious examination of the motives which influence the conduct of
our neighbours’.96

The exercise of ‘moral taste’ therefore required social intercourse with a realistic
perception of human nature and ‘moral beauty’. Yet this practise in the public sphere did
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not follow Hutcheson’s and Shaftesbury’s earlier treatment of aesthetics that, in different
ways, understood concepts of ‘right and wrong’ as a sense of the beautiful.97 For Stewart,
these theorists conflated the proper functions of the ‘moral faculty’ and consequently
rendered audiences vulnerable to the false perceptions of ‘moral beauty’ in ‘polite’
productions. For example, ‘polite’ rules for judging refined ‘taste’ were often compatible
with virtue, however, ‘moral beauty’ was encountered differently than those forms of
beauty commonly produced by ‘polite’ activities. A refined ‘moral taste’ sensed
excellence of ‘moral character’ and the fulfillment of moral duties by agents who
exercised virtuous sociability. Thus, Stewart’s teaching of ‘moral taste’ required exercise
in ‘real life’ governed by the ‘fixed principles’ of his programme of moral education. In
teaching how to exercise the ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’, Stewart showed
how applied ethics, drawn from natural religion and metaphysics, encouraged universal
benevolence and informed modernity. This practical process of developing virtuous
habits in Scottish ‘polite’ society testified to the utility of his programme of moral
education and its role in the public domain.

Conclusion
In concluding his final lecture of 1802, Stewart remarked that ‘I shall look back to
this time with satisfaction, in having discharged a duty of as great importance to the
public, as most men in a private station can be called on to fulfil [sic]’.98 Amidst powerful
counter-Enlightenment interests between 1790 and 1805, Dugald Stewart’s programme of
moral education sought to revive the ‘Moderate’ Scottish Enlightenment through the
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diffusing applied ethics as a way to inform modernity. In advancing this objective,
Stewart appealed to earlier ‘Moderate’ values of free expression, promotion of
Enlightenment science, and embrace of Scottish ‘polite’ culture. Contrary to ‘polite’ rules
of conduct that largely entailed constructed notions of fashionable manners, Stewart
taught that humankind was instinctively ethical and inclined toward universal
benevolence. The realisation of this natural ideal required the guidance of a properly
regulated education that instructed us how to exercise the faculties and operations of the
mind. Of these faculties, the ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’ assisted the
cultivation of ethical dispositions in unique ways. As active and moral powers of the
mind, the principles of ‘a regard to character’, ‘sense of the ridiculous’, ‘sympathy’, and
‘moral taste’ were highly useful in the ‘real life’ situations of Scottish ‘polite’ culture.
According to Stewart, ‘where they all maintain their due place, in subordination to the
moral faculty, they tend at once to fortify virtuous habits, and to recommend them, by the
influence of amiable example, to the imitation of others’.99 Whilst practical for securing
refined manners in ‘polite’ society, the ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’
strengthened attachments to the branches of moral duty as a central purpose of his
system. Through reinforcing humanity’s obligations to God, others, and themselves,
Stewart sought to encourage the practise of universal benevolence at a time when the
counter-Enlightenment policies bred ‘instinctive patriotism’, censorship of the public
sphere, and prejudices toward the science of the mind.
The counter-Enlightenment policies of the 1790s led to a campaign to remove
secularism in the Faculty of Arts at Edinburgh University. Of the groups associated with
the counter-Enlightenment, the new leadership of the so-called Moderate party in the
Church of Scotland believed impressionable young men required the guidance of
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enlightened ministers. In league with this belief, they opposed professors who were seen
as corrupting Christian principles and thus endangering the moral development of future
generations. The tensions between late eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment moral
philosophy and counter-Enlightenment censorship policies since the early 1790s unfolded
in the context of 1805 John Leslie case. The following chapter will examine how this
episode exemplified Stewart’s campaign against counter-Enlightenment interests and his
efforts to secure a place for his modern version of the Scottish Enlightenment that
centered on the perfection of the mind.

Chapter Three
In Defence of the Scottish Enlightenment: Dugald Stewart’s role in the 1805 John
Leslie Affair

In the first decade of the nineteenth century the persistence of counterEnlightenment policies did not prevent Dugald Stewart’s programme of moral education
from flourishing through the success of his students. ‘His disciples’, as James Mackintosh
commented, ‘he lived to see among the lights and ornaments of the Council and the
Senate; and without derogation from his writings it may be said, that his disciples were
among his best works’.1 Thomas Brown, Sydney Smith, Francis Horner, Thomas Carlyle,
Henry Brougham, and Henry Cockburn amongst others demonstrated their unwavering
support and application of his moral thought by advancing its ideals in the influential
Edinburgh Review. As Biancamaria Fontana has shown, ‘the reviewers thought, with
Stewart, that all scientific disciplines ultimately had their foundation in the philosophy of
the mind’.2 Contributors to the Edinburgh Review (established in 1802) revitalised the
‘Moderate’ values of the Scottish literati whose papers appeared in the journal’s
namesake in 1755. These emerging leaders of the Scottish Whig party, like their
predecessors in the earlier Review, promoted ‘Moderate’ values such as tolerance for
controversial scientific, literary, and philosophic innovations. At the heart of the
magazine’s diverse essays was the realisation of Stewart’s educational system that
groomed virtuous citizens who in turn would gradually elevate the moral and intellectual
standards of their community. In league with the broader ambitions of Stewart’s
programme, the Edinburgh Review supported his campaign against counter!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Enlightenment policies as they encroached upon practises of ‘Moderatism’ at Edinburgh
University.
The new Moderate party of the Church of Scotland (led by George Hill)
jeopardised the continuation of Stewart’s system of moral education and secularism in the
Faculty of Arts at Edinburgh University by conspiring to monopolise those chairs and
censor theories, which they believed encouraged dangerous philosophical scepticism and
irreligion. In an 1806 issue of the Edinburgh Review, Francis Horner wrote:
For some years past, it has been perfectly well known, to those who take an
interest in the prosperity of our University, that certain Ministers of Edinburgh
entertained a systematic design of distributing as many of the Professorships as
possible among themselves; and that, besides the professional chairs [and]
Theology, those of several profane sciences were allotted as very convenient
3
appendages to the benefices of the city.

While plural appointments within the Kirk and the Faculty of Divinity existed without
opposition, the clergymen of Edinburgh sought to expand their influence beyond divinity
studies.4 By demanding that their candidate for a chair must retain his ministerial office if
elected, the so-called “Moderates” ensured their ecclesiastical interests and theological
views would be represented in the University curriculum and in determining University
affairs as members of the Senatus Academicus. On this practise, Stewart wrote ‘that our
Theological Professorships should be held by Ministers of Edinburgh, has been always
my opinion and my wish…but in no other case whatever, am I able to conceive an
argument which can be urged in favour of such a measure’.5 Contrary to Stewart’s
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opinion on the extent of pluralism, the clergymen of Edinburgh exercised this practise in
their 1805 endorsement of Thomas McKnight’s candidacy for the Chair of Mathematics
at Edinburgh University.
The circumstances of the chair canvass turned controversial when Edinburgh
clergymen attacked John Leslie, a well-respected mathematician and natural philosopher
with no affiliation to the Church of Scotland, for his questionable religious convictions.
They were offended by Leslie’s Whiggish ideas of liberal scientific progress and
promotion of Humean thought expressed in Note Sixteen attached to his Inquiry into the
Nature and Propagation of Heat (1804).6 The clergymen of Edinburgh, therefore,
attempted to secure McKnight’s appointment by tarnishing Leslie’s academic reputation
and circulating their concerns regarding his character and religious principles. As J.B.
Morrell has shown, the so-called ‘Hill junto’, led by George Hill at St Andrews
University had previously obstructed Leslie’s earlier ambitions for professorships on
similar grounds.7 The 1805 philosophical debate over ‘causation’, which stemmed from
Leslie’s praise of Hume, furnished the new Moderates with what they saw as evidence of
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Leslie’s philosophical scepticism. But, as Ian Clark argues, ‘what was really at stake was
“moderatism” as a theological and ecclesiological system’.8 John Burke and John Wright
have discussed the philosophical debate over ‘causation’.9 Stewart’s central role in these
controversies, however, has yet to be fully explored. This chapter will examine Stewart’s
opposition to counter-Enlightenment censorship policies in the context of his defence of
Leslie and his system of moral education.
The 1805 Leslie affair was inextricably linked with earlier conservative policies in
the 1790s and as such should not be treated as an isolated episode. Stewart and his former
students recognised that if they permitted the Moderates to manipulate this election to a
chair as they had in past competitions the new Moderates would undermine secularism in
the Faculty of Arts at Edinburgh University. For this reason, Stewart argued that
‘interests of a higher nature than those of any individual were now at stake’.10 The
elections at St Andrews University during the 1790s exemplified the political nature of
“Moderate” candidates. As shown in chapter one, George Hill, who emerged as the leader
of the Moderate party in the early 1790s, followed the conservative policies of his chief
patron, Henry Dundas.11 Considering that Hill’s Moderates criticised Leslie for a central
theory that Stewart had publically endorsed, he believed his system of moral education
was under attack too. He remarked that ‘insult after insult had been offered to the
University…concerning the foundations of those essential principles which it is my
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professional duty to illustrate, and which it has been the great object of my life to
defend’.12 If the Moderates acquired the majority of University professorships, Stewart
believed they would overturn the intellectual environment that Principal William
Robertson had laboured to establish between 1762 and 1793. In opposition to the
Moderates’ campaign, Stewart rallied his former students to join him in defending
secularism of the arts at Edinburgh University. According to Stewart, ‘the ruin of the
University was threatened by the measures which were avowedly in contemplation
among a party of the Edinburgh clergy…I enjoy the comfort in reflecting that I did all in
my power to avert them’.13 In doing so, Stewart’s defence of Leslie embodied his broader
support for his system of moral education as a way to sustain the Scottish Enlightenment
and his pedagogical commitment to developing a benevolent society. Furthermore, his
treatment of ‘causation’ (which the Moderates opposed) appealed to Reidian philosophy
amongst other Scottish philosophers in an effort to justify the social necessity of properly
understanding the science of the mind. Evidence in support of this argument will be
shown in three sections: the new Moderates’ ambitions to seize more influence within
Edinburgh University through plural appointments; Stewart’s defence of his system of
moral education and his treatment of ‘causation’; and finally, Leslie’s trial in the General
Assembly. My discussion of Stewart’s prominent role in the Leslie affair builds upon the
scholarship of Ian Clark, John Burke, J.B. Morrell, and John Wright by arguing that in
addition to philosophical, ecclesiastical, theological and political interests the fate of
Scottish Enlightenment education at Edinburgh University was also at stake.14
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A Moderate Campaign for Dominance in the Faculty of Arts
The death of John Robison, professor of natural philosophy at Edinburgh
University (1773-1805), on 30th January 1805, provided the professor of mathematics
John Playfair with an opportunity to fill the vacant chair. The Lord Provost, with the
approval of the Town Council and Edinburgh Magistrates, wasted little time offering
Playfair the Chair of Natural Philosophy on 6th February.15 Thus, Playfair’s former
professorship, held jointly with Adam Ferguson, became available for election.16 Henry
Cockburn believed that ‘the Moderate clergy, who had long encouraged pluralities and
wished to multiply clerical professorships, allotted the place to one of themselves’.17
Thomas McKnight, a former assistant of John Robison and a Moderate minister at Trinity
Church in South Leith, was the first candidate to enter the chair canvass two days after
Playfair’s new appointment.
The Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh, led by John Inglis, James Finlayson,
David Ritchie, and Henry Grieve, supported McKnight’s candidacy on the condition that,
if elected, he retain his clerical charge in South Leith.18 Roger Emerson suggested that
such an election ‘would benefit his political friends and was quite in keeping with
Moderate views on pluralism, but it was greedy and showed a willingness to monopolise
power’.19 McKnight recognised that his candidacy would benefit from the endorsement
of Dugald Stewart and John Playfair, who had both formerly held the desired chair. This
proved a difficult obstacle, however, since McKnight maintained connections with
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Scottish conservatives—particularly those in the Dundas interest—while Stewart and
Playfair were well-known Foxite Whigs.20
Upon learning that McKnight sought to retain his ministerial office as an absolute
condition of his candidacy, Stewart and Playfair warned the Lord Provost, Sir William
Fettes, of this perceived conflict of interests.21 Stewart noted that if the Moderates
succeeded, it would result in ‘the ruin of an establishment from which this city has
derived, for more than two centuries, much solid emolument, as well as literary
distinction’.22 Although Stewart and Playfair assured the Lord Provost that they did not
currently support another candidate, they both undoubtedly had in mind John Leslie
whom they had endorsed in his previous four attempts at a university chair.23 The Lord
Provost heeded their complaints and extended the chair canvass to other potential
candidates. John Leslie, at the age of thirty-nine, entered the competition as an
established scientist. With the patronage of Thomas Wedgwood, Leslie had published six
papers and a book concerning the nature of heat. These received international attention
and his Inquiry (1804) was awarded the 1804 Royal Society of London’s Count Rumford
prize for scientific achievement.24 As an Edinburgh divinity student in 1787, Leslie
attended Stewart’s lectures on moral philosophy and impressed Stewart with his scientific
curiosity and intellectual aptitude.25
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John Leslie’s prestigious Rumford prize and his support from esteemed men of
letters made him the obvious choice for the chair since McKnight lacked an international
reputation as a scientist. Despite their glaring differences in qualifications, the Moderates
did not admit defeat. They circulated rumours and hinted at concerns regarding Leslie’s
religious principles.26 For instance, James Finlayson’s Fast Day Sermon on 20th February
questioned if a scholar of uncertain religious convictions should hold an office that
allowed him to influence young men. As a minister at St. Giles and professor of logic at
Edinburgh University, Finlayson exemplified the Moderates’ model for pluralism, which
would, in their opinion, safeguard impressionable young men from sceptical theories by
entrusting their education to enlightened ministers.27 On behalf of the Edinburgh
ministers, John Inglis remarked that ‘the education of youth, if not universally in the
hands of the Clergy, has been universally placed under their superintendency’.28 He
furthered this point by asking: ‘Whether it be safe and prudent, in times like the present,
to deprive Religion of this security, by the adoption of a system which shall, in any
measure, exclude its Ministers from that share in the education of youth?’29 The
Moderates therefore justified the necessity of pluralism as a perceived civic duty to
protect the survival of religion and safeguard the moral development of young men. On
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the other hand, Stewart interpreted the Moderates’ attack against Leslie and secular
education as an underhanded tactic to acquire more influence within Edinburgh
University. He remarked:
When the Clergy of Edinburgh, by aspiring at every University office which
becomes vacant beyond the circles of Medicine and of Law, [opposed] the
pretensions of whatever lay candidates shall presume to interfere with the monopoly
at which they are aiming [and] no better illustration of this remark can ever occur,
than what has actually happened in the case of Mr. Leslie.30

The Moderate party owed their previous success in securing plural appointments,
particularly at St Andrews University, to the influence of Henry Dundas.31 Dundas,
however, did not impose his influence on the election as he had in past competitions. The
fatigue from years in the political sphere, the heightened hostilities with Napoleonic
France, and an impending impeachment rendered Dundas detached from the Leslie
affair.32 Furthermore, he personally reassured Leslie that this election would be decided
on scholarly merit not political strength.33 Without the political guidance and support
from Dundas, the Presbytery of Edinburgh and the Moderate party could not avoid the
forthcoming conflict.34

A Cause for Controversy: Stewart on the theme of ‘causation’
Several days before the Town Council’s potential election of Leslie, the
clergymen of Edinburgh discovered Leslie’s Note Sixteen attached to his book on heat,
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‘which, it was said, involved all the Atheistical principles of Mr Hume’s philosophy’.35 In
his Note, Leslie remarked that ‘Mr. Hume is the first, as far as I know, who has treated of
causation in a truly philosophic manner [and] his Essay on Necessary Connexion seems a
model of clear and accurate reasoning’.36 This opportune find appeared suspicious
considering no one had mentioned the Note the previous year during its circulation or
during its examination by the Royal Society of London. After hearing that Leslie’s Note
harboured atheistic principles, Stewart commented:
I accordingly sent for the book, which till then I had never opened, and was not a
little astonished, when I found that the passage objected to contained nothing
(nothing at least connected with the alleged charge) but what I myself, and many
others much better and wiser than me, had openly avowed as our opinions.37

Although Leslie’s unguarded praise of Hume might suggest his alignment with Humean
philosophy, Stewart appealed to Reid’s philosophy in assessing Leslie’s implied
distinction between Hume’s treatment of physics and metaphysics. In the science of the
mind, Hume believed that impressions of human nature from innate senses and reflexes,
in most cases, preceded their corresponding ideas. By denying that neither reasoning nor
experience provided conclusive evidence of a supreme design, Hume rejected the idea
that efficient causes could be traced from their perceived effects. Thus, Hume rejected
that intuitive notions offered evidence for inferences on efficient causes. Since orthodox
Calvinists attributed God with efficient causal power in all earthly effects, Hume’s
philosophy was widely regarded as sceptical and challenging to revealed and natural
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religion. As previously discussed, Thomas Reid’s Inquiry into the Human Mind on the
Principles of Common Sense (1764) challenged the foundation of modern scepticism,
with particular attention to Hume’s A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-1740), and
provided a ‘realist’ alternative in Common Sense philosophy that drew from the thought
of Francis Bacon, Samuel Clarke, Francis Hutcheson, and George Turnbull amongst
others.38 Reid’s opposition to Hume’s mitigated scepticism, however, did not include his
treatment of the necessary sequential conjunctions in nature. According to Hume, ‘if
there be any relation among objects, which it imports us to know perfectly, ‘tis that of
cause and effect’.39 Reid noted that Hume ‘seems to me to reason justly from his
definition of a cause, when he maintains, that anything may be the cause of anything;
since priority and constant conjunction is all that can be conceived in the notion of a
cause’.40 While both men agreed on the existence of necessary conjunctions of causes and
effects in nature, they arrived at different conclusions on its metaphysical implications.
Reid’s position in this debate had a profound influence on Stewart’s moral philosophy
and his understanding of this philosophical theme. As shown in chapter one, Stewart
created a modern and accessible version of Reid’s Common Sense philosophy in his
programme of moral education.
In teaching the ‘active and moral powers of the mind’ with particular attention to
the operations of the ‘moral faculty’, Stewart drew a clear distinction between
humankind’s limited powers to cause an effect, such as determining to act morally or
immorally, and God’s unrestrained power as the creator of everything. This principle
accepted that only God possessed causal power in nature since inert matter necessarily
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followed the laws of nature as part of His creation. Although Hume remained sceptical of
God’s existence, Reid and Stewart agreed with his premise that necessarily constant and
invariable sequences of events existed in nature. In his Elements of the Philosophy of the
Human Mind (1792), Stewart wrote:
In consequence of the inferences which Mr Hume has deduced from his doctrine
concerning Cause and Effect, some later writers have been led to dispute its truth;
not perceiving, that the fallacy of this part of his system does not lie in his
premises, but in the conclusion which he draws from them.41

According to Stewart, Hume’s premise, that we do not observe the connexion between
cause and effect, only its constant sequential conjunctions, was not original or incorrect.
He argued that Hume’s notion of the conjunctions between physical events coincided
exactly with the earlier thought of Isaac Barrow, Joseph Butler, John Locke, Nicolas
Malbranche, Thomas Hobbes, and George Berkeley.42 These theorists of unquestioned
religious convictions supported Hume’s belief that the link among causes and effects in
nature remained invisible and an efficient cause could not be traced from observed effects
by a priori reasoning. In a 1796 lecture, Stewart remarked that ‘there is no instance in
which we perceive such a necessary connexion between two successive events as might
enable us to infer the one from the other by reasoning a priori [and] knowledge of
efficient causes is beyond our reach’.43 This premise on its own did not deny that a deity
existed or a supreme power caused effects in nature, but that humankind could not
conclusively understand this connexion. When Hume applied this premise to metaphysics
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he questioned God’s link as the first cause in earthly effects, which demonstrated the
danger in an unqualified adoption of Humean philosophy. The Moderate clergymen of
Edinburgh claimed that
If the language of Mr. Leslie’s Note, cannot be otherwise understood than as a
denial of an efficient or operating principle in any cause, no reasoning can be
necessary to show, that this doctrine, were it admitted, would at once put an end to
all possibility of arguing, from what we have been accustomed to call the works of
God. But, in fact, the doctrine strikes more directly at the foundation of religion.44

The Moderates’ argument against Leslie’s Note hinged on connecting it to Hume’s
metaphysical conclusions regarding ‘causation’, which challenged the existence of God’s
efficient power. If successful, they could label him an atheist and easily engineer his
removal from the competition. According to Stewart, if Leslie ‘had qualified the first
sentence by saying, that Mr Hume’s Essay on Necessary Connexion, (so far as it relates
to physical causes and effects merely), is a model of clear and accurate reasoning, I do
not think it possible that the slightest objection could have been made’.45 In advancing
this point, he ridiculed the Moderates’ belief that Leslie’s wording in Note Sixteen made
it ‘impossible to avoid applying to everything under the name of cause, whether ascribed
to matter or to mind’.46 Stewart suggested that this reasoning conflated the intended
purpose of Leslie’s discussion. In the proper context, Leslie argued ‘against the
unphilosophical supposition of the agency of invisible intermedia to account for the
phenomena of gravitation [which] has been considered one of the most dangerous
weapons of the Atheist’.47 By considering that the concept of invisible intermedia was not
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necessarily limited to a supreme agent, atheists reasoned that infinite agents of causation
could exist. In turn, the possibility of infinite agents of cause in nature would undermine
arguments of God’s omnipotence. In support of this point, Stewart reminded the
Moderates that the late John Robison advanced a closely similar argument against
attributing inert matter with causal power in his ‘Proofs of a Conspiracy against all the
Religions and Governments of Europe’.48
John Wright considered the possibility that Leslie had misunderstood which parts
of Humean philosophy Reid had rejected or accepted.49 A review of Leslie’s Note in the
context of his book and the fact that Stewart discussed this theme at length in the first
lecture of his moral philosophy course, which Leslie had attended, suggests otherwise.
While Leslie did not clearly differentiate between Humean physics and metaphysics, the
subject matter of his book implied an exclusively physical treatment of ‘causation’. In its
preface, Leslie commented ‘I have no desire to shrink from liberal criticism; but I request
my book to be perused and examined with the same temper it was written’.50 In the
context of discussing the etymology of causality and how its ambiguity impeded
scientific progress, Leslie suggested that ‘the unsophisticated sentiments of mankind are
in perfect unison with the deductions of logic, and imply nothing more at bottom, in
relation of cause and effect, than a constant and invariable sequence’.51 Despite briefly
alluding to metaphysical applications of ‘causation’, Leslie qualified that ‘it would be
foreign to my present object to engage in such discussions’.52 The wording in his Note
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could be applied to metaphysics, as shown by the Moderate ministers of Edinburgh, but
such an interpretation would be alien to the ‘temper’ of his book.
The discussion of ‘causation’ in the Leslie case directly related to the
permissibility of teaching controversial theories to impressionable young men. The
Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh claimed:
Their duty to the public and to the rising generation does not, in their opinion, admit
of their overlooking, on this account, what may appear dangerous or subversive of
religion, in the doctrine of those to whom the education of youth is committed…It is
for this reason that the education of youth, and their instructors in every department
of literature, have, in the Christian world, been placed under the superintendency of
the Ministers of Religion.53

If the Moderates’ campaign for pluralism prevailed, Stewart’s system of moral education
would also be viewed as inappropriate since he openly advocated the same sentiments as
Leslie’s Note Sixteen in his classroom. Stewart professed ‘that the doctrine which has
been so strongly objected to in Mr Leslie’s Note, coincides exactly, as far as I am able to
judge of it, with what I have myself advanced in a work which has been not for many
years in the hands of the public’.54 Since Stewart followed the Scottish philosophical
tradition of combining pedagogy and philosophical inquiry, his publications closely
replicated themes in his lectures. Thus, Stewart’s defence of Leslie by extension
represented a defence of his programme of moral education. Stewart also addressed the
Moderates’ concerns that the wider public’s religious convictions would be threatened by
Leslie’s allegedly sceptical theories. By referencing his Elements of the Philosophy of the
Human Mind (first published in 1792 with an 1802 second edition), he implied that the
public found merit in his treatment of ‘causation’, which complemented Leslie’s Note,
without a hint of controversy on this theme.55 Contrary to the belief of these clergymen,
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Stewart promoted the idea that philosophers should explore causality in nature and the
mind. In a 1796 lecture, Stewart remarked:
We find from experience that certain events are invariably conjoined, so that when
we see the one we expect the other; but our knowledge in such cases extends no
farther than to the fact. To ascertain those established conjunctions of successive
events which constitute the order of the universe; to record the phenomena which
exhibit to our observation and to refer them to their general laws, is the great
business of philosophy. 56

Stewart clearly believed that philosophers, not theologians, should investigate the
necessary conjunctions between causes and effects. According to Stewart, theologians as
authorities in revelation often err in treating a philosophical theme without confident
knowledge of its consequences. This belief did not imply that philosophers could not also
entertain theological views or serve as clergymen, but that moralists and metaphysicians,
for Stewart, should investigate philosophical truths not divinity. Although these different
approaches often overlapped, particularly in natural theology, the purposes of their
methods set them apart. He demonstrated this point by referencing his opponents’ initial
claim that Reid opposed all of Hume’s premises.57 The fact that Reid challenged Hume in
his Inquiry into the Human Mind (1764) surely motivated the Presbytery of Edinburgh to
interpret his opposition to Humean philosophy in absolute terms. Stewart remarked that
‘the truth probably was that, in [their] zeal to convict Mr. Leslie of atheism, [the
Moderates] neglected to weigh very accurately the import of [their] own confident
assertions’.58 In doing so, the Moderates interpreted Leslie’s Note as supporting Hume’s
conclusions in metaphysics without drawing a distinction between metaphysics and
physics whilst implying that God determined human actions. This misinterpretation of
Leslie’s Note served the Moderates’ campaign to discredit his reputation as McKnight’s
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competition. Meanwhile, their counter-Enlightenment beliefs towards education placed
them at odds with Stewart and Reid whose theories were increasingly taught throughout
the Atlantic World. Stewart suggested that a firm understanding of the wider arguments
concerning ‘causation’ must precede a proper understanding of this philosophical debate.
He maintained that his system of moral education facilitated this prerequisite.
Thomas Brown, a disciple of Stewart who attended his moral philosophy course
in 1792 and contributed to the Edinburgh Review, exemplified the application of
Stewart’s programme in defending Leslie.59 Brown noted in the ‘science of analysis, that
the philosophy of the mind must be considered’.60 In doing so, Brown supported Hume’s
premises and critiqued Reid’s treatment of ‘causation’ and the ‘active powers of the
human mind’. He suggested that in exertions people merely feel a desire for action
instead of a sense of power as Reid and Stewart argued.61 This desire of action, coupled
with the belief that a sequence of events or motions will follow, provided confidence in
the reoccurrence of desired effects. Brown remarked:
the phenomena of mind succeed each other in a certain order; the phenomena of
matter also have their peculiar order: but, were we to judge, by the language of
each, from which of the two sequences our idea of power is derived, the probability
would seem on the side of the latter.62

He did not ascribe to matter self-sustaining power, but merely suggested that we
improperly label notions of power in metaphysics with analogies of power in the material
world. While developing his interpretation of ‘causation’, Brown supported Leslie’s
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conclusion that ambiguous language impeded scientific progress. Thomas Chalmers later
remarked that Brown’s Observations provided an excellent insight into this complex
theme and ‘to stamp endurance upon it, it had to be dilated into a volume’.63 His Inquiry
into the Relation of Cause and Effect (1818) extended his earlier argument and from
popular demand received three editions within the same year of its first publication.64
Brown’s treatment of ‘causation’ demonstrated the application of Stewart’s system of
moral education by investigating a controversial philosophical theme, as a philosopher,
without falling victim to scepticism or sacrificing high intellectual standards.
The Moderates’ emerging concerns regarding Leslie’s Note appeared a
formidable obstacle in his election. For this reason, Leslie sought to clarify his remarks
for the consideration of the Presbytery of Edinburgh’s upcoming meeting on 12th
March.65 In a letter to Andrew Hunter, professor of divinity at Edinburgh, Leslie
explained that ‘it did not fall under my plan to point out in a treatise entirely confined to
physical discussions’ concerning Hume’s misapplication of his premises since this has
been done by Dr. Reid and various other writers in a manner which I conceive to be
completely satisfactory to every reader who understands the argument’.66 In order to
address their complaint with a compromise, Leslie pledged to change the controversial
wording in subsequent editions (as Stewart had done with his second edition of
Elements).67 His explanation satisfied Hunter’s reservations and though he was too ill to
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attend the meeting, he supplied Henry Grieve with a copy of Leslie’s letter.68 The
Presbytery of Edinburgh curiously did not record the details of the meeting as normally
practised, but ultimately determined that Leslie’s explanation did not remove their
concerns.69 During this meeting, they drafted a formal complaint against Leslie’s
potential election. Stewart remarked that ‘a long paper (which must have been previously
prepared, for it takes no notice of Mr. Leslie’s letter to Dr. Hunter) was accordingly
presented to the Patrons of the University’ by Henry Grieve.70 They claimed
avisamentum, the ancient legal right enacted by James VI that required the Town Council
to consider the advice of Edinburgh ministers in deciding University appointments.71
Since the establishment of the Chair of Mathematics in 1674, this legal right had never
been enforced in an election of a professor of mathematics.72 Furthermore, this right had
been exercised only twice, with the elections of Andrew Dalzel (professorship of Greek)
in 1772 and Andrew Hunter (professorship of Divinity) in 1779, during William
Robertson’s administration, which held canvases for every chair.73 The chairs of Divinity
and Greek contributed to preparing ministers, for which the input from Church officials
proved relevant. According to James Ferguson, the clergymen’s written complaint on 12th
March exercised the extent of their right to avisamentum and afterwards they should have
ceased any further actions.74
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The Town Council informed the Presbytery of Edinburgh that the election would
be held on 13th March; to the dismay of the Moderates, however, they convened on 12th
March.75 By misinforming the Moderates about the date of the election, the Town
Council deprived them of an opportunity to rally further support for McKnight and
strengthen their argument against Leslie. The Edinburgh Magistrates and Town Council
consisted primarily of Pittites and supporters of Dundas with only a small pocket of
Foxite Whigs. The blatant deception of the Moderates regarding the election date
signified that the Moderate clergymen did not enjoy the full support of Scottish “Tories”
in this election. After learning about the Town Council’s meeting, the Moderates hastily
supplied them with a draft of their complaint. In defiance of the Moderates’ threat ‘to
prosecute [Leslie’s] ejection from office in any competent court, civil or ecclesiastical’,
the Town Council proceeded with Leslie’s election the following day.76 Due to the
technicality that Adam Ferguson still jointly held the chair, the Town Council formally
re-elected Leslie on 29th March, only after he supplied proof of his Rumford prize.77
After exhausting a failed legal suspension of Leslie’s election in civil court, the
Presbytery of Edinburgh fulfilled their threat and advanced their complaint against Leslie
in ecclesiastical courts. Their meeting on 22nd March marked the first clear division
concerning Leslie’s election between the so-called Popular party (also known as the
Evangelical party) and the Moderate party within the Presbytery of Edinburgh. On 3rd
April 1805, the Aberdeen Journal reported:
On one side by Doctors Grieve and Inglis, who maintained that the Presbytery
should concur with the ministers of Edinburgh in going on with an investigation
into Mr. Leslie’s conduct; while, on the other hand, it was contended by Sir Harry
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Moncrieff, Dr. Hunter, and others, that the matter should go no further and the
representation dismissed.78

As the narrow minority within the Presbytery, the Popular ministers could not prevent the
Moderates from continuing their complaint against Leslie to the higher ecclesiastical
court of the Synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. In opposition, the members of the Popular
party aligned themselves with Leslie’s supporters and did not attend the Synod meeting
that unanimously approved the complaint against Leslie for the consideration of the
General Assembly.79 The Moderates claimed they would ‘cease their proceeding, so far
as it concerns Mr. Leslie individually, in the event of his consenting to withdraw the
offensive part of his publication, either by cancelling the leaves of the book which
contain the note referred to, or by any other means equally effectual’.80 In this request,
the Moderates clearly wanted Leslie to resign from his chair. Cancelling the circulation of
his book would be admitting his dangerous treatment of ‘causation’, which would equally
fuel their argument for his removal. While this proposed concession, if accepted,
suggested an end to their complaint regarding Leslie, the Moderates did not indicate that
they would stop their claim for avisamentum in future University elections. The
Moderates, therefore, maintained their counter-Enlightenment objective of expanding the
Church’s influence, particularly Moderate ministers, within all the eligible faculties of the
University.
The reversal of traditional ideological beliefs on education between the Moderate
and Popular parties implied a significant change within the Kirk. The tolerance for
secular thought by the earlier ‘Moderate’ ministers during the height of the Scottish
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Enlightenment, therefore, was not consistent with the actions of the “Moderate” party
under George Hill’s leadership. In these respects, the Popular party’s support of Leslie
reflected ecclesiastical rivalry more than political or educational concerns. They
prudently protected their interests within the Kirk by opposing the Moderates’ attempt to
gain more power within Edinburgh. Apart from ecclesiastical politics, the determination
of the General Assembly rendered real consequences to Leslie, Stewart’s system of moral
education, and secularism in the Faculty of Arts at Edinburgh University. Although
Leslie succeeded in his election, he could potentially lose his chair if the General
Assembly determined him unfit to teach young men. In addition, if the General Assembly
supported the Moderates’ justification for pluralism as means to prevent the spread of
philosophical scepticism and atheism, they could appeal to this ruling in future University
elections.
The controversy concerning Leslie’s election entered the public sphere with the
publication of an anonymous letter addressed to George Hill on 20th April and a memorial
of the Moderates’ complaint sent to members of the General Assembly on 1st May which
was published in the Edinburgh Evening Courant the following day. Although the letter’s
author remained a mystery, John Inglis claimed that the Moderate clergymen of
Edinburgh ‘held themselves responsible for its doctrine and argument’.81 In this letter, the
Moderates suggested that Leslie’s explanation was ‘an unqualified defence of both
himself and his doctrine’.82 By combining Leslie’s character and his Note, the Moderates
framed an argument that, if successful, could only result in Leslie’s removal from the
Chair of Mathematics. By publishing their concerns, the Presbytery of Edinburgh
reintroduced a potentially dangerous philosophical theme to the attention of the public,
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which could potentially result in the denial of God’s existence. Blind to this possibility,
the Moderates warned that
the publication of this doctrine [Leslie’s book], in connexion with the
circumstances of the times, when there appears an infidel party arraying itself, with
increasing confidence, against the religion of the country, they cannot but consider
the appointment of Mr. Leslie to be a Professor and teacher of youth, as a measure
of very unfriendly aspect to our Christian Faith, and our Church establishment for
its support.83

By drawing attention to the dangers of discussing controversial theories, they
unintentionally contradicted their claimed purpose and the counter-Enlightenment
policies, established during the Scottish Sedition trials, which censored philosophical
discourse and controversial publications. In an intimate letter to Leslie, Joseph Banks
wrote:
They would surely have acted more properly & in a manner better becoming their
Station in the community, by suffering your Book to remain quietly on the
Philosopher’s shelf without dragging forward into the public notice a few
passages, which, at best, can only lead to a controversy in which Orthodoxy will
be put to the hazard, & more of it probably lost than gain’d.84

The Moderate clergymen’s attack against Leslie’s Note consequently stirred concerns
over the theological and philosophical implications of ‘causation’. This reaction was
certainly unintentional. Inglis believed their opposition to Leslie’s Note would cause ‘a
greater degree of caution in the discussion of those philosophical questions which are
connected with the principles and the vitals of religion’.85 Although Inglis’s comment
was directed at censoring education, the Moderates received harsh criticism for their
conduct and misinterpretations of philosophy from Stewart and his former students.
The University of Edinburgh’s Senatus Academicus, an internal council of
professors, appointed Stewart to defend Leslie and the interests of the University during
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his trial. He countered the Moderates’ publications with A Short Statement of Some
Important Facts (1805). Stewart’s short pamphlet, published a week before the
convention of the General Assembly, revealed evidence of the Presbytery of Edinburgh’s
attempt at pluralism and why their complaint against Leslie’s Note Sixteen was illconceived.86 His alignment with theorists of unquestionable religious convictions, many
of who were also mathematicians, revealed how he embraced the tradition of engaging
rather than avoiding controversial themes in the pursuit of philosophical truths.87 In doing
so, Stewart justified the purpose of his system of moral education. The circulation of
these conflicting publications contributed to the public’s anxiety over the future direction
of the University and Church as the General Assembly approached.

Defending Scottish Enlightenment Moral Education in Leslie’s Trial
The 1805 General Assembly convened in Edinburgh on 22nd May under a cloud
of controversy generated by the recent publications. A large crowd attempting to gain
access to the proceedings suggested that laymen were aware of the import that Leslie’s
trial would have on the direction of the Church of Scotland and Edinburgh University.
The ideologically divided Assembly considered two distinct proposals: a ‘reference’
against Leslie’s election to the chair of mathematics, and a ‘complaint’ against the socalled Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh’s conduct regarding Leslie. Robert Lundie, who
reported the proceedings, observed that the laymen in attendance overwhelmingly sided
in favour of Leslie and, at several points during the two-day debate, gave vocal
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expression to their desire for justice.88 This ideologically charged crowd created a tense
atmosphere for the Moderates as they attempted to persuade the Assembly on the merits
of the ‘reference’.
Leslie’s trial centred on the question of secularism in the Faculty of Arts at
Edinburgh University and the extent of the Church’s relationship with the University. The
Moderate ministers advanced the counter-Enlightenment’s well-worn argument that
British institutions as well as young men were in danger from sceptical or atheistic
philosophy. They felt obligated, as clergymen, to prevent the election of a professor who
they believed advanced theories that would subvert religious convictions and civil order.
Grieve claimed their protest against the diffusion of sceptical theories to be ‘most
agreeable to the civil and religious institutions of this part of the united kingdom, and best
suited to promote the good of the public’.89 As shown in the previous section, Stewart
advocated the same principles in his moral philosophy course as those found in Leslie’s
controversial Note. His pamphlet illustrated this connection in unmistakable terms, which
the Moderates, as evinced by their references to his pamphlet, had read prior to the
General Assembly. Thus, the Moderates’ complaint against Leslie’s election revealed
their concerns about Stewart’s programme of moral education and their overarching
campaign for dominance at Edinburgh University.
Stewart’s pamphlet depicted Leslie as an unwarranted victim of the Moderates’
campaign for plural offices and their opposition to secular education. His argument
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resonated with the Ruling Elders of the General Assembly and consequently motivated
the Moderates to separate their opinion of Leslie’s character from their argument against
his Note. In contradiction to their earlier statements, David Ritchie clarified that ‘I do not
judge Mr. Leslie, but I judge his book’.90 Although the Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh
spoke as if they were exclusively concerned with the religious implications of Leslie’s
Note, their ‘reference’ enveloped larger social concerns whilst justifying the practise of
ecclesiastical and professorial pluralism. This attempted misdirection did not deter
discussions regarding pluralism, ‘moderation’, and secular education. Stewart, who
attended the trial, watched as members of the Popular party and Ruling Elders borrowed
evidence from his pamphlet in their defence of Leslie.
The Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh who struggled under cross examination
appeared to be the ones on trial with their motivations and character repeatedly
questioned by Leslie’s defenders. Henry Moncreiff, a jurist and friend of Stewart, argued
that ‘while the only point to be tried before the competent court, relates, not to Mr. Leslie,
but to the general powers vested in the ministers of Edinburgh, and which they are to
exercise in future times’.91 At the Bar of the General Assembly, Moncreiff suggested that
the Moderates’ actions against Leslie surpassed their limited association with the Faculty
of Arts at Edinburgh University and they should be held accountable for this
transgression. Like Stewart, Moncreiff believed that the outcome of the Leslie case would
determine the fate of the Scottish Enlightenment. He cautioned that the ‘character of our
country and of our age [is at stake and] we shall be judged by the decision of this day, not
merely at home by the people of Scotland, but by the inhabitants of countries from which
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we are far removed; in England, through Europe, in Asia, and in America’.92 In response
to Moncreiff, Grieve supplied justification for their influence on university affairs in the
form of two previous Acts of the General Assembly: ‘Act concerning the inspection of
Universities and Colleges’ (Act 14, session 13, 23rd May 1711) and ‘Act for promoting
Religion and Learning in Universities and Colleges’ (Act 12, session 9, 23rd May 1719).93
Of course, these earlier ecclesiastical Acts appeared almost half a century before
Robertson and his contemporaries established the practise of ‘Moderatism’ in the Kirk
and University. Similar to the earlier 12th March Presbytery of Edinburgh meeting where
they reintroduced the ancient right of avisamentum, the Moderates clearly anticipated
questions regarding the Kirk’s role in university affairs and justified their involvement
accordingly through legal and ecclesiastical acts passed during pre-Enlightenment times.
This well-researched justification for Scottish divines to significantly influence university
appointments had farther implications than Leslie’s future as a professor. If the Assembly
vindicated the ‘reference’ against Leslie, the Kirk would dominate in deciding future
university appointments in the Faculty of Arts.
The nature of the Presbytery of Edinburgh’s conduct toward Leslie in advancing
their campaign to establish pluralism in the Faculty of Arts led dissenting ministers to
question their understanding of ‘Moderatism’ as an operating ideology. John Muckersey,
who supported the ‘complaint’ against the Moderates, remarked that ‘I was much
surprised, when I first heard of this reference; and my surprise was not lessened, when I
heard from what quarter it had arisen’.94 While he supported the Moderates’ initial
reservations concerning Leslie’s Note, he believed the Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh
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failed to limit their involvement to examining Leslie’s doctrine in an appropriate
‘Moderate’ fashion. In doing so, he suggested that ‘moderation’ involved two categorical
approaches: ‘active moderation’ and ‘passive moderation’. While ‘active moderation’
considered the middle ground opinion between infidelity and religious fanaticism,
‘passive moderation’ was the middle point between the extreme views of a particular
question.95 In Leslie’s case, the question on the origin and nature of ‘causation’ received
extreme opinions between the religious orthodox notion of the ‘operative principle’ and
Hume’s ‘invariable sequence’. Since the initial objection against Leslie’s election
involved his treatment of this philosophical question, Muckersey believed it should be
examined with ‘passive moderation’. He remarked that ‘the objection I had to them was,
that they proceeded on the grounds of passive moderation, but conducted themselves in
an active manner’.96 For Muckersey, the Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh transformed
Leslie’s treatment of ‘causation’ into an active campaign to prevent the spread of
dangerous philosophical ideas diffused through secular education. The Moderates,
therefore, sought to establish new policies where the Kirk held considerable power over
every branch of Scottish universities.
Despite combining both ‘passive’ and ‘active’ types of ‘moderation’ in the
‘reference’, the Moderates developed their agenda to safeguard impressionable young
men with more force than adequately addressing the question of ‘causation’.
Consequently, the Moderates clearly did not guard their treatment of ‘causation’ against
close scrutiny. After stirring commotion from calling the ‘reference’ ‘false, cowardly, and
calumnious’, John A. Murray, an Edinburgh Whig and close friend of Jeffrey, Horner,
and Brougham, furthered Stewart’s earlier claim that the Moderates’ attributed inert
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matter with causal power in their public criticism of Leslie’s Note.97 Murray boldly
argued:
In direct opposition to these reverend gentlemen, I must state it as my conviction,
that their opinions, and not the opinions of Mr Leslie, are atheistical; nay, that the
very language which they employ, is the ordinary language of atheists. The language
of the ministers of Edinburgh plainly implies, that, in considering the relation of
cause and effect subsisting among the phenomena of nature, there is a necessary
connection between the effect which we behold, and the cause with which it is
immediately conjoined; and that the former processes in itself an operating power
over the latter.98

In their campaign to secure more influence within Edinburgh University and tarnish
Leslie’s reputation, the Moderates neglected the implications of their treatment of
causality when applied to physics. In doing so, the clergymen of Edinburgh
unintentionally supported the concept of invisible intermedia often used by atheists to
disprove the existence of God. Inglis later wrote that their unguarded wording exclusively
treated the metaphysical discussion of ‘causation’ as it related to their interpretation of
Leslie’s Note.99 This miscalculation surely assisted Stewart’s view that a properly
regulated programme of moral education based on metaphysical philosophy was the best
way to prevent the ignorant acceptance of sceptical theories. Furthermore, Stewart
believed clergymen who misinterpreted fundamental philosophical themes were
inappropriate, if not dangerous, to direct curious young minds towards discovering
philosophical truths. Shortly after Murray’s speech, George Hill must have recognised the
potential danger for the Moderates if this line of questioning continued and motioned that
the Assembly adjourn until the next day.100
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The events of the debate quickly circulated throughout Edinburgh by the
following morning. A correspondent for the Scots Magazine observed that large crowds,
eager to gain admittance, gathered around the assembly building as early as eight and
nine o’clock despite the ten o’clock start time.101 After several speeches examining the
dangers of ‘causation’ when applied to metaphysics, Malcolm Laing, an Edinburgh jurist,
returned to unravelling the Moderates’ motives for their relentless protest against Leslie’s
election. Laing stated that after the Town Council favoured Leslie for the chair
the clergy of Edinburgh took alarm, and immediately had recourse to that system of
intrigue and misrepresentation, which they have too long and too successfully
pursued, and by which they seem to have resolved to appropriate the enjoyment of
academical honours and advantages exclusively to themselves.102

Laing suggested that such practises of pluralism impaired the intellectual vivacity of
Scottish institutions where Scots acquired so much of their national pride as well as their
claim of Enlightenment. In particular, he targeted the practises of pluralism at St Andrews
supported by George Hill and Henry Dundas.103 Laing predicted that Edinburgh
University’s fame, as an important Scottish Enlightenment institution, would decay with
the establishment of elections based on professorial and ecclesiastical pluralism rather
than scholarly merit. Henry Erskine, the leader of the Scottish Whig party during the
1790s, furthered Laing’s warning by noting that if the Moderates’ use of pluralism
succeeded at Edinburgh the intellectual degradation would soon follow. Erskine stated
that ‘if I had fifty sons, I would send none of them to the university, while it is placed in a
situation so degrading…and were I applied to by my friends at a distance to place their
sons at the university, I should feel it my duty to dissuade them from the design…“send
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your sons anywhere, but to this university”’.104 Erskine’s involvement in the case
demonstrated the political importance of the trial. Furthermore, the continuity on the
issue of secular education between the older leaders of the Scottish Whigs, Erskine and
the Earl of Lauderdale, and the emerging figures, Horner and Jeffery, against their
political opponents implied a cross-generational solidarity to Scottish Whigs. The fact
that Erskine and Lauderdale were significant figures in the national Whig party also
implies a wider British concern rather than a parochial issue over an elected mathematics
professor. Their collective support for Leslie and defence of secular education
represented their wider battle against “Tory” counter-Enlightenment policies. Erskine
concluded:
[Hill] is sensible that his friends are stumbling, and he wishes to make their fall as
soft and gentle as possible. But I cannot consent to allow justice, candour,
liberality, and common sense, to be stuffed into a pillow, that they may fall in
perfect safety, and repose upon it in peace.105

In defence of his party, Hill maintained that Leslie should have supplied the Moderate
ministers of Edinburgh with another explanation as requested before it reached the
Church’s supreme court. He argued that Leslie’s silence after his election suggested some
form of guilt on his part. Lauderdale, however, interrupted Hill’s speech by mentioning
that Lord Kelly and Mr. Durham of Largo advised Leslie that it would be in his interest
not to furnish a second explanation.106 Hill’s failed attempt to deflect the blame onto
Leslie exhausted the Moderates’ argument in the General Assembly. Shortly after Hill’s
speech, loud cries across the auditorium demanded an immediate vote.107 The result
dismissed the ‘reference’ against Leslie and sustained the ‘complaint’ against the
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Moderates with ninety-six votes in favour and eighty-four votes opposed.108 At least a
third of the Assembly, however, abstained from casting a vote, which suggested a
division or loss of influence within the Moderate party. Lundie observed that ‘upon the
vote being announced, a shout of applause resounded from the galleries’.109 Despite
Leslie’s and Stewart’s victory at that moment, the verdict of the General Assembly did
not conclude the Leslie affair.
Afterwards numerous pamphlets defending and ridiculing the Moderates’ conduct
towards Leslie flooded British print culture.110 In addition to Stewart’s pamphlet
receiving three editions between May and December 1805, his pamphlet, together with
other prominent writings on the Leslie affair, was collected for publication in two
volumes of Tracts, Historical and Philosophical (1806).111 Meanwhile, Scottish Whigs
drew strength from their victory in the 1805 General Assembly to advance their
opposition to the Moderates and counter-Enlightenment interests. In the Edinburgh
Review, Francis Jeffrey wrote:
The evils which the [Moderates’] mistaken and suspicious conduct had produced,
demanded the atonement; and far more advisable would it have been for their own
interests, to seek shelter in the retreats of oblivion, than venture their cause against
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the tribunal of the public…Neither pardon nor pity is due to a wanton and
unprovoked attempt to injure the reputation of an unoffending individual. We may
smile at the instrument, but we startle at the motives of so unaccountable a design:
while the deliberate vindication of such conduct cannot but be considered as the
signal even of popular indignation.112

In contrast, the Anti-Jacobin Review suggested that ‘the Presbytery of Edinburgh very
laudably fulfilled the duty of their office’.113 Responding to charges of religious
fanaticism and misconduct, the Presbytery of Edinburgh appointed John Inglis to defend
and vindicate their previous conduct in the Leslie affair. The timing of this reply to
Stewart’s Short Statement, published seven months after his first edition, demonstrated a
cunning attempt to out-manoeuvre Stewart, Playfair, and Leslie who were preoccupied
with teaching. Stewart later remarked that ‘none of them could well be ignorant, that their
attack was to find me occupied completely and indispensably with my Academical
labours’.114 While expanding upon their earlier arguments to safeguard the institution of
religion and the adoption of religious principles, Inglis blamed William Robertson’s
earlier failure to enforce the Confession of Faith and his promotion of secular education
as a chief reason for the Moderates’ troubles in the Leslie case.115 In this view, the
Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh fulfilled a previously neglected obligation to the
public and the institution of religion. This admission demarcated how Hill’s Moderate
party fundamentally diverged from the earlier ‘Moderate’ values. Despite not sharing the
Edinburgh Review’s interest in prolonging the debate, Stewart responded to Inglis with a
short (nine pages) Postscript to his earlier pamphlet. He remarked:
I promised to remain at the bar of the public, till they should receive their doom.
That doom I had the satisfaction to hear pronounced (not many hours after these
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words were written) in the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland; and the
ratification, which it has since received from that more awful tribunal, whose
unbiased and paramount sanction the justice of my cause emboldened me to invite
and to solicit, has now fixed and sealed their destiny for ever.—IN THE PLACE
WHERE THE TREE HATH FALLEN, THERE MUST IT LIE.116

The public vilification of the Moderates by Stewart and his former students coupled with
the 1805 impeachment of Dundas enabled the continuation of Stewart’s programme of
moral education and the practise of secularism in the Faculty of Arts. After learning of
Dundas’s 1805 impeachment, Stewart rejoiced that his removal from office was
‘synonymous with the emancipation and salvation of Scotland’.117 The Moderate party’s
counter-Enlightenment efforts to acquire power through deception and misrepresentation,
however, continued in the wake of Leslie’s case.118 Furthermore, Leslie’s opponents,
particularly in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, persisted in publically questioning his
character and religious principles until Edinburgh’s civil court ordered them to stop on
22nd July 1822.119
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Conclusion
The 1805 John Leslie case represented the culmination of political, ecclesiastical,
philosophical, and educational disputes between Scottish Enlightenment thought and
values and counter-Enlightenment interests since the French Revolution. Although the
controversy emerged from John Leslie’s election to the Chair of Mathematics and the
religious implications of his Note Sixteen, Dugald Stewart interpreted the Moderate
party’s campaign to censor secular education at Edinburgh University as part of the
counter-Enlightenment movement. Stewart’s former students joined him in combating the
Moderates with a superior philosophical argument where they exposed the dangers of
expanding ecclesiastical and professorial pluralism beyond divinity studies. Although a
faction of the Moderate party defended the Presbytery of Edinburgh’s conduct, other
Moderates, such as Sir David Brewster (a natural philosopher) distanced themselves from
their conduct whilst supporting the merits of pluralism. According to Brewster, Stewart’s
circle, particularly John Playfair, failed to make a convincing argument for the
‘incompatibility between the habits of clergymen and professors’.120 The defeat of the
Moderate clergymen of Edinburgh’s campaign for pluralism did not end its practise
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within the party, but it certainly prevented its use as a condition of future appointments in
the Faculty of Arts at Edinburgh University.
Stewart’s role in the Leslie case represented larger concerns than his defence of
one individual who happened to be a former student. In justifying the intellectual and
moral benefits of his programme of moral education, Stewart upheld central ‘Moderate’
values for fostering an enlightened and benevolent state of society. The considerable
support for this ambition from men of letters and clergymen associated with the Popular
party testified to a rekindled commitment to enlightened thought and promotion of the
circumstances where it could thrive. In the year following the Leslie affair, an anonymous
author wrote that ‘the voice of the enlightened and generous nation hath been lifted up to
give to their names all the attractions by which wickedness can be distinguished; and that
voice should be regarded as the voice of justice’.121 At the birth of a new century,
Stewart’s victory in the Leslie affair symbolised a resurgence of the Scottish
Enlightenment in defiance of counter-Enlightenment policies.
Tensions between late eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment thought and
counter-Enlightenment policies existed in other parts of the Atlantic World. Since many
of the circumstances that gave rise to Enlightenment and its counter-Enlightenment in
Scotland—namely the diffusion of ‘Moderate’ values, Scottish philosophy, and the
reception of the French Revolution—reverberated throughout the Atlantic World, did a
version of the Scottish Enlightenment and its counter-Enlightenment exist in America’s
early republic? Samuel Stanhope Smith, who taught contemporaneously with Stewart as
professor of moral philosophy and seventh president of the College of New Jersey (17951812), drew from ‘Moderate’ values and adapted Scottish philosophy in creating a
distinct system of moral education at Princeton. His programme encountered a different
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type of counter-Enlightenment whilst sharing many of the same objectives. Smith’s
creation of the Princeton Enlightenment, his applied ethics, and the circumstances
surrounding his tension with what he saw as two converging counter-Enlightenment
factions will be explored in the second part of this thesis.

Part Two

Samuel Stanhope Smith and the Princeton Enlightenment

Chapter Four
Creating Enlightenment at Princeton: Samuel Stanhope Smith’s programme of
moral education, 1779-1812
!

The tensions between Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy and counterEnlightenment interests existed at institutions of higher education on either side of the
Atlantic. As the professor of moral philosophy and president at the College of New Jersey
(which later became Princeton University) from 1795 through 1812, Samuel Stanhope
Smith shared Dugald Stewart’s enthusiasm for Scottish philosophy and Scottish
‘Moderate’ values whilst combating counter-Enlightenment interests. Advising his stepgrandson on where best to further his education in 1797, George Washington wrote that
‘no college has turned out better scholars or more estimable characters than Nassau [and]
not is there any one whose president is thought more capable to direct a proper education
than Dr. Smith’.1 In league with Stewart’s attempts to sustain the Scottish Enlightenment
by entwining the cultivation of the mind and ‘Moderatism’ as a way to inform modernity,
Smith fostered a new type of Enlightenment at Princeton that owed tribute to prominent
Scottish Enlightenment thought and values. The second part of this thesis will focus
primarily on Smith’s creation of a Princeton Enlightenment based on his system of moral
education, his use of Scottish philosophy (particularly his treatment of the ‘moral
faculty’), and finally, his perspective of alleged counter-Enlightenment activities at
Princeton and its effect on his system of moral education.
In the decades that followed the birth of America’s new republic, Smith
envisioned the dawn of an American didactic Enlightenment led by Princeton graduates.
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He believed that the ‘diffusion of knowledge is the diffusion of virtue and of freedom’.2
This ambition built upon John Witherspoon’s earlier reforms of the curriculum between
1768 and 1776 that established the use of Scottish moral philosophy at Princeton. During
this time, Witherspoon introduced Smith to the writings of Scottish moralists such as
Francis Hutcheson, Thomas Reid, James Beattie, and, of course, his own moral
philosophy. Smith’s devotion to Witherspoon, however, did not imply that his moral
philosophy drew primarily from Witherspoon’s philosophy (which will be examined in
the following chapter) or that Smith’s administration furthered Witherspoon’s concept of
a so-called ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’. Mark Noll suggests that ‘on a formal
level, Witherspoon was not a distinguished thinker [and] he made his reputation by
linking up republicanism, Enlightenment science, and Calvinistic Christianity’.3 Contrary
to Witherspoon, the diffusion of Christian principles and republican ideals did not register
as Smith’s paramount ambition for Princeton. Rather, he sought to rival Scottish and
continental Enlightenments at Princeton through cultivating the mind and advancing
‘liberal science’.
Stanhope Smith’s commitment toward fulfilling these overlapping objectives
demarcated a change in Princeton’s purpose from educating enlightened ministers toward
preparing future statesmen for public service. According to Smith, ‘the sons of
America…are not inferior in genius [and] the same advantages of cultivation for them to
be capable of equal perfection [require] fortunate circumstances of their grooming up less
shackled with the prejudices of antiquity to lead the array in the investigation of truth’.4
For Smith, America’s future legislators, judges, clergymen, and educators who graduated
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from Princeton would create an American Enlightenment through ‘moderate’ laws,
enlightened policies, and as examples within their respective communities. To this
desired effect, Smith suggested that an enlightened state of society developed when
genius, prompted by virtuous zeal and blessed with subservience, matures the
system and recommends it to justice. To such studies and efforts the public owes
more obligations than it is sensible by gradual advances and innumerable small
impressions frequently repeated the public mind is brought to admit improvement.
Civility of manners thus grows by degrees out of liberalism, knowledge out of
ignorance; its just systems out of error…these rays of intellectual light tend at
length to form the moral world, and approximate it towards perfection.5

Achieving this ambition, however, proved difficult for a variety of reasons: an increased
religious hostility toward the teaching of metaphysics following the French Revolution,
divisive party politics between Federalists and Republicans, and, above all, a religious
campaign to revive Princeton’s tradition of training future clergymen. These factors
contributed to Smith’s belief that counter-Enlightenment factions consisting of unruly
students (identified by Smith as so-called ‘Jacobins’ who were distinct from French
‘Jacobins’) and religious revivalists existed. The extremist or radical principles of these
separate groups convinced Smith that they opposed the ‘Moderate’ purpose of the
Princeton Enlightenment. Despite Smith’s interpretation of these different factions,
neither religious revivalists nor Princeton’s unruly students identified their actions as
being part of a counter-Enlightenment movement. Before these later tensions, Smith
invested considerable care in creating his programme of moral education as an engine for
Enlightenment.
At this time, the aims of Princeton’s education were defined largely by the ideas
taught in Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy. In doing so, Smith shared Witherspoon’s
enthusiasm for Scottish moral philosophy and its tradition of advancing philosophical
inquiries in a pedagogical context. Similar to the reasons why Dugald Stewart supported
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the secular study of the arts and sciences, Smith believed that a properly regulated system
of moral education refined manners, improved civility, and assisted in cultivating the
‘intellectual, active and moral powers of the mind’. In support of these possible results,
Smith wrote shortly after being elected president that ‘the time is, I believe, now come or
nearly so…that three entire years be employed in the different branches of art and
science’.6 Yet the circumstances in which Smith and Stewart taught demanded different
considerations in preparing young men for public life. The different political,
institutional, and religious contexts at Edinburgh and Princeton greatly affected how
Stewart and Smith encouraged Enlightenment through their respective systems of moral
education. How and why Smith created Enlightenment at Princeton is the focus of this
chapter.
I first discuss how Smith, as the son of a religious revivalist, would later advocate
Scottish ‘Moderate’ values, the significant role of religious revivalism at Princeton, and
the importance of Witherspoon’s administration. Then I examine how Smith justified
expanding ‘liberal science’ whilst Princeton’s seminary training declined. Finally, I
explore how Smith’s reforms of the curriculum appealed to Scottish Enlightenment ideas
and values in creating the Princeton Enlightenment. In the course of addressing these
questions, this chapter argues that Smith’s system of moral education, as the basis for his
wider reforms of the curriculum, testified to the existence of a new type of a Princeton
Enlightenment.

From Revivalism to Common Sense: Smith’s connections to Princeton
An explanation of the tensions between Samuel Stanhope Smith’s system of
moral education and counter-Enlightenment factions must first consider Smith’s and
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Princeton’s relationship with religious revivalism. From what little is known of Smith’s
life (born on 15th March 1751 at Pequea, Pennsylvania and died 19th March 1819 at
Princeton, New Jersey), he displayed an intellectual curiosity that often caused conflict as
he pursued philosophical truths. His biographer Fredrick Beasley wrote that even at a
young age ‘Smith made the best of his opportunities, and was distinguished for his
improvement in every branch to which he directed his attention’.7 His diverse interests in
morals, theology, mathematics, history, poetry, metaphysics, political economy, Belles
Lettres and natural sciences were useful for an administrator of liberal education. While
his contributions to many of these fields remained amateur, Smith received the reputation
‘as the most eloquent and learned divine among his contemporaries’ by excelling in
metaphysical philosophy and reforming Princeton’s curriculum.8 Yet Smith did not
benefit from the same effects of an enlightened culture as Dugald Stewart’s childhood
education in Edinburgh. Smith’s formative years between 1751 and 1766 were heavily
influenced by the on-going religious controversy over the ‘Great Awakening’.9 Since
these persistent religious tensions affected the founding and purpose of the College of
New Jersey (which Smith’s family and friends were centrally associated), a brief survey
of these concerns suggests why his later adoption of Scottish ‘Moderate’ values (most
notably his promotion of ‘enlightened learning’) and his use of Scottish philosophy was
peculiar in light of his upbringing.
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In response to unprecedented crowds who gathered in a ‘revival of religion’ (later
known as the ‘Great Awakening’) during the early 1740s,10 the Synod of Philadelphia
supporting orthodox Calvinistic views (Old Side) and the Synod of New York endorsing
religious revivalism (New Side) effectively split American Presbyterianism.11 Despite
differing commercial and Protestant denominational divisions, Frank Lambert suggests
that the thirteen American colonies ‘witnessed the same Spirit at work, the same sudden
outburst of awakening, the same rapid spread of the revival, and the same effects on
people’.12 Of its leaders, George Whitefield’s ‘emotional’ sermons and interpretation of
revelation resonated with the prominent American revivalists Jonathan Edwards, William
Tennent Sr., Gilbert Tennent, Samuel Blair and later Robert Smith.13 Their ‘emotional’
sermons emphasised a re-birth after accepting the ‘Spirit’ of Christ. For American
revivalists, the ‘new birth’ signified the conversion experience of shedding a former life
with the acceptance of ‘God’s Grace’ as an emotional and spiritual transformation.14
Jonathan Edwards remarked that ‘natural men have not the Spirit; and Christ teaches the
necessity of a new birth, or of being born of the Spirit, from this, that he that is born of
the flesh, has only flesh, and no spirit’.15 New Light ministers, consequently, maintained
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that only ‘reborn’ ministers understood this ‘conversion experience’ and could properly
guide a congregation toward their ‘new birth’.16 In contrast, Old Light ministers were
sceptical that the ‘conversion experience’ best conveyed the complexities of the Calvinist
path toward salvation and (apart from their success in attracting new converts) New Light
ministers were seen by them as lacking the necessary training to fulfil other important
responsibilities of the ministry.17 Meanwhile, the surge of religious revivals across British
North America created a demand for more New Light ministers. From this demand,
numerous Presbyterian academies (located mostly in the middle colonies) flourished in
the wake of the 1740s ‘Great Awakening’.18
The emergence of Presbyterian academies modelled after William Tennent Sr.’s
‘Log College’ became a point of tension between the Old Side and New Side.19 John
Maclean Jr. later wrote that the ‘Log College’ focused more on
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personal piety and religious experience, in candidates for the ministry, than of a
complete knowledge of both their preparatory and their professional studies, [and] it
is equally true that at this school the great benefits of mental discipline and of a
familiar acquaintance with the several branches of philosophy and of polite learning
were not estimated at their full value.20

In addition to conflicting opinions of the ‘conversion experience’, the absence of in-depth
literary and philosophical training caused the Old Light ministers to devalue the curricula
at these academies. This opinion was consistent with the belief that ministers should also
serve as intellectual leaders of their respective congregation. As Henry May has shown
‘the minister was not only the best-educated man but the most in touch with the outside
world’.21 This Old Side and New Side controversy served as the backdrop of Stanhope
Smith’s youthful years and the catalyst for the establishment of the College of New
Jersey.
In response to the Old Light ministers’ opposition to ordaining graduates of
Presbyterian academies, Gilbert Tennent and Jonathan Dickinson established the College
of New Jersey from the foundations of the ‘Log College’. With New Jersey governor
John Hamilton’s and King George II’s stamp of approval, the chartered College
legitimised the training and ordination of New Light ministers.22 William Armstrong Dod
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later wrote that ‘it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that the College of New Jersey is
not only religious in its principles, but was the necessary and only possible product of
religion’.23 As a further testament to the College’s New Side attachments, its first five
presidents [Jonathan Dickinson (1747), Aaron Burr, Sr. (1748-1757), Jonathan Edwards
(1758), Samuel Davies (1759-1761), and Samuel Finley (1761-1766)] first made their
reputations as revivalists. Samuel Monk suggests that ‘the homogeneity of the
Presbyterian community into which he [Smith] was born accounts for the apparent
inbreeding which connected him by blood or by association with the men who founded
the college or who guided it throughout its first half-century’.24 For example, Smith’s
maternal grandfather Samuel Blair Sr. served as one of the College’s founding trustees.
His father, Robert Smith (the son of a Presbyterian minister who emigrated from Ireland),
married Blair’s daughter Elizabeth and later established the Pequea Academy (1750).25
Afterwards, Robert Smith and his youngest son (John) served on Princeton’s Board of
Trustees. In addition to his family’s service as trustees, his father was a close friend of
Samuel Davies (College president 1759-1761) who was taught by his maternal
grandfather at Fagg’s Manor; Samuel Finley (College president 1761-1766) baptised
Stanhope Smith; his maternal uncle Samuel Blair Jr. was the interim College president
(1766-1768); and John Witherspoon (College president 1768-1794) would later become
his father in-law in 1775. These connections certainly influenced Smith’s decision to
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continue his seminary preparation at the College of New Jersey after graduating from
Pequea Academy in 1766 and later provided significant advantages in his academic
career as a student (1766-1769), tutor (1771-1773), professor (1779-1812), vice-president
(1786-1794), and president (1795-1812) at Princeton.26
Despite the gradual reunification of the Synods of Philadelphia and New York
between 1752 and 1758, lingering divisions persisted concerning the religious purpose of
the College of New Jersey. After the death of President Samuel Finley in 1766, the
Princeton trustees sought to bridge the gap between the New Side and Old Side divisions
with the appointment of a new president.27 The decision to elect John Witherspoon on
19th November 1766 (who as an Evangelical minister achieved earlier fame in the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland) appeared agreeable to both Old and New
Light ministers since he did not participate in the earlier ecclesiastical schism and valued
enlightened education.28 The trustees’ persistence persuaded Witherspoon and, more
importantly Rush implied, his wife to accept this opportunity.29 Witherspoon’s election
dawned a new age of learning at Princeton that included Scottish Enlightenment ideas
and values.
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On 17th August 1768, Witherspoon arrived at Princeton and established what
would become the tone of his administration with a ‘Latin inaugural address on the union
of Piety and Science’.30 Witherspoon reformed Princeton’s curriculum to reflect his value
of practical knowledge that strengthened the union of reason and revealed religion. He
claimed that ‘if the Scripture is true, the discoveries of reason cannot be contrary to it’.31
Upon his arrival at Princeton Witherspoon observed colonial hostility toward British
imperial policies, particularly mounting concerns over taxation.32 In the decades that
followed, this dissatisfaction with British rule developed into revolutionary principles,
which considerably influenced the experience of a Princeton education. For example,
Witherspoon’s lectures of moral philosophy, sermons at Princeton, and political
pamphlets leading up to and during the American Revolution advanced his commitment
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toward realising American political independence.33 In addition to these political
concerns, Witherspoon reformed the curriculum after his earlier experiences as a graduate
of Edinburgh University where he counted prominent ‘Moderates’ (William Robertson
and Hugh Blair) as classmates.34 Despite his earlier opposition to the Moderate party in
the Church of Scotland and in print, he endorsed central ‘Moderate’ beliefs at Princeton.35
In this selective appeal to Scottish ‘Moderate’ values, Witherspoon remarked to the 1775
graduating class that
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It hath been generally a favourite point with me, to recommend the union of piety
and literature, and to guard young persons against the opposite extremes. We see
sometimes the pride of unsanctified knowledge do great injury to religion; and on the
other hand, we find some persons of real piety, despising human learning, and
disgracing the most glorious truths, by a meanness and indecency hardly sufferable
in their manner of handling them. On this account, industry and application to study
is of the utmost importance to those who are intended for the office of the ministry.36

Witherspoon’s use of ‘Moderate’ values in reforming Princeton’s curriculum did not
imply he attempted to replicate the ‘Moderates’ of Edinburgh’s example or that he
adopted every ‘Moderate’ belief. As he indicated, only some ‘Moderate’ beliefs were
applicable in ‘the office of the ministry’.37 While the Revolution wrought havoc on the
campus, reduced the student population, and for a brief period between 1777 and 1779
suspended classes, his paramount concern at Princeton was educating enlightened
ministers, albeit interrupted by the circumstances of war and the interests of nation
building. Princeton’s institutional purpose under Witherspoon would later prove
important to how Smith’s system was received amongst conservative Evangelicals.
As Witherspoon’s first presidential order, he removed George Berkeley’s
philosophy from the curriculum and reformed the College with an emphasis on modern
Scottish philosophical writings. According to Philip Lindsley, ‘when Dr. Witherspoon
arrived from Scotland, he brought with him the works of several distinguished Scottish
philosophical writers, particularly Reid and Beattie’.38 Joseph Periam, then professor of
mathematics and natural philosophy, was said to be ‘one of the zealous adherents that
Bishop Berkeley’s idealism had found in America, and under his influence [Stanhope]
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Smith adopted Berkeley’s philosophy’.39 Berkeley’s ‘immaterialism’ was believed to
support natural religion by suggesting that God implanted ideas of the external world in
the mind and the external world existed as a reflection (albeit often accurate) of the
mind.40 In theory, this permitted avoiding the distractions of the external world as a way
to better understand God’s revealed truths and avoid material vices. Witherspoon
commented that ‘the immaterial system is a wild and ridiculous attempt to unsettle the
principles of common sense by metaphysical reasoning, which can hardly produce
anything but contempt in the generality of persons who hear it’.41 In the short period
between 1768 and 1769, Witherspoon convinced Smith of the merits of Scottish moralists
and introduced him to selective Scottish ‘Moderate’ values whilst not completely
overturning his earlier opposition to the ‘Moderates’ of Edinburgh.42 In doing so, he drew
heavily from theorists associated with the so-called Scottish School of Common Sense.
Witherspoon taught:
Some late writers have advanced with great apparent reason, that there are certain
first principles of dictates of common sense, which are either simple perceptions, or
seen with intuitive evidence. These are the foundation of all reasoning, and without
them, to reason is a word without a meaning.43

Like James Beattie (professor of moral philosophy at Marischal College, Aberdeen
University from 1760 to 1803), Witherspoon’s support of Reid’s ‘principles of common
sense’ traced a closer link between Scripture and faculties of the mind than Reid had
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intended in his lectures and Inquiry (1764).44 Furthermore, Noll has alluded to a rivalry
between Witherspoon and Reid regarding who conceived this philosophical approach.45
Witherspoon taught ‘that the whole of Scripture is perfectly agreeable to sound
philosophy; yet certainly it was never intended to teach us everything’.46 He was certainly
conscious of Princeton’s religious tradition and recognised that the teaching of morals
independent of revelation would likely generate controversy at a New Light seminary.
Without committing to Reid’s views on natural religion, he taught Francis Hutcheson’s
theory that ‘the moral sense implies also a sense of obligation, that such things are right
and others wrong; that we are bound in duty to the one, and that our conduct is hateful,
blameable, and deserving of punishment, if we do the contrary’.47 While he praised the
earlier ideas of his countrymen, he guarded against tension with religious orthodoxy by
not offering new insights or detailed discussions of controversial metaphysical themes.
He warned his students that ‘it is easy to raise metaphysical subtleties, and confound the
understanding on such subjects’.48 Witherspoon, therefore, implied an agreement with
particular philosophical themes in Scottish philosophy and its methodology whilst not
confining his opinion to these ideas. His moral philosophy did not vacillate between the
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merit and demerit of metaphysics but rather did not engage in its treatment as his Scottish
contemporaries, such as Reid, attempted. He justified his brief discussion of
metaphysicians by claiming that ‘I do not know anything that serves more for the support
of religion than to see, from the different and opposite systems of philosophers, that there
is nothing certain in their schemes, but what is coincident with the word of God’.49
Stanhope Smith, however, was far less guarded than Witherspoon in his later use of
Scottish philosophy.
Smith excelled in his studies at Princeton and graduated valedictorian in 1769 at
the first commencement of Witherspoon’s presidency.50 After graduation Smith
continued his seminary training with his father at Pequea Academy. At that time, Smith
continued his interest in ‘polite’ literature through the writings of Addison, Pope, and
Swift as well as expanding his knowledge of philosophy and divinity with a particular
interest in Locke, Butler and Edwards. Smith returned to Princeton the following year to
complete his divinity studies with Witherspoon where he remained as a tutor of BellesLettres until 1773. Shortly after receiving a license to preach by the presbytery of New
Castel in Pennsylvania, Smith contracted tuberculosis, which he struggled with until his
death in 1819.51 Consequently, Smith relocated to Virginia as a missionary where the
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climate was thought more agreeable to his condition.52 In Virginia, Smith followed his
father’s and maternal grandfather’s earlier example by establishing the ‘Prince Edward
Academy’ in 1774. After receiving a favourable response in its first year the Academy
expanded the following year under the name Hampden-Sydney College.53 But this
institution did not conform to the Presbyterian academy paradigm. As HampdenSydney’s founding president, Smith encouraged the refinement of ‘polite’ taste and
philosophy and modelled the curriculum after Witherspoon’s Princeton.54 He also
promoted a student militia (led by his younger brother John who graduated from
Princeton in 1773) whose members joined many Princeton students as officers and
soldiers in the Continental army.55 In his final year as president of Hampden-Sydney in
1778, Smith pondered the powers of the mind and, in particular, expressed an interest in
the theme of ‘causation’. In a letter to James Madison, Smith wrote:
You have frequently attacked me on that knotty question of liberty and necessity
that has so much embarrassed philosophers, and has raised such furious war among
divines. I have lately had occasion to write on philosophical subjects, and among
others, on this question. I have read over your objections against the doctrine of
moral liberty, for practically you seem to be one of its disciples. I remember the
manner in which you have formerly expressed yourself upon that intricate subject;
and, indeed, that express the difficulties that occurred to me in attempting to solve
it.56

Smith’s previous letter that he referenced has yet to surface, but his response indicates
that he held similar ideas as Reid on the theme of ‘causation’ more than a decade before
the publication of Thomas Reid’s Essays on the Active Powers of Man (1788). Over the
following decades, Smith developed these ideas and later applied them as central to his
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moral philosophy. His pursuits of the mind did not retreat from the realities of war that
nearly ruined his alma mater in the Battle of Princeton (1777). Upon the urging of
Witherspoon, Smith left Hampden-Sydney to the care of his brother and returned to
salvage a decimated Princeton in 1779.
As a signer of the Declaration of Independence and member of the Second
Continental Congress (1776-1782), Witherspoon could not regularly attend to the College
repairs and lectures for fear of British arrest. In turn, he required someone to conduct
College affairs in his absence. With his sons serving in the Continental army,
Witherspoon entrusted these responsibilities to Smith (whose struggle with tuberculosis
prevented him from military service). On 29th September 1779, the Board of Trustees
(including Robert Smith) elected Stanhope Smith as professor of ‘Moral Philosophy and
Metaphysics’.57 Since this appointment greatly reduced Witherspoon’s teaching
responsibilities, he offered ‘at the same time to resign to him one half of his own
salary’.58 For the remainder of Witherspoon’s administration, Smith absorbed more and
more of his administrative and teaching responsibilities as Witherspoon’s eyesight
worsened until he finally succumbed to blindness. For example, Smith took an active role
in circulating letters to alumni soliciting funds for College repairs and a replacement for
the damaged scientific apparatus (the Rittenhouse orrery).59 Furthermore, the trustees
enlarged Smith’s responsibilities on 22nd October 1783 by appointing him as the
professor of the divinity and later officially electing him vice-president on 27th September
1786 (though he performed the tasks of this office since his 1779 return).60
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During the decline of the Articles of Confederation, Smith and Witherspoon
joined the Federalist cause in the Federalist and Anti-Federalist debates between 1787
and 1788. Once again, national politics were central to the thought and ideals at
Princeton. The demands of lecturing and to a significant degree the administration of the
College during the final decade of the Witherspoon administration did not prevent Smith
from furthering his philosophical interests. Philadelphia’s American Philosophical
Society served as an ideal forum for Smith to test his ideas amongst prominent members
of America’s scientific community. As Nina Reid-Maroney suggests, the ‘Philadelphia
circle’ explored how modern philosophy could serve the interests of religion and social
improvement.61 On 28th January 1787, Smith joined the American Philosophical Society
and read An Essay on the Causes of the Variety of Complexion and Figure in the Human
Species at his first meeting. In this essay, Smith defended biblical monogenesis (the belief
that everyone descended from Adam and Eve); he advanced this defence, however, with a
union of metaphysics and ‘true religion’ (which he described as the reading of the
Gospels free of secondary interpretations). This philosophical discussion on the origin of
the human species and reasons for the diversity of races received much attention in the
international Republic of Letters.62 Smith’s treatment of this controversial subject
addressed earlier ideas of eminent philosophers such as George-Louis Comte de Buffon
and Henry Home Lord Kames and later had a place in his system of moral education. A
review of his ideas on this subject therefore reveals an abolitionist agenda attached to his
moral programme.
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Like Witherspoon in his earlier criticism of Lord Kames, Smith addressed
Kames’s defence of polygenesis expressed in Sketches (1774). According to Kames, ‘the
colour of the Negroes…affords a strong presumption of their being a different species
from the Whites [but] who can say how far they might improve in a state of freedom,
were they obliged like Europeans, to procure bread with the sweat of their brows?’63 Yet
he noted that slaves in Jamaica, who could use Sundays for acquiring means of
sustenance, lived on a par ‘if not better’ than free ‘Negroes’.64 Kames offered examples
of the industriousness and civility exhibited by ‘Negroes’ who lived in the Gold Coast of
Africa; he attributed this success, however, to the influence of the ‘Hindows’, a mixed
race of European and African descent, who, he implied, were a superior species to
‘Negroes’.65 While he received £1,000 for this work (his publisher William Creech also
published Dugald Stewart’s writings) and sold enough copies for subsequent editions, his
pro-slavery remarks received criticism from abolitionists.66 Of these critics, James Beattie
remarked that ‘all history proves, and every rational philosopher admits, that, as liberty
promotes virtue and genius, slavery debases the understanding, and corrupts the heart, of
both the slave, and the master’.67 Despite this later backlash, Kames and his friends
appeared optimistic of its philosophical reception.68
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Across the Atlantic, contrary views on either side of this philosophical debate
assumed a different meaning as Americans considered the future of their infant nation.
Since America’s chief source of economic prosperity relied heavily upon the slave labour
of the plantation system, the monogenesis-polygenesis debate raised serious questions
about America’s continued practise of slavery and its moral and economic consequences.
As an ardent slavery abolitionist and Presbyterian divine, Smith challenged the belief that
the Bible justified the institution of slavery.69 Instead of conforming to the postrevolutionary Edwardsean tradition of opposing slavery through Evangelical conversion,
Smith’s stance mingled natural and moral philosophy with theology.70 In his APS essay
Smith appealed to the writings of Buffon by accounting for the diversity within the
human race as the product of diverse climates.71 For Smith, climates affected the human
complexion and figure gradually over time. Smith argued:
In every position suffering the influences of the climate, of the sterility or richness of
the soil, of the elevation or depression of the face of their country, of the vicinity of
seas or deserts, of their insular, or continental situation: or the modifications of all
these, resulting from their occupations, and their habits of living. Hence they now
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present to the eye an almost infinite variety in their complexion, their form and
features, and their whole personal aspect.72

By suggesting that everyone originated from one source (Adam and Eve) and that
different climates, education, and living conditions were the cause of the diversity among
races, Smith’s theory challenged the institution of slavery. Moreover, he argued that God
implanted humankind with powers of the mind to advance from savage states of society,
and the continued practise of ‘human bondage’ impeded God’s design.73 Smith’s theory,
therefore, supported the creation of a republic that would not be economically dependent
upon slave labour. This idea proved somewhat controversial at Princeton. While slavery
was being abolished across the North at this time and was under siege with the passing of
Manumission laws (as a legal way to free slaves who could prove their self-sufficiency),
proponents of slavery persisted amongst the student population as well as from prominent
men in New Jersey.74 Yet Smith measured the success of his Essay from its Edinburgh
reception, in particular, its praise from Dugald Stewart.75 Despite his later
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accomplishments at Princeton, Smith wrote to Ashbel Green in 1818 that he was most
proud of Stewart’s approval of his Essay.76 Not only did Stewart read the 1788 Edinburgh
edition of Smith’s Essay, but he also applied Smith’s theory in his lectures on moral
philosophy the following year.77 This anecdotal connection between Smith’s and
Stewart’s moral thought was not their strongest link. Like Stewart, Smith drew heavily
from Reid’s philosophy in creating a programme of moral education. Their efforts to
diffuse and later defend these respective systems of moral education against counterEnlightenment interests demonstrated their shared purpose in the Atlantic World.

Creating Enlightenment at Princeton: Smith’s system of moral education
In creating his system of moral education, Stanhope Smith established the
foundations of what would become a new type of Princeton Enlightenment. The death of
John Witherspoon on 15th November 1794 who introduced Scottish Enlightenment moral
philosophy to Princeton did not mean that these ideas declined after his passing. As
Witherspoon’s successor appointed on 6th May 1795, Smith ushered in an age of
scientific and literary advancement previously unknown at Princeton.78 Within his first
year as president, Smith illustrated his vision for Princeton in petitioning support from the
New Jersey Legislature. In this 1796 ‘memorial’, Smith wrote that ‘in the present age,
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Edinburgh, by her celebrated University, lays both Europe and America under
contribution for students’.79 The reason for Edinburgh’s success and its attraction at the
time was its excellence in the branches of natural science, moral philosophy, and
medicine. Smith argued that if Princeton were to rival Edinburgh’s Enlightenment it too
must ‘maintain an adequate number of Professors in the liberal arts’.80 By enlarging
Princeton’s commitment to liberal education, Princeton could, therefore, claim American
youth who would otherwise travel abroad for an ‘enlightened education’. Moreover, these
students who had the means to cultivate ‘liberal’ interests in higher education often
returned to become prominent statesmen. Smith remarked:
It would be in the interest, and would certainly be no inconsiderable glory to New
Jersey, to be the fountain of education to so large a portion of America, and to
furnish those States with their Legislators and their Judges, and be able to infuse her
spirit into politics and councils of our country. We have a claim upon the wisdom
and policy of the State, which requires it to provide the most effectual means for
enlightening its own citizens, and to embrace the opportunity of acquiring influence
and an ascendency in the councils of the Union, which it can not otherwise obtain
than by attracting their youth and educating their statesmen.81

This appeal to furthering the interests of New Jersey and its College through elevating the
thought and manners of the next generation of American statesmen explains why New
Jersey legislators granted Princeton $500 per annum. Within a month after establishing
this patronage, the Board of Trustees amended the College charter to reflect its reformed
purpose. The 19th February 1796 amendment to the Charter of the College of New Jersey,
claimed an institutional pursuit to ‘patronize and promote the interest of science and
literature, as the surest basis of their liberty, property and prosperity’.82 Meanwhile,
Smith began a non-denominational treatment of Christian principles at Princeton. This
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reduced role of Calvinist seminary training motivated a number of conservative
Presbyterian clergymen, particularly Evangelicals, to question Princeton’s reformed
purpose. Before this line of questioning found traction in the new century, Smith
advanced measures toward realising his vision of Enlightenment at Princeton.
Smith’s first substantial initiative toward achieving this objective was establishing
a professorship of Chemistry with the appointment of John Maclean Sr., an emigrated
Scottish chemist and physician educated at Glasgow University, on 1st October 1795.83
This marked the first time that an American college offered a course on chemistry
separate from natural philosophy.84 On 11th November 1795, Smith was quoted in the
Woods Newark Gazette and New Jersey Adviser that Maclean’s chemistry and
comparative anatomy lectures has ‘application to agriculture and manufactures, so useful
in every country, but especially in a new one’.85 James Delbourgo suggests that this
interest in the practical uses of scientific innovations demarcated the wider American
intellectual pursuits around the turn of the century.86 According to Archibald Alexander,
Maclean ‘became one of the most popular professors who ever graced the College [and]
he was at home almost equally in all branches of science’.87 Maclean also strengthened
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Princeton’s Scottish connections through corresponding with Scots on modern
innovations in science.88
The growing popularity of natural philosophy among Princeton students assisted
Smith’s campaign to establish a degree-awarding programme on this subject. On 26th
September 1799, the trustees ‘resolved, that students may be admitted to read in College
on such subjects of science as they or their parents may select, and shall receive
certificates of their proficiency in said sciences’.89 This programme involved coursework
in the fields of geography, logic, mathematics, natural and moral philosophy (both
speculative and practical), chemistry, astronomy and Belles Lettres.90 Despite the
College’s limited treasury, Smith was active in supplying this new programme with
modern scientific equipment.91 Furthermore, the inclusion of belles lettres and moral
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philosophy as course requirements in Smith’s programme revealed a telling feature of its
design for Enlightenment in knowledge of the mind and physics.
In addition to Smith’s support for expanding and enhancing the sciences taught at
Princeton, he appealed to the ‘Moderate’ belief that ‘polite’ culture (practised in
moderation) did not conflict with Christian principles. Yet fundamentalist Evangelicals
did not share this conviction. Although these differences of opinion became evident
between 1804 and 1812, earlier Evangelical responses to Smith’s practise of ‘polite’
activities suggested their disapproval. During their encounter at the 1791 American
General Assembly, Archibald Alexander noticed that Smith’s ‘polite’ manners and dress
were peculiar for an American clergymen at that time. Alexander observed:
When he entered the house I did not observe him, but happening to turn my head I
saw a person whom I must still consider the most elegant I ever saw. The beauty of his
countenance, the clear and vivid complexion, the symmetry of his form and the
exquisite finish of his dress, were such as to strike the beholder at first sight. The
thought never occurred to me that he was a clergyman, and I supposed him to be some
gentleman of Philadelphia, who had dropped in to hear the debate. I ought to have
mentioned that Dr. Witherspoon was as plain an old man as ever I saw, and as free
from any assumption of dignity.92

Alexander’s comments on Smith’s ‘polite’ appearance alone did not give an impression
that he disapproved. His contrasting comparison between Smith and Witherspoon (who
many Evangelical clergymen revered) implied that Smith did not conform to
Witherspoon’s austere example as an enlightened minister. The 1791 American General
Assembly also witnessed a clear distancing on the part of Smith from Evangelical
revivalists. After returning from the General Association of Connecticut, Ashbel Green
(an earlier divinity student of Witherspoon) proposed that the Presbyterian Church join
Connecticut’s efforts to revive America’s religious principles. Although Smith was not as
outspoken against this proposition as Dr. Francis Alison, he still boldly opposed the
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spread of unrestrained Christian revivalism.93 This revealing debate occurred in the wake
of earlier suspicions that Smith had an inappropriate relationship with his aunt by
marriage, Susan (Shippen) Blair. Between 1786 and August 1791, Smith and Blair
developed an affectionate and flirtatious relationship through regularly exchanged letters
and poems amounting to seventy in all.94 Although a relationship of this sort was widely
practised in ‘polite’ culture (evinced by Helen Stewart’s correspondence with her former
boarder Lord Dudley), Evangelicals disapproved of it.95 It remains unclear how and to
what extent their correspondence became known. But Smith’s marriage to Witherspoon’s
daughter, Anne, and his prominent role at Princeton rendered this ‘polite’ activity
potentially scandalous.96 After rumours of their relationship stirred in 1787 (with no
public charges of impropriety), they averted scandal by temporarily ending and later
guarding their written displays of affection. Nevertheless, this episode left lingering
questions for some Evangelical fundamentalists (such as Green and Alexander) about
Smith’s character and religious principles.
Smith’s embrace of ‘polite’ culture and esteem for the writings of Scottish
‘Moderates’ was later reflected in his reforms of the curriculum. For example, Smith
replaced Witherspoon’s lectures on eloquence with Hugh Blair’s lectures on belles lettres
in teaching the course.97 As previously shown in chapter two, Blair’s lectures instructed
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how to refine eloquence and ‘polite’ manners as central elements for success in public
life.98 Contrary to Smith, Ashbel Green argued that Blair in his lectures ‘cautiously
avoids everything which would offend a polite ear’.99 Meanwhile, Smith’s interest in
‘polite’ culture was closely linked to preparing future enlightened statesmen of the
republic. In support of this objective, the teaching of French (which was discontinued by
most American colleges following the French Revolution) proved relevant for diplomatic
reasons as the French Republic remained central on the world stage and French was the
language of diplomacy.100 In 1802, Smith influenced the election of William Thompson
as professor of language whom he described ‘as a young gentleman of very polite
accomplishments from Paris’.101 Although Thompson’s primary teaching responsibility
was French, he also taught first year courses in Latin and Greek with the assistance of a
tutor, Mr. Bradford.102 The inclusion of Latin, in particular, directly served the
programme in science. According to Smith, ‘we have lately seen the Latin language
retained as a vehicle of science, by the learned men of modern Europe, long after the
cultivation of their vernacular dialects, had provided them with a more convenient
instrument of instruction’.103 While the popularity of ‘liberal science’ courses fuelled this
demand for French and Latin, the small number of theology students (amounting to only
four in 1804) explained the diminished prominence of Greek at this time.104 Beyond
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Princeton’s curriculum, Smith encouraged students to pursue ‘polite’ refinement in
literary and philosophical societies. Edward Thomas, then a Princeton student in 1802,
observed that ‘the advantages of the [Princeton] Societies and their libraries together with
the convenience for study will prove greater to the students than can be derived at any
other place’.105
Smith had a grander design that connected the teaching of natural sciences and
‘polite’ activities as auxiliary ways to improve the human condition and advance society
toward Enlightenment. His moral philosophy taught the way in which these
Enlightenment activities shared the same purpose of moral and intellectual improvement
at Princeton. Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy certainly resembled Witherspoon’s
earlier lectures insofar as they both appealed to Scottish philosophy, but Smith’s moral
thought centered on natural religion and methods of exercising the ‘active and moral
powers of the mind’. While Smith’s moral thought drew inspiration from a raft of
prominent theorists across the international Republic of Letters, he ‘made especially
careful use’ of Thomas Reid’s philosophical system.106 But did Smith actually treat his
lectures of moral philosophy as a continuation of Witherspoon’s earlier thought (as Noll
argues), and how significant was Smith’s use of Reid’s philosophical system? 107 Instead
of Witherspoon’s influence, this work suggests that Smith’s creativity stemmed from the
ways in which he adapted Reidian themes. According to Smith, ‘in this field no writer has
distinguished himself with greater zeal, ability, and success than Dr Reid of Glasgow
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[and] to no author is this branch of science, not to Locke himself, more indebted for its
approaches towards perfection’.108 Examining Smith as an intellectual disciple of Reid
offers a new insight into the type of Enlightenment Smith sought to establish at Princeton.
In an appeal to Thomas Reid’s philosophy, Smith taught that ‘moral philosophy is
an investigation of the Constitution and the laws of mind, particularly as it is capable of
voluntary action and as susceptible of the sentiment of obligation [and] its great object is
to ascertain duty and to regulate conduct’.109 Similar to Reid, Smith believed that God
implanted the ‘active and moral powers of the mind’ as the primary source for moral
conduct.110 Furthermore, the perfection of the divinely inspired faculties of the mind
fulfilled God’s intended purpose for humankind. In alignment with Reid’s philosophy,
Smith claimed that ‘our nature is then only perfect when it is conformed to the evident
design of the creator’.111
This central belief heavily influenced Smith’s reforms of the curriculum, sermons
at Princeton, and lectures to the ‘Junior and Senior Classes in the branches of Belles
Lettres, Criticism & Composition, Moral Philosophy including the Principles of
Metaphysics, Natural Theology, the philosophy of Civil government, the Laws of Nature
and Nations Logic’.112 He treated all of these branches of knowledge as mutually
dependent upon the mind, and its exploration shed light on God’s intention for humanity,
independent of revealed religion. Consequently, Smith’s Princeton Enlightenment
diverged from its former seminary conventions. Smith believed ‘that although the Author
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of our being has planted within the human breast the seeds of moral discernment, they
require, in order to arrive at full maturity, to be carefully cultivated’.113 In teaching
methods of exercising the ‘active and moral powers of the mind’, Smith drew on Reid’s
philosophy adapted to his situation at Princeton. Like Stewart at this time, Smith’s
teaching of natural religion, metaphysics, and promotion of the moral improvement found
in the liberal arts caused tensions with conservative Presbyterian ministers. The following
chapter will discuss how Smith justified his system of moral education as a Presbyterian
minister and examine his moral thought with particular attention to his treatment of the
‘moral faculty’ and its affiliated ‘rules of duty’ as central in developing ‘moral and
national character’ at Princeton.

Conclusion
From Stanhope Smith’s various positions across a lifetime at Princeton, he
witnessed and participated in early America’s most defining moments. Born into the
Great Awakening’s legacy of religious revivalism and Presbyterian academies Smith had
intimate knowledge of America’s dominant religious principles. Yet his path as an
ordained minister collided with a greater interest in pursuing philosophical truths.
Thereafter Smith’s passion for exploring the inner workings of the mind became
interlocked with his religious convictions. At a pivotal time for both America’s political
future and Smith’s direction in life, Witherspoon introduced Smith to prominent ideas
and values of the Scottish Enlightenment. Through the writings of Thomas Reid, Smith
found clarity in his treatment of metaphysics and education as a necessary part of
cultivating virtue. Like Witherspoon, Smith, too, was reactive to the tense political and
religious circumstances of his time. But these trials steadied his conviction in natural
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religion and the perfection of the mind exercised through ‘liberal science’. In support of
this belief, Smith created a system of moral education that reformed Princeton’s purpose
from educating enlightened ministers to preparing future statesmen for public service.
The next chapter will demonstrate that his commitment to creating innovative methods of
exercising the ‘moral faculty’ as the primary source of moral conduct resulted in new
ways Reidian thought could be applied in American society. From Smith’s system of
moral education, the Princeton Enlightenment was born.
The success of Smith’s programme is best shown in the prosperity of the College
during his administration and through the later careers of his students. During the first
decade of Smith’s administration, the student population expanded from 87 in 1794 to
153 in 1804.114 Although this estimate does not account for students (particularly those
who assisted in the autumn harvest) who arrived after the start of the term, it clearly
demonstrated a favourable response to Smith’s reforms of the curriculum. Of those
students who praised Smith’s system, Edward Thomas, then Princeton student in 1802,
suggested that ‘there is no place in my opinion where more improvement can be derived
than Princeton’.115 This high regard for Princeton’s reformed purpose under Smith’s
system largely derived from fulfilling the demands for ‘enlightened learning’ that met the
practical needs of the republic. As John Maclean Jr. suggested ‘the course instruction for
that day-1804-was a very liberal one, and in many respects would compare favourably
with the College curriculums of later times’.116 As Smith had intended, the effect of his
system of moral education produced statesmen and intellectuals. Of the five hundred and
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thirty-one graduates during Smith’s presidency, he educated one future vice-president of
the United States, George Miffin Dallas (class of 1810); two presidents of the United
States Senate, Samuel Southard (class of 1804) and James Iredell (class of 1805); nine
Senators representing six different states; twenty-five members of the House of
Representatives representing nine different states; four members of the President’s
cabinet; six United States ministers to foreign courts and congresses (Spain, Britain,
Holland, Sweden, Russia, and Panama); thirteen supreme court and district court judges;
eight state governors; four State Attorney-Generals (Delaware, New Jersey, and
Mississippi); and one president of the United States Bank, Nicholas Biddle (class of
1801).117 In addition to producing statesmen, Smith taught twenty-one future college
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presidents and professors.118 Philip Lindsley (Princeton class of 1804) remarked that ‘the
government of the College at this period of its greatest prosperity, under President Smith,
I can hardly use language too favourable’.119 His overwhelming success in educating
intellectual and political statesmen of the republic, however, did not convince
fundamental Evangelicals of its merit. Despite their counter-Enlightenment campaign to
remove Smith as president and dissolve his system of moral education (which will be
discussed in chapter six), Smith at Princeton created an Enlightenment although it was
short lived and riddled with controversy.
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Chapter Five
The Primacy of the Mind at Princeton: Samuel Stanhope Smith on the ‘rules of duty’

At the turn of the nineteenth century, Princetonians celebrated Samuel Stanhope
Smith as ‘the pride and ornament of the institution’ whilst an influential group of
fundamentalist Evangelicals challenged his vision of Enlightenment.1 This counterEnlightenment faction of clergymen opposed Princeton’s transformation from a New
Light seminary to its focus on teaching modern innovations in the arts and natural
sciences. Contrary to Witherspoon’s so-called ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’,
Smith believed that the preparation of future enlightened and virtuous statesmen should
be Princeton’s paramount concern. As an intellectual disciple of Thomas Reid’s
philosophy and an advocate of ‘moderation’, Smith believed that ‘the state of society, the
manners and customs which distinguish an age, a nation, or even a sect of philosophy or
religion [are affected by] the constitutional character and habits of education’.2 While
Smith’s considerable connections with religious revivalists suggested he would not
venture too far from the religious conventions and beliefs of this base, his reforms of the
curriculum did so in significantly changing Princeton’s purpose.3 The circumstances of
the 1790s offer an explanation for why Smith appealed to Scottish ‘Moderate’ values and
Thomas Reid’s philosophy in creating a system of moral education as the foundation for
a new type of Enlightenment at Princeton.
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The birth of American political parties in the years that followed the French
Revolution made it particularly difficult to unite citizens who had different beliefs and
values. Meanwhile, religious factions in Connecticut and in the Middle Atlantic states of
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania advanced the revival of Christian principles.
These ‘emotion-laden revivals’ replaced the ‘Great Awakening’ of the 1740s in a
transitional period with what became the so-called ‘Second Great Awakening’ between
1805 and 1820.4 Jon Butler has shown that post-revolutionary religious revivalism spread
‘with a breadth, swiftness, and persistence that make it difficult to separate them from the
so-called Second Great Awakening’.5 Similar to the counter-Enlightenment movement in
Scotland, American religious revivalism endorsed anti-intellectual views and, in
particular, revivalists opposed the diffusion of metaphysical philosophy and natural
religion at institutions of higher education. Rev. Ashbel Green as a prominent Princeton
trustee led a faction of revivalist clergymen who sought to renew Princeton’s seminary
training as its primary objective. The different purposes of Smith’s Princeton
Enlightenment and Green’s ambition to revive Christian principles caused tensions at
Princeton. Before this counter-Enlightenment campaign took form within Princeton’s
Board of Trustees (which will be discussed in the following chapter), Smith’s reforms of
the curriculum from 1795 to 1799 achieved its objective in attracting students who
formerly had gone abroad for a modern and enlightened education.
In an appeal to the earlier writings of Thomas Reid and ‘Moderate’ values, Smith
countered American extremism in politics, philosophy, and religion. In doing so, he
justified the usefulness of his system of moral education as the best way to address the
challenges that divided the early republic. Smith claimed that ‘the dignity and happiness
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of individuals, the prosperity of states, and the order and happiness of the world, are
intimately connected with the practical knowledge of those truths at the cultivation and
improvement of which this science [moral philosophy] aims’.6 While this ambition and
purpose closely resembled Dugald Stewart’s programme of moral education, the situation
at Princeton demanded different considerations than those Stewart addressed at
Edinburgh. Robert Ferguson suggests that ‘since creativity takes place in this exchange
from European models to American requisites, the important questions address the
transmission of ideas, style, tone, and rhetorical emphasis’.7 With this point in mind, this
chapter will examine how Smith adapted the Reidian themes of the ‘moral faculty’ and its
so-called rules of duty as the best source for fostering a Princeton Enlightenment that
would influence enlightened thought and values, through its graduates, across the nation.
In illustrating the purpose and import of his moral philosophy, Smith remarked that its
objective ‘is not so much a minute and extensive detail of particular duties [but rather] to
investigate the laws of morality and duty in the various relations of life, and to cultivate
the heart to virtue, which gives supreme value to this, and to every science’.8 The
application and exercise of these innate ‘moral laws’ assisted in enhancing the other
branches of knowledge taught in his system of moral education. Furthermore, his lectures
on the rules of duty and the ‘moral faculty’ offered original adaptations of Reidian
themes that differed from Stewart’s programme in significant ways. These adaptations
reflected his ambition to restrain immoral ‘passions’ (which he linked to idleness) and
civil disobedience from so-called ‘Jacobins’ whilst developing virtuous habits and
‘Moderate’ values of cultural and religious tolerance. For Smith, the ‘moral faculty’ was
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the instinctive ‘guide, the director and censor of our moral conduct…it indicates to us, on
each action we are going to perform, what is permitted, what lawful, what forbidden by
the voice of nature; and on reflection, what has been praiseworthy or guilty’.9 His
teaching of this principle and its affiliated branches of duty or rules of duty as he
preferred to call them allegedly created Enlightenment, but he also directed its use in
combating radical counter-Enlightenment factions at Princeton.
Smith’s particular use and adaptation of Scottish philosophy sheds new light on
his response to the prominent tensions of the early republic. I shall first discuss how the
emergence of political parties coupled with a renewed religious revivalism movement
between 1794 and 1799 affected Princeton interests. Then I explore the early reasons why
Ashbel Green believed Smith’s programme perverted Witherspoon’s legacy at Princeton.
Finally, I examine how Smith’s system of moral education addressed issues at Princeton
as well as across the republic by developing virtuous habits and strengthening obligations
to the welfare of civil society through his use of the ‘moral faculty’ and its rules of duty.
In the course of addressing these areas, this chapter shows that Smith’s programme of
moral education advanced Scottish ‘Moderate’ values of cultural and religious tolerance
whilst adapting Reidian themes in preparing Princeton graduates for future careers in
public life. These philosophical principles and ideological beliefs illustrated the type of
virtuous and enlightened graduates Smith’s Enlightenment aimed to produce. At the same
time, this institutional purpose was a catalyst for later tensions with counterEnlightenment interests.
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A Decade of American Extremism: radical politics, religion, and philosophy
Samuel Stanhope Smith’s establishment of a Princeton Enlightenment did not occur
in an intellectual vacuum. American debates over political and religious policies in the
years that followed the French Revolution had a significant impact at Princeton and the
emergence of counter-Enlightenment policies. As American political party tensions
began to dominate public discourse, Witherspoon’s declining health and blindness
rendered him unable to govern and forced his early retirement from Princeton affairs.10
Smith assumed Witherspoon’s responsibilities of the College as vice-president and later
continued these duties as Witherspoon’s successor. Like Witherspoon’s earlier
experience, the spirit of revolution influenced Smith’s administration. After its initial
widespread support in America, the French Revolution received varied reactions from
political, religious, and intellectual interest groups. Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick
suggest that the French Revolution affected America in two ways: it supported the
legitimacy of the Constitution and it served ‘as a major point of reference for domestic
political partisanship’.11 Meanwhile, many conservative American Protestants interpreted
French Revolutionary principles as an attack upon Christianity.
The belief that the French Revolution threatened Christianity increased after
Thomas Paine (who had illustrated French Revolutionary principles in The Rights of
Man) ridiculed the institution of religion, and especially Christianity in The Age of
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Reason (1794).12 Afterwards, Princetonians campaigned against so-called ‘French
impiety’ and radical political activism. The former president of Congress and prominent
Princeton trustee Elias Boudinot regarded Paine’s argument as particularly dangerous,
because of his popularity in America.13 He even entertained the possibility that Paine did
not write The Age of Reason since no one actually witnessed him doing so in prison.14
Boudinot wrote that ‘many young and uninformed people, wholly unacquainted with the
genuine principles of our holy religion, and the subtle and dishonest practises of her
apostate adversaries, had with avidity engaged in reading it’.15 The notion that
Enlightenment ideals were contrary to Christian principles created an opening for
American counter-Enlightenment policies to flourish.
This fear of allegedly corrupting ideas was represented in political rhetoric as well
as affecting the curriculum at institutions of higher education. According to Luciana
Herman, American political rhetoric at this time differentiated Federalist and Republican
systems of government (as representative of the popular interests of the ‘people’) from
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the objectives of so-called ‘Jacobins’ who were known by some as ‘Democrats’.16 As a
firm advocate of Federalism, Noah Webster defined ‘Jacobin’ as a member of ‘a private
club to overturn or manage government, one who opposes government in a secret or
unlawful manner or from an unreasonable spirit of discontent’.17 Federalists extended the
label of ‘Jacobin’ to their Republican political opponents.18 During Smith’s
administration, Federalist ideology dominated Princeton’s faculty and the Board of
Trustees. Princeton students however were not united under Federalism, as became
apparent in the first decade of the nineteenth century.
In an important sense Princeton’s internal political and ideological struggle
reflected national political party divisions. The argumentative lines drawn during the
earlier Federalist and Anti-Federalist debates of 1787 through 1788 were realigned over
the reception of the French Revolution.19 Smith later wrote that ‘the people were
unfortunately divided into two parties; one evidently partial to the French [Republicans],
the other to the British [Federalists]’.20 According to Gordon Wood, ‘their extreme
partisanship divided the country more deeply than at any time since 1776’.21 This
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political division was sealed after George Washington approved treaty negotiations with
Britain (the Jay Treaty) whilst ignoring America’s previous alliance with France.22
Consequently, this arrangement situated the United States in an uncomfortable position
between treaties with France and Britain. Faced with the extreme opinions within his
administration, namely from Alexander Hamilton (a Federalist) and Thomas Jefferson (a
Republican), Washington decided on a policy of neutrality in foreign affairs.23
The United States’ neutrality in France’s war with Britain for a short time pacified
the mounting tensions between Federalists and Republicans. But Wood suggests that ‘by
1798 the Federalists were convinced that they had to do something to suppress what they
believed were the sources of Jacobin influence in America’ with the passing of the Alien
Friends Act and the Naturalization Act.24 These measures ignited existing tensions
between the political parties as the so-called 1798 ‘Quasi-War’ with France became a
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reality.25 Thomas Jefferson’s sympathy toward French interests in this war did not escape
the attention of his Federalist opponents at Princeton.26 Samuel Miller (who was later
appointed to Princeton’s Board of Trustees in 1805) suggested that ‘Mr Jefferson had
resided in Paris more than five years…and returned to the United States in the Autumn of
1789, blindly enamoured of Jacobinism, his head full of the worst French Revolutionary
ideas’.27 Like Miller, other Princeton Federalists including Smith believed Jefferson was
an ‘apologist for insurrection and rebellion…in the vulgar shape of sedition and riot’, and
these ‘Jacobin’ policies threatened civil and moral order.28 The Federalists’ interpretation
of ‘Jacobins’ influenced how they responded to emerging student disruptions across the
republic. Although in governing Princeton Smith attempted to remain withdrawn from
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these political disputes, his vote for John Adams as a member of the Electoral College
further evinced his support of Federalist values.29
In association with these Federalist beliefs, emerging religious revivalists believed
these so-called ‘Jacobin’ conspirators used philosophy to mask their alleged radical
politics and atheist agenda. As a prominent member of this group, Ashbel Green
suggested that ‘[“Jacobins”] talked, indeed, of morality, but they openly professed to
abhor religion; unless, after the extermination of every semblance of Christianity, the
worship of a harlot, in the guise of the goddess of reason, might be called their religion’.30
This form of anti-intellectualism threatened the acceptability of Smith’s system of moral
education. Despite believing that his system combated ‘false philosophy [that led] the
mind to universal scepticism’, Smith’s lectures were interpreted by fundamentalist
Evangelicals, such as Green, as advancing interests contrary to Christianity.31 Meanwhile,
Smith believed that ‘Jacobinism’ and the anti-intellectualism of religious revivalists were
just two different forms of extremism. His system challenged these types of counterEnlightenment (amidst fierce resistance) with an appeal to Scottish philosophy and
‘Moderate’ values as a way to secure order and virtue at Princeton.
Restraining radical political sentiments among Princeton students appeared to be
difficult for Smith around the turn of the nineteenth century. Princeton’s local tavern was
a haven for students to discuss politics in the company of those who supported French
revolutionary principles. For example, Smith remarked that in 1794 a Princeton student
(Mr. Perry) ‘does not seem very well pleased with any person who does not advocate
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with zeal all the measures of the French Republic’. Smith added that Perry absconded
from campus and has ‘taken his board in a tavern where some French gentlemen whose
political sentiments accord with his’.32 Smith implied a causal relationship between
Perry’s neglect of his studies and his enthusiastic support for extreme French
revolutionary principles.33 Impressionable young men such as Perry, Smith believed,
were particularly vulnerable to adopting these sentiments. He cautioned his students that
those scenes of horrible barbarity which are sometimes witnessed at the stake of
superstition, or the guillotine of revolution, are the effect of artificial excitement, in
which, in the delirium of false religion or false patriotism, the mistaken zealots are
made to conceive themselves the avengers of God, or their country.34

As a central part of his system of moral education, Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy
sought to prevent these radical activities through the proper exercise of the mind and
reasonable moderation. For Smith, ‘Jacobins’ failed to realise the moral and social
consequences that their radical actions caused. Smith’s inclusion of religious enthusiasm
as equally dangerous to civil and moral order demonstrated his continued resistance to
religious revivalism, which he had previously voiced in the 1791 American General
Assembly.35
In addition to combating political and philosophical radicalism with enlightened
morals, Smith’s administration conformed to traditional College rules. Princeton students,
for example, were expected to show their respect for faculty members by removing their
hats within ten ‘rods’ of the president and five ‘rods’ of the tutors.36 The jurist and
statesman William Paterson (Princeton class of 1766) noted that ‘something of the
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formal, old-time collegiate manners can be learned from the fact that Samuel Stanhope
Smith, when president, refused to speak to his own nephew for a period of six months,
owing to the unfortunate young man’s breach of etiquette in calling him “Doctor,”
instead of “Doctor Smith”’.37 The 1798 emergence of a faction of unruly students (who
Smith saw as ‘Jacobins’) challenged these formal edicts that demanded displays of
student obedience and conformity to Princeton’s rules.38 In cases when his attempts at
encouraging moderation failed, Smith appealed to parental intervention.39 Despite these
measures, increasing episodes of student defiance toward these conventions alarmed
Smith who sensed his control of the College weakening. In a letter to Jonathan Baynard,
Smith wrote that ‘this College seems to be the last bulwark of old principles to the south
of your states…but what my good friend…will the new principles at last overturn?’40
Smith’s adaptation of Reidian themes and promotion of ‘Moderate’ beliefs in his system
of moral education combated these allegedly divisive ‘new principles’. At the same time,
the disruptive influence of emerging student ‘Jacobin’ activities and the subsequent rise
of religious revivalism amongst the trustees threatened Smith’s enlightened ambition for
Princeton.
Smith did not believe these challenges to Enlightenment would arrest his plans for
Princeton. On the contrary, he saw the political and religious conflicts of this age as an
opportunity for moral, intellectual, and scientific improvement. While Smith granted that
‘good men have declaimed against the vices and miseries of war and have connected its
existence so much with absolute depravity of heart’, he believed that the absence of war
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and conflict could only exist after the second coming of Christ.41 In the meantime, ‘while
human nature continues as it is indeed, if man does not actually transmigrate into a higher
order of being, wars will [inevitably] spring out of the relative interests of states and the
passions of mankind’.42 For Smith, war and conflict was an inherent feature of human
nature and as such should be treated as part of God’s intention for humankind. He
observed ‘a vigour of mind, a fervour and enterprise of genius among…martial people’.43
During prolonged periods of ‘peaceful luxury’ this martial spirit of innovation
degenerated. These beneficial effects of conflict had a bearing on the purpose of Smith’s
system of moral education and the circumstances during his administration.
In the years that followed the end of the American War of Independence, Smith
believed that the relative tranquillity caused many incoming students to treat education as
‘nothing more than a subordinate way to getting money’.44 He believed that this
particular objective for higher education resulted in ‘not one idea of honour annexed to
scholarship nor one spark of ambition to improve [which] commonly gives [students] up
to habits of idleness [in the study of] liberal science’.45 As political and intellectual
conflict arose in the new republic, Smith sought to channel these tensions as motivation
for ‘improving activities’ at Princeton. The degenerative effects of idleness, unrestrained
passions, and ‘false’ or sceptical philosophy were concerns that Smith addressed in his
lectures of moral philosophy. His system of moral education, therefore, served a dual
purpose: it prepared enlightened statesmen for future public service and restrained
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immoral ‘passions’ as graduates entered public life. These purposes offer an explanation
why Smith’s system of moral education placed so much emphasis on ‘liberal science’ at
Princeton. According to Smith, ‘idleness degenerates everything; and mere amusement,
where it occupies a large portion of our time, evaporated the greatest and most
respectable qualities of human nature’.46 Moral reform required constant attention,
leaving little time for amusements or distractions. Joseph Reade, then a third year
Princeton student in 1795, remarked that ‘Dr Smith has informed us that we have more
information to study than any preceding class and shale [sic] be obliged to employ every
moment of our time’.47
While instinctive ‘passions’ could motivate ‘noble principles of action’ (as
evinced by the glorified memory of previous American patriots), Smith taught that
‘passions’ were also ‘prone to excess, and by incautious indulgence, are so apt to acquire
a dangerous dominion over the heart’.48 Consequently, he suggested ‘that one of the most
important purposes of a wise and virtuous education is to mark out the legitimate objects
of their pursuit, and to impose upon them prudent restraints’.49 Upon his 1795
appointment as Princeton’s president, Smith believed student idleness and immoral
passions threatened the College’s security and virtue amongst its students.50 While
Princeton offered conventional rules that discouraged misconduct, Smith’s lectures of
moral philosophy prepared young men to govern their own actions independently. Smith
argued:
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It is the sincere aim, and the gradual tendency of true philosophy to correct the errors
of prejudice, and to dissipate the mists that shed themselves over the mind, in
consequence of the prevalence of any dominant affection or passion [and] in our
philosophical enquiries, we have as much reason to avoid the dangers of a weak and
suspicious scepticism, as of a bold and positive dogmatism.51

Smith therefore addressed the political, moral and intellectual trials of his time by
teaching how to develop virtuous habits in practical situations through perfecting the
instinctive principles of the mind. Smith claimed that ‘in the present state of things, I
conceive that [wars and domestic conflicts] are even necessary to the improvement of
human nature’.52

Counter-Enlightenment Interests: Ashbel Green’s reception of Smith’s philosophy
Stanhope Smith’s lectures and sermons at Princeton offered evidence of a
supreme being and His design for implanting humankind with ‘intellectual, active and
moral powers of the mind’. In doing so, Smith drew heavily on Thomas Reid’s ‘Common
Sense’ philosophy. Smith remarked that ‘in this field no writer has distinguished himself
with greater zeal, ability, and success than Dr Reid of Glasgow’.53 As shown in the
introduction, Reid presented his ‘principles of common sense’ as self-evident maxims
that governed the examination of innate faculties and operations of the mind.54 At the
heart of this philosophical system, Reid suggested:
Common sense and reason have both one author; that almighty Author, in all whose
other works we observe consistency, uniformity, and beauty, which charm and
delight the understanding; there must, therefore, be some order and consistency in
the human faculties, as well as in other parts of his workmanship.55
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In agreement with Reid, Smith remarked that ‘the basis of all true science rests on the
uniformity of nature in all her operations’.56 In addition, Smith promoted introspective
reflection as a method to evaluate moral progress and detect vicious habits born from
immoral passions that followed idleness.57 Smith’s use of Reid’s philosophy to counter
‘false’ philosophy was not new to Princeton. Witherspoon had previously endorsed
Reid’s efforts in challenging David Hume’s mitigated scepticism. Witherspoon
commented that Hume’s attempt to ‘shake the certainty of our belief, upon cause and
effect, upon personal identity and the idea of power [was countered with] dictates of
common sense [by] authors of Scotland’.58 Witherspoon did not however share Reid’s
enthusiasm for metaphysics in sermons or teaching moral philosophy—unlike Smith.
Like Reid, Smith argued that man controls ‘his own will and over the actions of his mind,
as well as of his body’.59 While he admitted that ‘the mind seldom or never acts without
some motive, that is, without some end in view at the time, [Smith taught that] Dr Reid
has rendered it probable that, on many occasions, it forms determinations without motive,
by the immediate energy of its own self-control’.60 The mind’s active power to determine
an intended action or refrain from action enabled a degree of self-determination
independent of God’s intervention. On this belief, Smith taught that ‘the volitions of the
mind are the effect of its own internal energy, not by a previous volition, but by an
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original, innate power over its own actions, of which every man who reflects upon
himself is conscious’.61 This belief that the human mind, if properly cultivated, possessed
powers to act independent of God was problematic for orthodox Calvinists. For example,
Ashbel Green wrote that ‘Dr Smith of Princeton preached at Arch St [Philadelphia] in the
morning an alarming sermon, but somewhat Arminianish’.62 Beyond his sermons, Smith
received similar criticisms for teaching Reidian ‘active powers of the mind’. William
Weeks, then a Princeton student, complained that ‘Reid is grossly Arminian and
advocates a self-determining power, which if it means anything, means that the creature
is independent of the Creator’.63 In agreement with Weeks’s evaluation of Reid and, by
extension Smith, Green believed Smith’s moral philosophy was contrary to Calvinistic
principles and therefore posed a threat to Princeton’s religious purpose.
In a transitional moment between the first and second ‘Great Awakenings’, an
increasing number of Evangelicals (including Green) appealed to the thought of previous
revivalists such as Jonathan Edwards (who for a short time had served as Princeton’s
president).64 In discussing the importance of the conversion experience and the ‘rebirth’
that followed, Green claimed that ‘President Edwards has illustrated this idea with great
ingenuity in his treatise on Original Sin’.65 Contrary to the later teachings of Smith and
Reid, Edwards advocated that people act from ‘moral necessity’.66 He suggested that ‘if
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the acts of the will are excited by motives, those motives are the causes of those acts of
the will; which makes the acts of the will necessary; as effects necessarily follow the
efficiency of the cause’.67 This argument that humankind necessarily acts according to the
strongest motive resulted in prioritising revelation as the primary cause of moral agency
and the source for developing ‘a strong habit of virtue’.68 In support of Edwards’s ‘moral
necessity’, Green maintained that ‘to the eye of contemplative and sober reason, willing
to discern its Creator, a present God is recognised in all that we behold’.69 This concept
of a ‘present God’ limited the power for agents to cause an intended effect without the
previous presence of divine intervention. Furthermore, Green preached that God’s will ‘is
indicated by the connexion between his volition and the effects produced…this
connexion according to the sure testimony of divine revelation, is illimitably certain’.70
Smith rejected that people were victims of motives and slaves of ‘inclination, appétit, or
passion, as it arises’.71 Beyond these fundamental differences, Smith and Green differed
in their interpretation of Witherspoon and the purpose of a Princeton education.
The reasons for Ashbel Green’s early opposition to Smith’s moral thought, that
later evolved into a counter-Enlightenment campaign for his removal from Princeton,
merit further discussion. For Green, Witherspoon was an ideal example of ‘enlightened
piety’ and his influence greatly affected Green’s vision of Princeton as a theological
seminary. Upon Green’s 1781 arrival at Princeton, Smith governed Princeton’s greatly
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reduced student population (fifty students) with the assistance of one tutor, James
Riddle.72 Green remarked that after more than six weeks into the academic year ‘Dr
Witherspoon left congress finally, in the autumn of that year [1781] and in the following
winter heard the recitations of the senior class on his own lectures’.73 Witherspoon
remained at Princeton the following year after Congress withdrew from Philadelphia’s
State House and assembled at Princeton.74 Congress held meetings at the Nassau Hall
library room and many congressmen lodged in vacant student rooms within the same
building.75 The presence of Congress at Princeton certainly strengthened the
revolutionary spirit amongst the students and influenced the successful ‘petition to the
legislature to exempt the whole of the college estate from taxation’.76 Afterwards,
Princeton’s 1783 graduation was exceptional with prominent statesmen in attendance.
Green recalled that ‘we accordingly had on the stage, with the trustees and the graduating
class, the whole of the congress, the ministers of France and Holland, and commander-inchief of the American army’.77 He addressed this influential group as Princeton’s
valedictorian and Washington followed with concluding remarks. Washington’s and
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Congress’s favourable impression of Green certainly contributed to his later appointment
as Congress’s chaplain from 1792 to 1800.78
After graduating, Green remained at Princeton for two years to study divinity with
Witherspoon and as a tutor and later professor of mathematics and natural philosophy.
Green revealed that ‘it was my happiness, while tutor and professor in the college, to
possess the friendship and confidence both of Dr Witherspoon and Dr Smith’.79 From
their guidance, Green chose to pursue a career in the ministry instead of law. In a
revealing statement, Green claimed:
To Dr Witherspoon, more than to any other human being, I am indebted for
whatever of influence or success has attended me in life. His useful instructions,
wise counsels, kind monitions, and friendly aid, were of incalculable advantage
during the whole period of fourteen years that he lived after my first acquaintance
with him.80

At the start of his career, Witherspoon convinced Green to join Rev James Sprout at the
Second Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia.81 Green wrote:
the congregation I served, was originally composed, almost exclusively, of the
friends and followers of the celebrated Mr. Whitfield; and the church was, at first,
constituted, I think wholly, of converts made under his ministry, and that of his
coadjutors, the Tennents, Blairs, and Dr Finley, afterwards president of the college at
Princeton.82
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His congregation’s tradition of supporting religious revivalism certainly strengthened his
attachment to his part in this purpose. Furthermore, the circumstances surrounding
Green’s 1786 ordination and later appointment suggested that he intended to continue
Witherspoon’s efforts to bridge lingering Old and New Light divisions. Green remarked:
The arrangements for my ordination had been made with a view to mingle, and if
possible to harmonize the old side and the new side members of the Presbytery. For
although nearly seventy-nine years had elapsed, since in 1752 the rival Synods had
become united; two Presbyteries of Philadelphia had existed, composed severally
of the litigant parties; and the aged members of both sides had retained something
of the old bitter feelings towards each other.83

This desire for ecclesiastical unity continued through the first meeting of the General
Assembly of Presbyterian ministers in 1789 which Witherspoon had organised.
According to Green, ‘the first two years of my ministry were arduous in the extreme; but
I look back to them with pleasure and with gratitude to Dr Witherspoon’.84 Yet Green did
not extend the same high regard for Smith at this time or in the years that followed.
After Smith’s eulogy of Benjamin Franklin on 1st March 1791 at the German
Lutheran Church in Philadelphia, Green cautioned Smith regarding his use of
metaphysics. Green noted that ‘I endeavoured to state to him as fully as I can the danger
of his fervent labels to warn to fly from the wrath to come’.85 Green continued:
I was fearful that the letter I wrote might offend him, but I found it had not. This is
encouragement to do duty and leave events with God. The letter was as stinging as I
could make it. But I told him it was because I was convinced it to be necessary, and
conscience seems to have witnessed the truth. He is not however as much affected as
I wish he was.86
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Green was correct in believing that Smith dismissed his ‘stinging’ remarks against the use
of metaphysics as evinced by its continued use in his lectures of moral philosophy and
sermons at Princeton. Beyond Smith’s particular use of metaphysics Green was not
convinced that he was a capable orator and scholar. He described Smith’s eulogy of
Franklin ‘as lame and very imperfect and that the desire was but miserably executed’.
Moreover, he believed ‘there was want of taste, want of judgement or skill and want of
strength [and] the character of this performance is the character of all the performances
which I have heard from this man’.87 For these reasons he questioned why Smith was
celebrated by so many and concluded that ‘it is a kind of fashion to esteem him a very
sensible and able writer’.88 Smith’s students, however, did not share Green’s negative
evaluation. For example, Joseph Reade, then a junior at Princeton in 1795, declared that
‘I am very much pleased with Dr Smith as he appears to be both a man of wit and
sense’.89 Green’s private thoughts of Smith (expressed in an encrypted diary written in a
mixture of Greek, Latin, and English) revealed reasons for his later organisation of a
campaign to remove Smith as Princeton’s president at the turn of the century.90 The
members of this counter-Enlightenment campaign objected to the concepts and values
taught in Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy (most notably the themes of duty and of
the ‘moral faculty). Green believed that Smith perverted Witherspoon’s moral philosophy
and his legacy at Princeton. From a devotion to the memory of Witherspoon and duty to
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the ‘distinguishing doctrines of evangelical truth, as exhibited in the Calvinistick [sic]
system’, he later sought to revive Princeton’s traditional religious purpose.91
Green’s central criticisms of Smith’s use of metaphysics implied that Smith
extended this practise in all of his sermons. While this observation was indeed verified in
many of Smith’s Sunday addresses at Princeton, his treatment of revealed and natural
religion was far more guarded against controversy than Green suggested. As a
Presbyterian minister whose sermons were celebrated as ‘enlightened and eloquent’
across the middle and southern states, Smith preached ‘pure and rational piety’ found in
‘true religion’. Smith agreed with revivalists insofar that ‘we ought to make a grand effort
to obtain more qualified men in the ministry and to quicken the zeal of individual pastors
in the discharge of their parochial duties’.92 While Smith agreed that irreligion was a
dangerous product of the French Revolution and should be combated from the pulpit, he
argued that the cultivation of the instinctive faculties of the mind prevented the adoption
of philosophical scepticism and political radicalism associated with ‘Jacobinism’. On this
difference, Smith distinguished between compatible yet different roles of revealed and
natural religion. Smith taught:
On the subject of our holy religion, most certainly, we are indebted to revelation
exclusively for the peculiar, and distinguishing doctrines of the Christian system. But
the powers of reason which God hath bestowed on human nature, are competent to
enlighten the mind on the general and practical duties of morality and virtue. The
spirit of inspiration does, unquestionably, illustrate them more clearly, and confer
additional evidence and authority on the prescriptions of conscience, and on all the
motives of duty.93

In this appeal to Reid’s notion of natural religion, Smith taught that the divinely inspired
faculty of reason identified evidence of the existence of and natural obligation to God. In
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contrast, Green followed Witherspoon’s notion that God implanted humankind’s earthly
moral duties in their hearts and revealed His laws of pious conduct in the Scriptures. For
Green, humankind’s fall from Grace in the Garden of Eden forever corrupted God’s
original design of the human constitution. Afterwards, humankind depended upon
revelation to ascertain God’s moral law. Green claimed:
The moral law of God—or the rule of moral action for his creature man—was, no
doubt, clearly written on man’ heart, at his first creation—That is, he was so formed
that he had a clear perception of his duty, and felt as he ought, his obligations to
perform it perfectly. After the fall, this original law of moral duty, was greatly
defaced and obliterated by sin. Some faint traces of it, however, seem yet to remain,
in the dictates of natural conscience. But as the restoration of man was intended by
God, he was graciously pleased to reveal anew his moral law, in all its extent, to his
fallen creature.94

While Smith agreed with evangelicals (including Witherspoon and Green) that revelation
was indispensible for the salvation of the soul and understanding the ‘essence of God’, he
believed these theological concerns involved religious faith not moral conduct.95
Consequently, the tone and substance of his sermons and lectures reflected these
distinctly different purposes and the needs of his intended audience. To a degree these
separate purposes (religious faith and restraining ‘passions’) overlapped in Smith’s
treatment of natural religion. For instance, Smith taught:
An enlightened conscience [interchangeable with the ‘moral faculty’] imposes the
most effectual restraints upon passions, which are the principles of evil in man. It
unfolds the law on each case of conduct as it arises, and adds to the prescriptions of
duty, the most powerful motives of obedience. Hence it is that faith, not, as the
enemies of religion assert, a blind belief of uncertain facts, and unintelligent
mysteries, but a clear understanding, and firm persuasion of the truths of the gospel,
is laid, by the apostles, at the foundation of a good life, and thereby made the
condition of our salvation.96
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For Smith, the perfection of all the faculties of the mind, particularly the ‘moral faculty’,
realised God’s design, and, therefore, strengthened religious faith in Biblical Christianity.
But his lectures of moral philosophy did not attempt to prove the truthfulness of
revelation or support its use as the primary vehicle of morals. Instead, Smith appealed to
Reid’s belief that ‘revelation was not intended to supersede, but to aid the use of our
natural faculties’.97 In doing so, Smith claimed that ‘there is no doubt that these principles
of our nature are liable to great imperfections and sometimes to gross mistakes, in
judging both truth and duty; but they are the best means of directing our conduct and
opinions which our Creator hath placed in our power’.98 Therefore, as a minister, Smith’s
sermons guided his congregation toward Christian conversion and, by extension,
salvation; as a moral philosopher, he taught methods of exercising innate faculties of the
mind as the best way to prepare future virtuous statesmen for public service. As shown in
the previous chapter, Smith’s system of moral education sought to create a Princeton
Enlightenment rather than preparing young men to guide congregations toward heavenly
salvation. This difference between revealed religion and metaphysics accompanied by
Princeton’s reformed purpose under Smith’s administration did not escape the attention
of Green and like-minded religious revivalists. Before this counter-Enlightenment faction
of ministers rallied against his programme, Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy
strengthened the ‘Moderate’ interests of tolerance and commitment whilst developing
virtue at Princeton.
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The ‘Moral Faculty’ and its Rules of Duty in Smith’s System of Moral Education
The instinctive rules of duty attached to the ‘moral faculty’ occupied the vast
majority of Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy. Their practical applications in public
life and central role in creating Enlightenment offer an explanation for the little space
afforded to the ‘intellectual powers of the mind’ that appeared in his introductory lecture
outlining his philosophical system. Like Dugald Stewart, Smith adapted Reidian themes
to the circumstances of his time and the institution in which he taught. For Smith, this
entailed strengthening scientific innovation and natural religion as a way to foster an
American Enlightenment. Achieving this ambition, however, required facing challenges
from an emerging religious revivalist movement, led by Ashbel Green, and the increased
activity from unruly students who Smith saw as ‘Jacobins’. Smith believed both factions
were extreme representations of their affiliated groups: Presbyterian clergymen and
Princeton students. Before exploring how these factions advanced counter-Enlightenment
policies at Princeton in the following chapter, this final section will examine how Smith’s
applied ethics encouraged cultural and religious tolerance whilst exercising the ‘moral
faculty’ as the source of virtue.
The understanding and exercise of virtue in public life occupied a central place in
Smith’s moral thought. Of the faculties that supported this aim, the ‘moral faculty’
included the branches of moral duty and the power to judge and exercise virtue. Like
Stewart, Smith treated the ‘moral faculty’ as the source of conceptions of duty and
obligation, notions of right and wrong, and judgments of merit and demerit.99 Smith
added that ‘besides the conformity of an action to a rule or prescription of law, right
implies its intrinsic and essential rectitude, as seen and approved by the heart, or moral
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faculty, when no idea of the control, or authority of law is taken into view at the time’.100
While he treated this faculty as universal amongst humankind, he suggested, like Stewart,
that the criterion for notions of ‘right and wrong’ were not universal.101 The exercise of
the ‘moral faculty’ therefore enabled agents to be virtuous through fulfilling universal
‘moral laws’ and rules of duty implanted by God.102 For Smith, the judgement of these
instinctive obligations or ‘moral laws’ was improved through ‘experience and reflection,
and especially by profoundly observing the course of human conduct, and tracing its
causes, motives, disguises, and consequences’.103 Central objects of the ‘moral faculty’
were therefore the judgment and exercise of virtue, particularly of fortitude, patience,
temperance, and the moderation of passions, as vital parts of civil society.104 While these
qualities of the ‘moral faculty’ closely resembled those taught in Stewart’s philosophy,
Smith expanded upon its application in response to his situation and enlightened ambition
for Princeton.
In examining the ‘moral faculty’, Smith afforded more space to the different ways
in which people in particular situations and cultural norms (affected by systems of
education and national manners) exercised and judged morals than Stewart had
attempted. Smith’s tolerance for differing notions of ‘right and wrong’ opposed
‘prejudices [that] have been assiduously fostered, and passions artfully inflamed’.105
Smith believed that the ‘Moderate’ value of cultural tolerance was relevant for
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Princeton’s mixture of regional customs amongst its student population and his design for
preparing enlightened statesmen whose future concerns would extend to American
foreign policies. Despite different cultural beliefs and manners, Smith taught that
everyone possessed the same unrefined morals at birth that could be cultivated to
‘disentangle’ cultural prejudices and vicious behaviour through refining the ‘moral
faculty’. Since the ‘moral faculty’ required exercise for its perfection, differing standards
of living and values naturally conditioned this faculty in different ways. At the same time,
everyone was united through the influence of universal ‘moral laws’ on the dispositions
of virtuous and reflective agents. According to Smith, ‘the perception which accompanies
these dictates of the moral faculty is that of an intrinsic, essential, and unchangeable
rectitude, and excellence in virtue, and of guilt and depravity of vice’.106 These ‘moral
laws’ affected how virtuous and enlightened men judged the intension of a particular act
as evidence of the agent’s disposition.107 In cases where actions did not uniformly
coincide with perceptions of ‘right and wrong’, the faculty of reason corrected false
judgments. Smith demonstrated this concept of a moral quasi-relativism by contrasting
how some national cultures believe certain religious beliefs to be pious whilst others
interpret them as promoting ‘meanness and grovelling hypocrisy’.108 He illustrated this
point further in suggesting
The vivacity and excessive complaisance of France, is apt to impress an Englishman
with an opinion of frivolity of the nation, which is retaliated by French imputing to
the English a savage surliness of character. Nothing can eradicate from the mind of
[the] Turk a persuasion of the licentiousness of the manners of Christians, on
account of the free intercourse permitted among them between sexes; because in the
east, where women are, in a great measure, secluded from public view, such liberties
are never seen to take place except among the most profligate part of society; and
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they are ignorant of the influence of those civil, social, and religious ideas which
combine to impress a totally different character on European manners.109

Moreover, diversity in manners and culture was displayed across different states of
society. Smith’s promotion of cultural tolerance did not imply he agreed with beliefs
contrary to Christian principles or American ‘polite’ manners that drew heavily from
British standards. Yet he believed that ‘we may frequently discern unexpected virtues in
the midst of unfavourable appearances; and, often, vice is found to shelter itself under the
imposing aspect of virtue’.110 National cultures that promoted different moral values,
therefore, should not prejudice judgments of its citizenry as immoral. Thus, he taught that
‘the justice, or benevolence of an act ought to be judged of differently, according to the
mutual dependence of men, and their natural expectations from one another, arising out
of their social condition, and the habits of their education’.111 If a particular act adheres to
the moral norms of its culture, Smith believed it did not violate an intrinsic ‘moral law’ if
the agent’s intensions were moral. He suggested that ‘we err in measuring the acts of
other men, or the regulations of other nations, by the customs of our own country’.112
Rather than succumbing to religious and cultural prejudices Smith taught that from
cultivating the ‘moral faculty’ ‘we find a solution of that unreasonable bigotry and
inheritableness which mark the sentiments of various religious sects towards one another,
and of the mutual contempt and aversion of foreign nations’.113 This certainly reflected
the interests of future statesmen not ministers.
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Like Reid and Stewart, Smith taught that the ‘moral faculty’ directed humankind
towards their instinctive obligations to God, others, and themselves. While his
interpretation of these obligations largely coincided with Reid’s philosophy, his situation
at Princeton led him to make certain modifications and additions. For instance, Smith’s
active service in the American Presbyterian Church as the elected moderator of its
General Assembly in 1799 and as Princeton’s president affected his interpretation of
these duties. Beyond examining man’s various duties to God at length in sermons at
Princeton, Smith taught that everyone had internal and external obligations to a supreme
being. Like Reid, Smith taught that the internal duties entailed ‘love, reverence, and
resignation’ to God’s authority, will, and design. In addition to these, Smith believed that
an outward expression of these sentiments was equally important for a Christian. By
worshipping God in public, agents demonstrated ‘adoration, thanksgiving, confession,
and prayer’ which he considered to be universal amongst all Christian sects. He believed
that ‘all rites deserve to be regarded with respect which custom has sanctified among any
people, and has so associated with their religious ideas as to be to them the most serious
and affecting expression of their devotional exercises’.114 This too demarcated Smith’s
promotion of religious tolerance and the diffusion of Christian principles at Princeton.
For Smith, fulfilling these duties ‘embrace[d] the whole compass of piety and virtue;
because, as they constitute the moral law of the universe prescribed by God, conformity
to their dictates is justly regarded as obedience to him’.115 Within his discussion of these
internal and external duties to God, Smith noted that the state of society often reflected its
religious practises. In this view, Smith’s system that promoted a union of internal
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(private) and external (public) demonstrations of religious devotion exemplified the
function of ‘rational’ Christianity in Princeton’s Enlightenment.
Smith’s teaching of the branches of duty or the ‘rules of duty’ as he preferred to
call them, surpassed Reid’s applied ethics in terms of the range and extent of their
application. The improving elements of a properly governed education appeared
throughout his treatment of these instinctive rules as particularly important. For instance,
in teaching the duties of parents Smith stressed that parental affections that gratified the
desires of their children resulted in idleness and pleasure and, afterwards, ‘only links
them into insignificance and contempt’.116 Instead, he taught the maxim
It is education chiefly which makes man what he is; whether it be well, or ill
conducted. By education, skilfully applied, the manners, habits, and sentiments of
youth may be formed to almost any standard.117

This belief complemented his teaching of the ‘imitative faculty’ and why young men
required virtuous and pious examples for instruction.118 Beyond his immediate purposes
for instilling a high value of enlightened education at Princeton, Smith infused politics
with the treatment of moral duties. From an abolitionist perspective, Smith questioned if
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the institution of slavery was moral. According to Smith, ‘men deceive themselves
continually by false pretences, in order to justify the slavery which is convenient for
them’.119 Smith’s lecture on this subject drew largely from themes in his earlier Essay on
the Causes of the Variety of Complexion and Figure (1786).120 While he believed slavery
should be condemned and forbidden on moral grounds, he suggested that only a gradual
emancipation of slaves would prevent idleness and the vicious consequences that
necessarily followed inactivity. For this reason, he argued,
the laws ought, perhaps, to hold out the hope, and the means of freedom to all, yet so
as, if possible, to admit those only to a participation of its privileges who shall have
previously qualified themselves by good moral and industrious habits, to enjoy it in
such a manner as to be beneficial to themselves, and to the state…It is of high public
concern that slavery should be gradually corrected, and, at length, if possible,
entirely extinguished: for wherever it is incorporated with the institutions of a
republic, it will be productive of many moral and political evils.121

Until 1804, New Jersey permitted slavery and a large number of Princeton students were
from southern plantation states.122 In this situation, his support for the abolition of slavery
was certainly controversial.123 Contrary to Smith, Jefferson (whose thought greatly
influenced Republican beliefs) did not ‘imagine a racially or even an ethnically pluralistic
America’ whilst at the same time believing that the inequalities of slavery were not
morally justifiable.124 Smith’s unique adaptation of Reid’s practical ethics did not garner
much attention presumably due to his earlier work on the subject. Of his more
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controversial lectures at the time, Smith’s promotion of cultural tolerance in treating the
rules or obligations of marriage heightened Green’s scrutiny of Smith’s philosophy in
1804. The circumstances of this tension and its consequences will receive further
attention in the following chapter.

Conclusion
American political and religious tensions in the years that followed the French
Revolution rendered American colleges vulnerable to radicalism. Consequently,
Evangelical clergymen feared that young men would adopt atheistic principles in their
pursuit of further liberties. The next chapter will show that these separate interests
assumed radical forms at Princeton. Smith identified times of conflict as particularly
conducive toward enterprising activities of moral and scientific innovation. Yet, to Smith,
the advancements that improved the human condition through perfecting the mind and
society should be governed by practises of enlightened moderation.
Smith’s system of moral education was the vehicle for this Princeton
Enlightenment. At the centre of this programme, Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy
taught methods of developing virtuous habits, and they strengthened obligations to
diffuse the ‘Moderate’ values of cultural and religious tolerance. In responding to, as he
saw it, student idleness and overindulged passions, Smith taught that the cultivation of the
‘moral faculty’ would create future virtuous and enlightened statesmen. In this process,
Smith advanced original adaptations of Reid’s treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ and the
rules of duty that sprung from its source. These adaptations reflected the circumstances
and situation at Princeton.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, Smith encountered an unprecedented
number of student disruptions that threatened the security of the College and the
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continued practise of his system of moral education. Smith believed these student
outbursts of radical disobedience, violence, and destruction was the result of a small
faction of ‘Jacobins’. Ashbel Green and like-minded religious revivalists such as Samuel
Miller and Archibald Alexander believed this faction was the result of Smith’s failure
properly to diffuse Christian principles. The struggle between these two interpretations of
student disruptions and how best to prevent future acts of youthful defiance exemplified
tensions between Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy and counter-Enlightenment
interests at Princeton.

Chapter Six
Princeton’s War of 1812: Student riots, religious revivalism, and the end of
Samuel Stanhope Smith’s system of moral education

In the years following the end of the American Revolution, Samuel Stanhope
Smith wrote that ‘our freedom certainly takes away the distinctions of rank that are so
visible in Europe; and of consequence takes away, in the same proportion, those
submissive forms of politeness that exist here’.1 At Princeton, this social change
emerged with an unwelcomed contribution to Princeton’s history of fostering
religious and political revolutionary spirit from its students. On several occasions, an
influential faction of Princeton students challenged College rules with unprecedented
displays of vandalism, riotous protests, physical and verbal assaults of tutors, and
protests against traditional Princeton conventions. As Steven Novak has shown,
student disruptions such as these were not exclusive to Princeton at this time with
similar incidents occurring at William and Mary, Dartmouth, Dickinson, and Yale.2
Novak suggests:
Though long-range trends contributed to student unrest, the rise of campus revolt
itself came not gradually but quite suddenly, during the national crisis of 1798. The
crisis both mobilized the young and altered the meaning of youthful disorders. After
the turn of the century student unrest was no longer calmly attributed to the
“influence of the first lapse” but was perceived as “the product of vice and
irreligion”.3

While this kind of youthful uprising and its perceived meaning were largely shared
throughout the republic, Princeton produced two different responses to this phenomenon:
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one being radical and the other moderate. Ashbel Green and like-minded religious
revivalists credited this prolonged surge of youthful revolt at Princeton as the result of
Stanhope Smith’s system of moral education. Smith’s reforms of the curriculum in
creating the Princeton Enlightenment (which was based on natural religion and
metaphysics) rendered his system vulnerable to objections that it did not properly address
irreligion. As shown in the previous chapter, Smith’s system of moral education sought to
restrain immoral ‘passions’ and cultivate virtuous habits by exercising the ‘moral and
active powers of the mind’, with particular attention to the ‘moral faculty’ and its rules of
duty. The rise of student misconduct at Princeton did not shake this conviction but rather
reaffirmed Smith’s belief that his system of moral education should be enhanced with
expanded course offerings in branches of ‘liberal science’. Contrary to Smith’s system,
Green believed unruly young men required proper instruction in the Gospels. Attentive
studies of divine revelation, in turn, would allegedly strengthen the attachment to morals
and civil society. Green’s efforts to renew Princeton’s diffusion of Christian principles
exemplified the beginning of wider American efforts to revive the Christian faith. This
chapter examines the tension between these Enlightenment and counter-Enlightenment
approaches of addressing youthful rebellion: a revival of Christian religious principles led
by Green and, in contrast, an expansion of Smith’s system of moral education.
Gordon Wood suggests that ‘between 1798 and 1808 American colleges were
racked by mounting incidents of student defiance and outright rebellion—on a scale
never seen before or since in American history’.4 While this wave of student disruptions
was not reducible to one cause, student adoption of ‘Jacobin’ principles (as Smith saw it)
and notions of patriotism (associated with Jeffersonian-Republican beliefs) were central
factors to its emergence at Princeton. The ideological wars of their fathers (particularly
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the War of Independence and the Federalist debates) rendered this generation of young
men in search of a purpose and cause of their own to champion. This desire, coupled with
the circumstances of the time and their situation at Princeton, resulted in a vacuum for
radical activism. For a faction of bold students, the ideals of liberty, insofar as student
rights were concerned, were greatly limited by Princeton rules and traditions.
Consequently, this faction of ‘Jacobins’ waged war against Princeton’s authority between
1800 and 1807. While a small faction of students started these uprisings, their cause
proved contagious amongst the student population. According to Thomas Edwards (then
a Princeton student), the ‘senior class [of 1802] is the most disorderly one ever in
College: they are denominate [sic] by the doctor [Smith], the Jacobins’.5 In the months
and years that followed this assessment, Princeton ‘Jacobins’ became increasingly radical
in their pursuit for expanded student liberties. Smith credited ‘Jacobin’ factions with the
1802 destruction of the College edifice (Nassau Hall) and the 1807 ‘Great Rebellion’, in
which, for a brief time, students (who appealed to Jeffersonian-Republican ideals)
assumed control of the College. These episodes weakened the trustees’ confidence in
Smith’s system of moral education and its purpose of Enlightenment. Princeton’s Board
of Trustees gradually favoured Ashbel Green’s belief that Princeton under Smith’s
Enlightenment suffered from irreligion. This threat provided the necessary traction for
Green to advance his resolution of reviving Witherspoon’s so-called ‘republican
Christian Enlightenment’ with a renewed focus on training future ministers and diffusing
Evangelical principles.
Attention to Smith’s and Green’s different approaches of discouraging student
uprisings suggests that this issue was a catalyst for underlying tensions between Scottish
Enlightenment thought and American religious revivalism. While religious revivalism
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and student rebellions harboured contrary agendas, they converged in challenging
Smith’s system of moral education. The intended and unintended effects from these
movements against the purpose of the Princeton Enlightenment will be discussed in two
sections. The first examines Smith’s response to student disruptions between 1800 and
1807. The final section explores the reasons why Ashbel Green led a campaign to remove
Smith’s system of moral education. In addressing these areas, this chapter suggests
reasons why Green’s campaign was successful and how he measured this victory by
Smith’s 1812 resignation, the 1812 establishment of Princeton’s Theological Seminary,
and, most revealing, his adaptation of Witherspoon’s ‘republican Christian
Enlightenment’ in creating Princeton’s second age of religious revivalism from 1812 to
1822.

‘Jacobins’ at Princeton: Student disruptions and rebellion, 1800-1807
From its 1746 establishment, the College of New Jersey maintained control of the
student body with a hierarchical system of authority. While the College president
governed on-campus affairs, his power and the curriculum required approval by the
Board of Trustees.6 Of the twenty-four elected members of this Board, the Charter
stipulated that they represent an equal mixture of alumni from secular (twelve) and
ecclesiastical professions (twelve).7 Yet the composition and interests of the Board
drastically changed between 1805 and 1807 with the appointment of six new trustees who
sympathised with religious revivalism. This change had a bearing on Smith’s system of
moral education and how Princeton officials responded to so-called ‘Jacobin’ activities.
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Before these new appointments, the Board (which included Smith’s father and
younger brother) overwhelmingly supported Smith’s system of moral education. The
Board’s support for creating the Princeton Enlightenment did not imply, however, that
they neglected the religious interests of the College. Instead, it reflected their confidence
in Smith who drew heavily from the Scottish Enlightenment’s example of mixing
philosophical truths with Calvinism. In a letter to Rush, Smith wrote that ‘you and I are
continually mingling religious with philosophical inquiries and as you have dared to
depart so far from the orthodoxy of public opinion, forgive me if my mind should also
revolve in an exocentric orbit’.8 His ‘mingling’ of philosophy and religion did not alarm
Princeton’s trustees (apart from Green) during the first five years of his administration.
Thus, Princeton’s faculty and trustees were united under Smith’s leadership when a
faction of ‘Jacobins’ first emerged in the winter of 1800. While student unrest often
followed the end of a long winter season, the increase of the student population added
another element of stress to this season of confinement.9
During the winter of 1800, three seniors (who were considered influential
amongst their peers) protested against the required assembly for morning prayer. As
shown in chapter five, Smith taught that group prayer was an instinctive duty to God as
part of humankind’s external obligation to God, expressed through public worship.10
Students justified this protest by complaining that the College chapel was too cold during
the winter months and, as such, the faculty should not require students to endure this
discomfort.11 While this objection appeared reasonable enough, their style of unyielding
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protest, the fact they were opposing an aspect of Christianity as well as Smith’s system,
and their reactions to the punishment that followed all proved significant. Smith
submitted the student demands to the trustees. After that, all three seniors were
suspended. In response to this punishment, there were unspecified disturbances in Nassau
Hall; students also refused to follow the College’s digest. After several days, Smith
managed to suppress these disruptions with the threat of expulsion. Of the seniors who
were originally suspended, one returned early from suspension only to spur further
insurrection. Agden Edwards, a senior from Connecticut, ‘returned and violently
assaulted one of the tutors’.12 While the circumstances that motivated this assault were
unclear, the use of violence coupled with their earlier protests against an aspect of
organised religion led Smith to brand Edwards and his associates as ‘Jacobins’.13 The
nature of Edwards’s actions resulted in his immediate expulsion. But his loyal confidants
who banded together in the earlier protest remained at Princeton. In an 1802 letter to a
trustee (Jonathan Baynard), Smith wrote:
You have heard me speak of a young man who about two years ago, attempted to
excite an insurrection on jacobistic and anti-religious principles. Since his expulsion,
a small sect has still been left in the College, which has lately obtained some
augmentation of numbers from the progress of passions very natural to the human
heart, and from the encouragement given such opinions by the state of public morals.
I am told that hostility to religion and moral order has been among their chief
characteristics, but covered with great secrecy till very lately.14

Edwards’s expulsion from Princeton did not end his radical activities as a student. In
1802, he was active in a student rebellion at the College of William and Mary. According
to Smith, ‘the same young man of whom I have spoken is now finishing his law studies at
the College of William and Mary and has lately been principally concerned in an
insurrection against the authority of that institution, which was before sufficiently relaxed
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in accommodation to general manners and opinions’.15 William and Mary’s leniency
toward their government of young men, in comparison to Princeton’s more rigid rules,
suggests that particular rules meant little to the alleged ‘Jacobin’ agenda of opposing
anyone who claimed authority over their perceived liberties. Smith wrote that ‘the
insurgents obliged the faculty to re-nounce the right of interrogating a student on any part
of his conduct or his studies; in the exultation of their victory over old prejudices it is said
they broke into the church, and took out the bible and burnt it’.16 While this unverified act
of burning a bible was believed to be symbolic of the ‘Jacobins’ association with
irreligion, it paled in comparison to the later destruction at Princeton. The faction of
‘Jacobins’ that Edwards left in his wake at Princeton would later use more extreme means
to accomplish their demands for further student liberties.
The looming threat of student insurrection cast a dark shadow over Princeton at
the start of the new academic year. On 22nd November 1801, Edward Thomas wrote that
‘I fear very much for the order of the College this session…the spirit of idleness seemed
very general during the last and mischief is always a necessary consequence of
nonattendance to studies’.17 The requisite time spent in class, study, at chapel, and the
elective participation in the literary societies functioned as an indispensible part of
Smith’s system to cultivate virtuous habits whilst removing opportunities for idleness as a
gateway for immoral passions.18 Moreover, Smith drew a correlation between ‘Jacobin’
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activities and students who did not adopt his system of moral education. ‘Jacobins’ were
therefore believed by Smith to be a part of a radicalised type of counter-Enlightenment in
the context of the Princeton Enlightenment. Yet Thomas’s premonition of an imminent
student rebellion would prove correct in the months that followed.
During the 1801 College recess for Christmas, five students (who were believed
to harbour ‘Jacobin’ beliefs) were reported to be drunk and the cause of unspecified
forms of disruptive conduct at Princeton.19 When classes resumed after the break, Smith
suspended them.20 Six students petitioned Smith to reconsider the suspension of four of
the students. Smith and the trustees denied this petition, which they considered to be an
example of ‘disrespectful’ defiance of their judgement. Following this decision, these
students submitted a second petition in which they denied any affiliation with
‘Jacobinism’.21 In light of earlier events, this added disclaimer suggests that Princeton
officials believed a faction of ‘Jacobins’ still existed, and, moreover, that the students had
knowledge of this belief. Unwilling to overturn their decision, the second petition was
also dismissed. The following day, an unspecified number of students rioted and vowed
not to fulfil their College duties until the suspended students were readmitted. This
marked the second time within two years that students rebelled against College authority
as a means to achieve their demands. Moreover, this form of radical protest was a
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defining characteristic of so-called ‘Jacobins’. In revealing their demands, these
Princeton ‘Jacobins’ delivered a third petition requesting ‘mildness in administrating the
Laws’, and, if fulfilled, they would re-establish order to the College.22 On 29th January
1802, Thomas Edwards remarked:
I cannot say I was much surprised in being informed by it, of the rebellion at
College. The disposition to disorder was very evident, before our departure and I am
very happy to hear it has not broken out in a more violent manner. If the faculty had
not in some measure yielded to them much greater lengths would have been taken.23

The threat of preventable violence convinced Smith not to uphold his principled stance
against ‘Jacobin’ activities. Of these activities, the rigorous defence of those punished
became an expected practise at Princeton. Smith later wrote that ‘one of their [Jacobin]
principles, I am confidently assured has been that no falsehood is criminal or to be
declined that will protect a companion from discovery or punishment’.24 For Smith, these
so-called ‘falsehoods’ were misdirected values that contradicted the maxims advanced in
his lectures of moral philosophy. While ‘Jacobins’ utilised the terror of violent
insurrection as a means to secure their demands, they remained defensive in their
opposition to Princeton’s authority until March 1802. Two months after this student
rebellion, a faction of ‘Jacobins’ orchestrated the most damaging act of Princeton’s
history.
On 6th March 1802, a fire rapidly consumed the College edifice (Nassau Hall) at
one o’clock in the afternoon whilst most students ate in the dinning hall. This fire claimed
over three thousand books in the library, destroyed the majority of the philosophical
apparatuses, and reduced Nassau to a burnt frame.25 According to Smith, the ruin of
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Princeton’s edifice ‘may only be construed into a triumph of [Jacobin] principle’. He
continued:
Circumstances strongly lead to the belief that the fire was communicated by design,
although no direct proof of the fact can be obtained. It is not doubted however by
those who are best acquainted with the whole state of opinions here that it is one
effect of those irreligious and demoralling [sic] principles which are tearing the
bands of society asunder, and threatening in the end to overturn our country. It is
thought highly probable that they have depraved the mind of some young lad
connected with them or even more than one, 10 as, at length, to become capable of
the dreadful act of setting fire to the college without being sensible of its enormity.26

Afterwards, the Board of Trustees commissioned internal committees that oversaw the
immediate repair of Nassau (led by Smith) and an investigative committee to determine
the cause of the fire, which despite the recent student disruptions, was not conclusively
linked to nefarious agents.27 Richard Stockton and John Beatty reported that ‘those who
were first at the place where it made its appearance they are of opinion that the edifice of
the College was intentionally set on fire’.28 Students and servants reported smelling a
strong scent of turpentine before they witnessed smoke escaping from inside the roof’s
trapdoor.29 The flames (which swiftly engulfed the roof) would not have progressed so
swiftly in such powerful winds without the use of an accelerant fuel.30 Despite the
evidence that suggested arson, the investigation did not discover the guilty party.
Although the Board could not prove that ‘Jacobins’ had a part in the fire, they prevented
the return of five students (William Cooper, Ushum [first name unknown], William
Burhenm, Willey Jones, and Pratt Wilson) whom they believed had encouraged the
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‘immoralities, disorders and combinations which prevailed among some of the
students’.31 The expulsion of this suspected faction of ‘Jacobins’ suggests that Smith and
the Board were convinced that ‘Jacobins’ had caused the destruction of Nassau Hall.
Without a building for classes and a place for student accommodation, the trustees were
forced to close the College temporarily. Apart from expelling alleged ‘Jacobins’, the
Trustees and Smith used this time to create policies that were intended to safeguard the
College against future attacks. When classes resumed the following autumn students were
required to pledge: ‘I will not enter into any combination, classically or generally, to
oppose the authority of the College’.32 In addition, students were not permitted to enter
the tavern or places where ‘groceries of any kind [particularly alcohol] are sold’.33
Interestingly, this pledge sought to remove the elements of ‘Jacobinism’ by strengthening
the source of their complaints: restrictions of student liberties.
The Board recognised that the 1802 fire weakened the public’s confidence in a
Princeton education. In the weeks that followed the fire, trustees circulated letters
describing Princeton’s commitment to teaching enlightened and religious principles.34 In
doing so, they stressed that the emergence of ‘Jacobins’ was not exclusive to Princeton,
but rather Princeton ‘Jacobins’ (who had been expelled) represented an example of wider
youthful uprisings across all American institutions of higher education.35 Sharing this
belief, Smith wrote that ‘these, my friend, are some signs of the days which are coming
upon us’.36 The trustees vowed ‘hereafter to correct the ill consequences’ that spring from
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overindulged ‘passions’ by enhancing Smith’s system of moral education with further
support.37 Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy and his Sunday sermons were central in
fulfilling this objective.
As previously shown, Smith excelled in times of adversity and conflict. Similar to
his earlier efforts during and after the American Revolution, he rallied support from
alumni.38 By describing the destruction of Nassau Hall as an attack against religion and
enlightened education, he suggested that Princetonians needed to take an ideological
stance against this threat. At the same time, he believed this conflict with ‘Jacobins’ was
an opportunity for improvement.39 Four days after Nassau had burnt, and whilst its
remains were still smoking, Smith wrote:
The College of Princeton will be immediately rebuilt, probably in a better state than
it was, its discipline rendered still more strenuous and exact to meet the spirit of the
times. Subscriptions are already opened for the purpose, with uncommon zeal and
liberality. The friends of religion and of old principles seem to be touched and
engaged as far as the cities of Phil. and N. York.40

Through the following autumn, Smith solicited support for the repairs and further
improvements to the College. In support of this cause, he joined Reverend Henry Kollock
on a fundraising tour that covered the ‘southern states in various directions’.41 Despite
being robbed of $300 along with his trunk outside of Richmond, his trip raised
considerable donations.42 Meanwhile, Princeton alumni such as Congressman Jonathan
Dayton and Vice-President Aaron Burr contributed and solicited funds from
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Washington.43 Across the Atlantic, John Erskine (a prominent Scottish Whig) donated
thirty books to Princeton and persuaded his Edinburgh network of friends to do the
same.44 Dugald Stewart responded by sending Princeton his Elements of the Philosophy
of the Human Mind, Life of Thomas Reid, and a copy of Reid’s Inquiry.45 On 27th
September 1804, Smith announced ‘the perfect restoration of the College Edifice lately
destroyed by fire, with many improvements in its structure calculated to guard against a
like calamity in future’.46 In addition to repairing and improving Nassau, Smith oversaw
the building of new teaching halls that surrounded Nassau. Smith’s decisive actions to
reaffirm moral discipline and reform Princeton’s public image appeared successful if
measured by the $44,317.86 in donations that resulted from this campaign.47
From Nassau’s ashes and burnt remains, Smith furthered his ambition for
Enlightenment at Princeton. Smith wrote that ‘in comparing the circumstances of the
College at the period when they lately solicited the public liberality in its favor, with its
present state, they cannot but be deeply affected by the contrast which they witness’.48
When classes resumed only ninety-one students (half of the 1802 student population)
returned to continue their studies.49 While Smith’s tensions with ‘Jacobins’ for a time
threatened Princeton’s security and reputation, Smith successfully channelled this conflict
as a cause to expand his system of moral education. Afterwards, Princeton once again
became known as an institution of moral improvement, ‘liberal science’, and a beacon for
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American Enlightenment with just shy of 200 students by the following academic year.
But this success would not last. William Hudnut suggests that ‘from this moment on, the
trustees began meddling in the affairs of the college and enacting a long series of petty
disciplinary regulations that served only to exacerbate the hostility between the governors
and the governed, with President Smith caught helplessly in the middle’.50
In the years that followed, the Princeton Enlightenment caused the student
population to swell to the unprecedented number of two hundred in 1806.51 Similar to
years past, the expansion of Smith’s system of moral education (particularly in the natural
sciences), attracted new students who sought a practical and enlightened education. In an
1805 letter to David Ramsey, Smith wrote:
When I was in Carolina in several conversations you urged the importance of
overturning our attention in this institution more extensively to Natural Science in
general, than has been usual in this country. Our present Faculty are all men of
ardent minds, of no inconsiderable knowledge & of liberal taste. Professors Maclean,
Kollock, Hunter, & Thompson concur with me in every exertion of which our
finances will admit, for the advancement of every science, & of natural science
particularly, in this institution.52

Yet as Princeton’s student population increased, concerns over ‘Jacobin’ factions
resurfaced. On this possibility, the professor of language William Thompson wrote that
‘the increase of these classes more and more convinces me that the public opinion is in
favour of their confinement during a certain portion of the day’.53
As Princeton’s Enlightenment attracted young men from across the union a
significant number of these incoming and continuing students mirrored the political and
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ideological positions of Jeffersonian-Republicans.54 For Federalists (including Smith),
Jeffersonian-Republicans were often associated with ‘Jacobins’ and ‘French impiety’.55
In an 1802 letter to Jonathan Dayton discussing Jeffersonian-Republicans, Smith wrote:
I am afraid the present [Jefferson] administration is preparing the way to deliver us
over from one hot headed & furious faction to another, till we are torn asunder, or,
like France, sink under the power of one despot who will come to save us from the
more dreadful will of a million. Good men will be obliged to retire from public
affairs and blockheads & villains will soon hold the rein & scourge over us. May the
patricians yet be able to save the republic when the tribunes shall have urged it to the
brink of ruin!56

Princeton Federalists feared that the diffusion of Jeffersonian-Republican principles
(believed to be misled by ‘false’ philosophy and radicalism) would cause civil and moral
disorder at Princeton and throughout the republic.57 While Smith endorsed Federalist
sentiments in the classroom and from the pulpit, he did not ban Republican discussions
amongst students. This political party tension festered from the mid-1790s only to surface
in 1807 at Princeton.
The increased student population of over two hundred young men brought
overcrowded classrooms and additional pressure on the professors and tutors to maintain
control. The disparity between the number of faculty and students once again resulted in
discipline problems. In response, Smith decreed ‘that all the tutors be not absent from the
building at the same time, that disorders be not invited by the entire dereliction of the
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house’.58 The close proximity of students to each other (particularly during the winter
months) assisted the circulation of radical political ideas. Thomas Jefferson’s principles
of government found an eager audience amongst Princeton students as well as opposition
from Federalists who viewed him as a deist and ‘Jacobin’.59 In his 1801 Inaugural
Address, Jefferson declared an ‘absolute acquiescence in the decisions of the majority,
the vital principle of republics, from which is no appeal but to force, the vital principle
and immediate parent of despotism’.60 William Meade, then a Junior from Virginia who
shared a room with several other students, claimed Jefferson’s ‘poetic’ public addresses
furthered his support for the Republican principles of his administration.61 Many students
who shared this belief viewed Princeton’s government as anti-republican. Meanwhile, the
constant presence of professors and tutors did not prevent student disobedience. From
September 1806 to March 1807, the faculty deliberated over seventeen cases of student
misconduct.62 According to John Maclean Sr., the students ‘behaved very badly all this
session and…in consequence several have been suspended’.63 The recent memory of the
Princeton ‘Jacobins’ certainly played a part in Maclean’s conviction that student
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suspensions were ‘not being found sufficient’ and requested the trustees to ‘purge the
College of its unruly members’.64 Yet this measure came too late.
In the last week of March 1807, three students (Francis Cummins [a senior],
Henry Hyde [a junior], and Francis Matteus [a sophomore]) were suspended for separate
transgressions of Princeton rules. On 24th March, Cummins was discovered intoxicated
and belligerent towards Princeton citizens.65 Later that week, Hyde received suspension
for verbally assaulting a tutor (Alexander Monteith) after he intervened in a dorm room
disturbance.66 On the same day, Maclean encountered ‘insolent’ behaviour from Matteus
after he discovered alcohol in his room.67 He too was suspended. The following day on
31st March the student body rallied in support of these suspended students. Maclean
remarked:
Soon after three young men were suspended and that justly if ever were conscious to
themselves they would be sent away to raise a commotion and the consequence was
a petition or remonstrance couched in the most impertinent terms was presented to
the faculty demanding the immediate reinstatement of these young men, with an
intimation that the future conduct of the students would be regulated by what we
should resolve--we were unanimously of opinion that by the fundamental laws of the
institution we could not suffer the students to interfere in the government.68

Similar to the student petitions of 1800 and 1802, students challenged the faculty’s
judgment in executing punishments. Yet this demonstration was no mere faction of the
student population, upwards of 160 students signed the petition. This staggering majority
of students presented different considerations than the earlier handful of alleged
‘Jacobins’. Although a number of rebelling students included young men of Federalist
families, the petition reflected Jeffersonian-Republican notions of liberty, republicanism,
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and honour. The students claimed ‘a right to resist or even overthrow’ an unjust
government that did not adhere to the demands of its citizens.69 This belief challenged
Smith’s moral philosophy. He encouraged that students defend their liberties, if
threatened, within the established tribunal system of a civil society.70 Since Princeton’s
Board of Trustees and its faculty members enforced its own rules of government,
rebelling students treated the institution as a sovereign nation within which student
liberties were greatly limited. Unwilling to permit the undermining of his system of moral
education, Smith taught that ‘the prevention of crimes may generally be attempted with
the most favourable hopes of success by providing for the good education of the citizens,
by protecting and encouraging religion, and by the salutary example of the public
justice’.71 This task required punishing the obstruction of justice and, ultimately, denying
the students’ 1807 petition.
The trustee Richard Stockton, who was visiting at the time, addressed the student
body at the evening prayer with the threat that anyone who defied College authority in the
form of petitions or otherwise would be suspended.72 Following this speech, Smith
requested that students individually withdraw their complaints as he called their names.
Instead, he was interrupted with ‘shouting and yelling’ as he witnessed 126 students turn
their backs to him as they walked toward the chapel exit.73 In response, Smith declared
‘to the students that those who were going out in this riotous manner were now suspended
from the College’.74 Of those who assembled, only thirty-five students remained to
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withdraw their names from the petition.75 One of those who rebelled (William Meade)
later reflected:
At the end of four or five months an unfortunate difference between the Faculty and
some of the students arose, which produced a general petition from the latter to the
former. Myself and many others, through want of experience, were imposed on, and
signed, without consideration, an offensive document, which led to the suspension of
one hundred and fifty out of two hundred students, because they did not on the spot
withdraw their names, when suddenly and in a very unhappy manner required to do
so.76

Meade implied that his resistance to Smith’s request derived more from the manner of its
delivery than the demand itself. Nevertheless, Republican principles of liberty were
central to how rebelling students justified their defiance to Princeton authority.
This considerable number of rebellious students did not end their protest upon
exiting the chapel. While the rebellious students broke windows and doors, the faculty
escaped Nassau Hall. The Princeton militia were mustered to surround the Hall and
protect the town in case the riotous mob turned its sights outward. Maclean remarked that
‘the young men kept guard themselves on Tuesday and Wednesday evening but the
reports to burn the house becoming so alarming it was thought prudent to take possession
of it and accordingly a guard of thirty of the inhabitants watched it last night’.77 After the
fire of 1802, the threat of burning Nassau was not taken lightly. On 9th April 1807, the
trustees met with a representative of the student rebellion (Abel Upshur a sophomore
from Virginia)78 to discuss terms of reconciliation.79 The trustees concluded that the
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faculty’s judgment in suspending Cummins, Hyde, and Matteaus ‘was not only just but
indispensible and is therefore sustained and confirmed by the Board’.80 It was agreed that
those who signed the petition and participated in the rebellion that followed would be
allowed to return after serving a suspension only if they admitted guilt and pledged future
obedience to the College laws.81 Of the 126 rebellious young men, eleven refused the
offer and were consequently expelled. Later that year Princeton graduated thirty-five
seniors with Bachelor of Arts degrees; the student rebellion, however, had cost twentytwo seniors their degrees.82
Across the student disruptions between 1800 and 1807, the demand for expanded
student liberties was central. The circumstances surrounding these youthful uprisings had
mixed consequences for Smith’s system of moral education. With the Board’s support,
Smith purged ‘Jacobin’ factions from Princeton in 1802 and later stood firm against
Jeffersonian-Republican principles in 1807. Yet the Board of Trustees did not fully
support Smith’s system after 1805 as it previously had. During this period of conflict,
Smith responded differently to what he saw as two converging counter-Enlightenment
attacks upon his programme of moral education: ‘Jacobin’ rebellions to further student
liberties and a campaign to revive Christian religious principles led by Ashbel Green and
like-minded trustees.
Counter-Enlightenment concerns over Smith’s religious orthodoxy were
heightened during the rise of the Princeton ‘Jacobins’. In addressing student misconduct
and unrestrained ‘passions’, Smith emphasised the instinctive duties of the ‘moral
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faculty’. He suggested that ‘its dictates possess an authority that points it out as a power
designed to control our appetites and passions, which, without such control, acting with
violence according to their several impulses, would produce only disorder and misery’.83
Thus, careful attention to the exercise of this faculty was of the utmost importance at
Princeton, particularly amidst an increase in violent and destructive student disruptions
between 1800 and 1807. This conviction heavily influenced the subjects and substance of
his sermons at Princeton, particularly during periods of student unrest.84 Following the
1802 fire, Smith addressed the students on the ‘Progress of Vice’. In this sermon, he
remarked:
Of the social connexions of youth, none are more dangerous to the virtue of youth
than those which are formed with idle and dissolute companions & no temptations
are so fatal to their innocence as those which assail them in society. Deceived by
that face of innocent nicety which she wears in the eyes of those who have not yet
severely suffered by their follies, they give themselves up to indulgences which, for
a time, enchant the fancy & intoxicate the heart; & seldom are awakened from their
dreams of false joy, to sober reason & reflection, till they are awakened by their
shame & misery into which she has plunged them.85

Smith’s lectures on the rules of duty, the consequences of immoral companions (which
affected behaviour through the ‘imitative faculty’) and idleness continued with renewed
purpose in responding to Princeton ‘Jacobins’. In an 13th November 1803 sermon at
Princeton entitled ‘On the Fear of God,’ Smith taught:
The knowledge of our duty as the practise of it is near past; but it is often considered
obscure and difficult by the contrary bias of our passions. The elements of the moral
law are originally written on the heart of man by the hand of his creator.86

By urging the exercise of the ‘moral faculty’ and its rules of duty, Smith advanced natural
religion as the best prevention of immoral ‘passions’. Smith’s sermons emphasised
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moderation and commitment to cultivating the mind following Jefferson’s 1805 Inaugural
Address that stressed concepts of patriotic principles and the need to safeguard the
‘equality of rights’.87 As shown, these principles heavily influenced the student
justification for defending liberties that College laws supposedly infringed upon. In a
sermon on 25th September 1805, entitled ‘The Example of Jesus’, Smith argued that ‘it is
by limiting the sphere of our active affections to our country, to our friends, to our
immediate connections and dependents, that we can usually contribute our portion most
conspicuously towards the general happiness of the human race’.88 Smith’s urgency to
restrain radical counter-Enlightenment attachments to religious, political, and
philosophical principles was a central object in his sermons at Princeton and his lectures
of moral philosophy. His enthusiasm for the science of mind and the intrinsic ‘lights’ of
natural religion received hostility from an influential faction of religious revivalists.

Princeton’s Counter-Enlightenment: Green’s campaign for religious revivalism
At the turn of the nineteenth century, Smith’s ecclesiastical and professorial
reputation peaked. The positive transnational reception of Smith’s Sermons (1799), his
1799 election as moderator of the General Assembly, and his 1799 creation of the science
programme at Princeton were reasons why he was regarded as an enlightened divine
amongst his contemporaries. For some, these achievements rendered his ideas on moral
education beyond reproach; Ashbel Green, however, continued to scrutinise the religious
implications of Smith’s Princeton Enlightenment. On 22nd September 1799, Green was
once again alarmed by Smith’s dominant use of metaphysics in addressing Princeton’s
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graduating class and later took ‘comfort by reading Whitefield’s sermon on the
originations of Christ’.89 His solace in Whitefield’s theology illustrates his attachment to
religious revivalism whilst opposing Smith’s ‘sweet resolution of a well spent life’
exercising the mind as a primary source of ‘happiness’.90 Moreover, Smith’s declared
objective ‘to edify and please--to give the grace of novelty to old and trite truths—and to
add the decent and lawful embellishments of art to the simplicity of the gospel’ in his
Sermons certainly did not conform to Green’s fundamental religious convictions.91 From
Smith’s mixture of metaphysics and ‘true religion’ at Princeton, Green believed that,
under Smith’s direction, the College lacked fundamental Christian religious principles.
Green was not alone in his criticism of Smith’s unorthodox sermons. Maclean
noted that numerous newspapers in the Middle Atlantic circulated the story that Smith’s
younger brother, John, had supposedly stated, ‘Brother Sam, you don’t preach Jesus
Christ and him crucified, but Sam Smith and him dignified’.92 Maclean claimed that this
criticism of Smith’s use of ‘polite’ rhetoric and philosophy did not originate from John
Blair Smith, but probably derived from ‘a better judge of strong drink than of sound
doctrine’.93 As discussed in the previous chapter, Green informed Smith throughout the
early 1790s of his concerns with blurring theology and moral philosophy.94 Yet Green’s
personality and religious convictions would not permit a passive disapproval of Smith’s
Princeton Enlightenment. According to William Plumer, ‘Dr. Green has been, since my
first knowledge of him, a firm, fearless, and successful opposer of certain new doctrines
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and measures which have obtained in the American churches’.95 Around the turn of the
nineteenth century, Green’s “crusade” was the removal of Smith’s system of moral
education from Princeton. With little hope of altering Smith’s moral thought and its
central role in his theology, Green planted the seed of reviving Princeton’s Christian
religious principles that would grow into a counter-Enlightenment campaign that
specifically opposed the Princeton Enlightenment. In doing so, he entertained the idea of
renewing Princeton as a theological seminary. In January 1800, Green introduced this
concept of educating ‘men for the ministry in an institution by themselves’ to fellow
revivalists.96 As an alumnus and trustee, his personal investment in Princeton’s success
and progress indicates that he probably did not wish to sever those connections. Thus, his
attention centered on returning Princeton’s commitment to the training of ministers.
Green’s ideas for reforming Princeton took shape and attracted disciples over the
following decade. Meanwhile, this undercurrent of counter-Enlightenment opposition
against Smith’s programme of moral education became bolder as Smith’s control of the
student population began to crumble.
The aftermath of the 1802 Nassau Hall fire instigated a concerted effort by
Princeton alumni to rally support for repairs. While the majority of the trustees agreed
with Smith that unrestrained ‘passions’ were a central cause of radical ‘Jacobin’
activities, Green believed the fire was the result of Princeton’s irreligion not an isolated
group of unruly students.97 In turn, Green believed the 1802 fire should awaken religious
principles to counter the destructive forces of Princeton’s impiety. Weeks after the fire,
the Board requested that Green draft an address to the public and the General Assembly
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regarding Princeton’s commitment to diffusing Christian principles. Since Green served
as the elected chairman of the Standing Committee of the General Assembly (18021812), the Board understandably believed he could convince the Church to support
Nassau’s repairs.98 In addition to achieving this task, Green illustrated what he believed
Princeton should be, rather than discussing its objectives under Smith’s system of moral
education. In doing so, Green suggested that Princeton’s purpose was ‘to make this
institution an asylum for pious youth’.99 This objective of educating ‘pious youth’ was
fundamentally different from Smith’s stated purpose of ‘forming the intellectual and
moral habits of youth, on whom the future welfare of their country depends’.100 These
contrasting opinions of Princeton’s purpose were ripe for tension particularly in the
contexts of defending against radical ‘Jacobins’. In the following years, Green
undermined Smith’s authority as a means to make space for the revival of Witherspoon’s
‘republican Christian Enlightenment’.
While the Board of Trustees harnessed Smith’s fame and connections across the
middle and southern states as a way to secure funds for the repair of Nassau, they
requested that Green fulfil the duties of president in his absence.101 Despite his
commitments as a minister in Philadelphia, Green accepted this offer. Shortly before
Smith’s departure, the Board charged Green, Smith, and Boudinot with the task of
reviewing the College laws and suggesting changes that would prevent future student
disruptions.102 This joint committee was intended to submit their recommendations after
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Smith’s return so he could offer input as well. Yet Green did not postpone this task. As
Princeton’s acting president, Green’s suggested amendments involved an increase of
Christianity and its study to Princeton life. That implied a reform of the curriculum rather
than adjusting College rules of conduct. On 3rd April 1803, the Board agreed that
the laws of the College requiring that certain religious exercises be performed by the
students on the Sabbath, Dr. Green, as President, recommended the study of Paley’s
‘Evidences of the Christian Religion’ as an exercise for the Senior class, Campbell
on Miracles for the Junior, and the Catechism, connected with the reading of the
Bible, as an exercise of the Sophomore and Freshman classes, each student being
allowed to make choice of the Catechism of that denomination to which he
belongs.103

These new requirements, at the bequest of Green, expanded the role of revealed religion
at Princeton. These activities (particularly the senior and junior assignments for the
Sabbath) were clearly designed as practical exercises in preparing future ministers. The
preparation in fulfilling these new mandates placed a greater stress on the students’
already demanding studies. Furthermore, students of the science programme were not
excused from this new requirement. Since Green believed irreligion affected the whole of
the student body, the consistent study of the Gospels across all ranks of students was
deemed necessary.
Upon his return from the Carolinas, Smith discovered Green’s amendments to his
system of moral education. Yet, rather than oppose the new laws, Smith (who had proven
adept at adapting to adverse situations) used these newly imposed laws to serve his moral
philosophy. The following academic year Smith taught lectures on the evidences of the
Christian religion based on his moral thought rather than drawing from William Paley’s A
View of the Evidences of Christianity (1796), which Green had highly recommended.104
For example, Smith’s initial four lectures largely demonstrated how central themes of his
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moral philosophy (such as the ‘moral faculty’ taught in his second lecture) offered
evidence of God’s existence and supported the auxiliary study of His revealed ‘truths’.105
No evidence has surfaced that suggests that Smith was aware of Green’s intentions to
undermine his system of moral education at this time. He appeared to approve of Green’s
temperament as conducive to governing young men. On Green’s personality, Plumer
remarked that he ‘was earnest, but he was fair’.106 In contrast, Smith was not an effective
disciplinarian.
Smith’s continued struggle with tuberculosis since 1773 coupled with the likely
increase of students (which would require a strong authoritative presence) persuaded him
to recruit Green as vice-president. In a 23rd March 1803 letter to Green, Smith wrote that
‘I wish you could consult to transfer yourself to the College as theological professor and
vice president…Professor Thompson is so entirely inadequate to any purposes of
government and our perpetual changes of tutors render that duty too apprehensive to my
declining strength’.107 In this request, Smith appealed to Green’s known interest in
improving Princeton’s seminary training. He certainly attempted to entice Green too by
suggesting, ‘I think the theological school by proper exertions might be in a short time
considerably increased [and] some important alterations are absolutely necessary which
will require time to arrange’.108 Did this offer imply a significant change of Smith’s
system of moral education? Since Princeton’s divinity course was not a requirement of its
science degree, an expansion of its programme would not affect the base of Princeton’s
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‘enlightened learning’. Furthermore, Smith’s earlier experience as Witherspoon’s vicepresident, when he assumed many of his College responsibilities (particularly during his
final years), probably influenced Smith’s request of Green’s assistance. Yet the dynamic
of Smith’s and Green’s tense relationship prevented such an arrangement which had
previously existed between Witherspoon and Smith. Green did not directly decline
Smith’s offer, but he did not accept it either. Through inquiries amongst Green’s circle
Smith was informed that Green thought ‘it improper to leave [his] church in its present
state’.109 Green’s devotion to his congregation did not prevent his earlier service (just
months prior to Smith’s offer) as Princeton’s temporary president. Furthermore, Green’s
decision not to accept an opportunity to improve Princeton’s seminary training as the
professor of theology and vice-president appeared peculiar considering the evidence that
he actively promoted its reform. After Smith informed the Board of Green’s decision,
they elected Henry Kollock as the professor of theology on 8th December 1803.110 This
election occurred during a special meeting of the trustees who had gathered the required
quorum of thirteen Board members to make this appointment. For religious revivalists on
the Board (particularly Green and Boudinot) this appointment identified ‘that the Trustees
think the study of Divinity, a subject of small Importance’.111
As Green advanced his counter-Enlightenment campaign to reform Princeton into
a theological seminary, reasons why Green did not accept the professorship and vicepresidency were evident: he opposed Smith’s system of moral education. He did not,
however, express his objection to Smith’s moral philosophy openly.112 Instead, he
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circulated reasons why other people questioned the substance of Smith’s moral thought.
Green’s activities eventually caught Smith’s attention in June 1804. But when Smith
questioned Green regarding his part in spreading these rumours, Green defensively
claimed that such an accusation was a ‘disadvantage of my character’.113 Smith’s
suspicions of Green would later prove well placed.
Before Smith learned of these complaints, Green received notice that a
‘respectable clergyman in Virginia’ (William Hill) was led to believe that Smith’s
lectures of moral philosophy endorsed polygamy and the practise of having
concubines.114 In response, Green contacted one of Smith’s tutors (John Bradford) for
assistance. He wrote, ‘if the Dr and I were on as good terms as we once were, I would
write to him at once on the subject, but from [the] whole have been informed, he would
consider my doing this as an insidious attempt to injure him’.115 Green requested from
Bradford ‘in perfect confidence’ a copy of Smith’s lecture notes so he could determine if
there was any merit in this complaint.116 After securing Smith’s lecture notes from
Bradford, Green discovered that Smith did in fact discuss the practise of polygamy.117 In
his nineteenth lecture of the course, Smith examined the instinctive duties of marriage
and its role in society.118 For Smith, the obligations of marriage between man and wife
were communicated by the ‘moral faculty’. Yet his tolerance for different cultural and
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religious beliefs led him to question if polygamy was naturally immoral, or it was
considered immoral only because of western cultural and religious norms. Smith taught:
Marriage, according to the precepts of religion and the civil institutions of the
Christian world, can take place only between one man, and one woman. But in
consequence of the laws of Israel upon this subject, and the customs of patriarchal
antiquity, it has become a question among Christian moralists, whether polygamy be
contrary to the prescription of the law of nature, or only to the positive institutions of
religion and the state?119

He considered that the accepted practises of polygamy within Turkey, Persia, and Arabia
did not lead citizens of those nations toward promiscuous or immoral conduct. For
instance, Smith distinguished between polygamy and the taking of mistresses or having
an extra-marital affair, which were considered the result of unrestrained ‘passions’. For
these reasons, Smith concluded that ‘I cannot suppose that there is natural immorality
attached to the law of Polygamy…and its immorality since the coming of Christ, the great
moral legislator of the universe, rests chiefly upon his positive institution, supported by
the law of the land’.120 While Smith believed polygamy was not wrong on the basis of
natural law, he let it be known that ‘I have no hesitation to admit as a philosopher, and a
Christian, that the law of one wife, as prescribed by our blessed Saviour, is most
favourable to the interests of human nature, and of civil society’.121 Despite Smith’s overt
agreement with God’s revealed law, Green did not share his cultural and religious
tolerance.122 Green argued that ‘there can never be nothing improper in anyone being
acquainted with what has been taught to youth as a part of public education’.123 Green’s
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demands that the trustees censor Smith’s future lectures did not persuade the Board to
take any form of action. The death or retirement of key trustees who supported Smith’s
system of moral education created an opportunity for change with their replacements.
After Green revealed his thoughts of Smith to the Board, Green indicated that
their cordial relationship was not sincere.124 Green’s opinion that Smith’s system of moral
education perverted Witherspoon’s ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’ was, from this
point forward, known. Green later claimed that his eldest son (Robert), who graduated
from Princeton in 1805, ‘had at one time been on the brink of infidelity’ in the years
following his graduation. He suggested that Robert’s careful reading of the Gospels years
after leaving Princeton corrected his character. This implied Green’s belief that Robert’s
moral and religious struggle stemmed from his time at Princeton. After Green’s 1804
investigation of Smith’s moral philosophy, he sent his younger sons (Jacob and James) to
the University of Pennsylvania and Dickinson College respectively.125 This decision
reflected his profound opposition to Smith’s system of moral education.
Meanwhile, the unprecedented number of seniors (fifty-three young men) who
graduated on 23rd September 1806 testified to the success of Smith’s programme.126
Princeton’s seminary training under the guidance of Henry Kollock, however, did not
contribute any students to this graduation. Kollock struggled with expanding the
seminary and tendered his resignation after enduring four years of sparsely populated
classrooms whilst observing Smith and Maclean’s classes overflow from their
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popularity. With only four theology students in 1804, Kollock’s dissatisfaction was
understandable.127 In resigning, Kollock wrote:
I flattered myself when I came to Princeton that I might by instructing students of
Divinity be of as much service to the Church of Christ as by officiating in any
particular congregation—the number of my students however has been and probably
will continue to be so small as to render my labours of little consequence.128

Kollock’s resignation occurred at the beginning of an academic year that witnessed the
largest student population (over 200) at Princeton. Afterwards, the Board delegated
Kollock’s previous responsibilities to Smith.129 But the loss of another professor to
govern this large student body proved most devastating. Kollock’s belief that his efforts
to improve Princeton’s seminary had ‘little consequence’ subjected Smith’s system of
moral education to further scrutiny and disapproval from orthodox evangelicals. The
1807 student rebellion solidified these concerns that Smith did not properly address
irreligion as president.
The Board of Trustees who judged Smith’s programme in the aftermath of the
1807 ‘Great Rebellion’ did not support the interests of the Princeton Enlightenment as it
had in earlier years. As previously mentioned the Board traditionally consisted of an
equal mixture of laymen and divines, however, after the death or resignation of influential
trustees from 1805 through 1807, newly appointed trustees joined Green’s enthusiasm for
religious revivalism.130 According to Mark Noll, these revivalists dominated the Board
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and gradually removed Smith’s influence in determining College affairs.131 The trustees’
decision to discontinue the language courses (particularly French) in the spring of 1808
exemplified their reduction of Smith’s system of moral education.132 The termination of
Thompson and resignation of Kollock forced Smith and Maclean to govern the students
as the only remaining professors. Instead of expanding the faculty and course offerings as
they had in 1803, the trustees reasoned that the severe reduction of the student population
(ninety-two students) after the 1807 ‘Great Rebellion’, required fewer professors to teach
in the College. This reduction of courses diminished Princeton’s reputation. Rush, for
example, claimed in 1808 that ‘Princeton has lately lost popularity among us’.133 At this
time, Smith undoubtedly suspected that Green’s counter-Enlightenment campaign would
not be satisfied with the elimination of the language course alone.
Green’s considerable influence in the American Presbyterian Church and then as a
leader of a group within the Board of Trustees permitted him to advance his design of
establishing a theological seminary. After Kollock resigned and concerns of Smith as a
minister, Princeton forfeited its claim that it offered seminary training. Meanwhile, the
1808 General Assembly furthered Green’s interests by targeting Smith’s system of moral
education as an impediment to founding a theological seminary at Princeton. As the
previous moderator in 1807, Rev. Archibald Alexander addressed the 1808 General
Assembly on the perceived problems of preparing future ministers. Alexander remarked:
Our seminaries of learning, although increasing in literature and numbers, furnish
us with few preachers. The great extension of the physical sciences, and the taste
and fashion of the age, have given such a shape and direction to the academical
course, that I confess, it appears to me to be little adapted to introduce a youth to
the study of the sacred Scriptures.134
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Alexander targeted Princeton in this plea for revived piety and theological training in
American higher education. As the first and only American college at that time to offer a
degree programme in the natural sciences, Smith’s system of moral education received
heightened attention after Alexander’s speech. In league with Alexander’s proposed plan,
Green claimed that ‘encouraged by this, I used all my influence in favour of the
measure’.135 In 1809, he delivered on this promise by persuading the Board of Trustees to
discontinue Princeton’s science programme. On 27th September 1809, the Board
resolved:
That the resolution passed in September, 1799, admitting students to read in the
College on such subjects of science as they or their parents may select, and receive
certificates of their proficiency in such sciences which shall be publically delivered
to them on the day of Commencement, be repealed.136

As discussed in chapter four, Smith invested considerable care in creating this
programme in 1799 and in the following years it had attracted numerous students who
desired an enlightened and modern education.137 The discontinuation of the science
programme signified the end of a central facet of Smith’s system of moral education. This
resolution removed any doubt that the Board wanted to overturn Smith’s reforms of the
curriculum. During an 1811 special meeting of the trustees, Smith attempted to rekindle
support for his system with an appointment of a professor of mathematics and
astronomy.138 Although Green had once taught mathematics at Princeton, the Board
refused Smith’s request.
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Despite Smith’s objections, the Board authorised a committee (Green, Miller,
Clark, Woodhull, and Richards) to meet with the General Assembly to discuss plans of
founding Princeton Theological Seminary.139 Green had previously designed these plans
as the chairman of a General Assembly committee for a new seminary in 1810. At this
time, Green began writing his lectures on a shorter catechism (which he completed in
1811).140 These lectures would certainly have a place in a newly established theological
seminary. Green’s success in winning the Board’s approval to establish a new theological
seminary at Princeton must have devastated Smith who had staunchly resisted these plans
throughout his presidency. Three days after the Board approved the establishment of
Princeton’s Theological Seminary on 12th April 1812, Smith resigned from Princeton.141
Green remarked that ‘Dr Smith offered to resign if we would comply with certain terms
which we did not accept’.142 Smith was the first Princeton president to resign and not die
whilst in office. The trustee’s refusal to accept Smith’s departing requests demonstrated
how strained their relationship had become. Later that year, Smith wrote:
Some of my opinions are too philosophical for several of my brethren who are so
deadly orthodox, that they cannot find words in the English language to express
their zeal and jealous upon the subject and therefore oblige their candidates to
swear ex animo to all their doctrines.143

Smith’s grim depiction of the ministers (which undoubtedly included Green) who
opposed his moral thought touched upon a shift in the reception of Scottish
Enlightenment moral philosophy from American evangelicals. In response to Princeton’s
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reformed purpose, Maclean submitted his resignation on 13th August 1812 and accepted a
professorship at the College of William and Mary.144
The removal of Smith and his system of moral education did not complete
Green’s plans for Princeton. Samuel Miller, a trustee who shared Green’s vision of
Princeton, petitioned the other trustees to elect Green as President, not vice-president as
had been initially suggested. In the same year, Green returned the favour by nominating
Samuel Miller as Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Princeton Theological Seminary,
which Archibald Alexander governed as president after its 1812 establishment.145 During
the founding of Princeton Theological Seminary, Green advanced the Seminary’s
interests on Princeton’s Board with ‘a severity to which I am unaccustomed, which I am
surprised did not keep them from giving me a unanimous vote to the president of the
college’.146 Under Green’s guidance as president, Princeton and Princeton Theological
Seminary shared largely the same purpose of diffusing Christian religious principles and
preparing young men for the ministry.
The election of Green, Alexander, and Miller to influential offices within
Princeton and its infant seminary demonstrated their triumph over Smith’s system of
moral education. Smith noted years after his resignation that ‘Dr. Green has entirely
disused my lectures on the Evidences of Religion and on Moral Philosophy, on the plea
that they are not exactly conformed to his notions on the subject of divine grace’.147 The
fact that Green did not use Smith’s moral philosophy lectures on the grounds of
conflicting views of the powers of God and humankind provides further evidence of his
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objection to Smith’s philosophical system. Not surprisingly, Green used Witherspoon’s
lectures on moral philosophy (which he edited) as his course textbook.148 He also
remained committed to promoting Christian religious principles by making his lectures
on a shorter catechism required reading at Princeton.149 Miller later remarked that ‘we
honour him (Green) as the first head of a college in the United States who introduced the
study of the Bible as a regular part of the collegiate course’.150 The shift from Smith’s
version of Enlightenment toward Green’s revival of Witherspoon’s ‘republican Christian
Enlightenment’ with an emphasis on evangelicalism exemplified Princeton’s renewed
religious purpose. But where Smith enhanced the existing elements of Enlightenment,
Green guided the College toward a more fundamentalist interpretation of evangelical
principles and aggressive methods of its adoption than Witherspoon had previously
attempted. For example, he established Princeton’s Bible Society; Bible study became
mandatory as an end of year field of examination; he sent parents reports of student
conduct (an early version of the report card); and he required juniors and seniors to study
Greek and Latin in preparation for further divinity studies.151 Green’s administration,
therefore, did not resemble Smith’s earlier enthusiasm for modernity, moderation,
metaphysics, and scientific innovation. Novak suggests that ‘throughout his
administration he policed the campus with a pettiness bordering on the obsessive [and] all
of Green’s efforts since taking office had been directed toward an awakening’.152 Green’s
religious revival of Princeton demarcated a new era of learning in the early republic with
similar religious sentiments shown at Yale, Harvard, Brown, Middlebury, and
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Williams.153 This emerging age of religious revivalism arrived at the cost of
Enlightenment.

Conclusion
Samuel Stanhope Smith’s version of Enlightenment at Princeton preserved a few
years of relative peace before it was ended by a counter-Enlightenment faction of
clergymen. Around the turn of the nineteenth century, youthful revolts appeared on
college campuses across the republic. At Princeton, Smith believed a small faction of socalled ‘Jacobins’ led these disturbances. While Princeton ‘Jacobins’ did not consider
themselves to be part of a counter-Enlightenment movement, Smith interpreted their
radical policies as opposing the central ‘Moderate’ values of the Princeton
Enlightenment. Furthermore, he believed ‘Jacobin’ inattention to their studies was
correlated with their advancement of ‘false’ philosophy and radical politics. Of the
central philosophical themes that he believed prevented ‘immoral passions’, Smith’s
treatment of the ‘moral faculty’ exercised instinctive notions of ‘right and wrong’. From
this moral principle, he advocated religious and cultural tolerance whilst promoting civil
order. In doing so, he taught that students should not rebel against ‘just’ systems of
government but rather appeal to reasonable arguments within its tribunals when liberties
were threatened. Furthermore, Smith taught that the instinctive rules of duty obliged
student deference to Princeton’s governing laws and his system of moral education. As a
Federalist, Smith believed Jeffersonian-Republicans endorsed ‘Jacobin’ values of civil
disobedience. Of these beliefs, concepts of patriotic resistance against powers that
obstructed liberty influenced the student justification for the 1807 ‘Great Rebellion’. In
response to these episodes of student unrest, Smith advanced his system of moral
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education as the best defence against immoral ‘passions’, radical politics and extreme
religious beliefs.
Meanwhile, religious revivalists interpreted Princeton’s student rebellions as a
result of irreligion. A prominent evangelical and Princeton trustee, Ashbel Green led a
counter-Enlightenment campaign to remove what he saw as the cause of student impiety:
Smith’s system of moral education. Despite Smith’s opposition, Green gradually
removed the elements of Smith’s programme with the assistance of newly appointed
trustees. Green’s counter-Enlightenment campaign resulted in Smith’s resignation and a
new purpose for a Princeton education. In doing so, Green appealed to Witherspoon’s
earlier ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’ in creating a revival of Christian religious
principles at Princeton. Princeton’s reformed purpose exemplified the rise of religious
revivalism across the nation. As evidenced by the later use of Scottish moral philosophy
and Scottish Enlightenment values at Princeton (particularly during James McCosh’s
administration between 1868 and 1888), Green’s religious awakening of Princeton did
not endure beyond the first half of nineteenth century. As the epilogue will show,
McCosh’s administration did not attempt to recreate the Scottish Enlightenment nor did
he appeal to Smith’s vision of Enlightenment. Smith’s programme of moral education
was the last systematic effort to achieve a version of the Scottish Enlightenment at
Princeton.

Conclusion
Reflections on the Decline of the Scottish Enlightenment in the Atlantic World

This thesis has examined the different ways in which Dugald Stewart and Samuel
Stanhope Smith used and adapted Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy and their
conflict with counter-Enlightenment movements at Edinburgh University and the College
of New Jersey respectively, between 1790 and 1812. These celebrated moralists drew
heavily from Thomas Reid’s philosophy in creating unique systems of moral education.
In doing so, Smith and Stewart shared the task of preparing enlightened and virtuous
young men for public life at a time when the teaching of metaphysics and natural religion
was the subject of controversy on both sides of the Atlantic. By comparing how Smith
and Stewart responded to the different institutional and religious contexts in which they
taught, this project has shed new light on how these prominent intellectual disciples of
Scottish philosophy resisted the decline of the Scottish Enlightenment in its transatlantic
contexts.
This project has not offered a comprehensive analysis of Smith’s and Stewart’s
moral philosophy or their intellectual biographies. While the thesis incorporates aspects
of these separate pursuits (as it consists of topical chapters that follow a chronological
period of Smith’s and Stewart’s academic careers), each of them would require a single
dedicated work. With the slight exceptions of Gordon MacIntyre’s biography of Stewart
and Mark Noll’s thorough discussion of Smith in Princeton and the Republic, these
projects remain largely unwritten. Instead, this project consists of two connected
narratives that reveal the reasons why Smith and Stewart created their systems of moral
education, their unique adaptations of Reid’s concept of the ‘moral faculty’, and the
opposition that their systems received from counter-Enlightenment campaigns led by
religious factions. Comparative case studies of this kind are particularly valuable for their
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attention to national contexts whilst revealing how particular ideas and cultural threads
existed in transnational contexts. This project, therefore, examines unexplored areas of
two prominent pedagogues of moral philosophy within their own contexts, which, in turn,
provides examples of the tensions between late eighteenth-century Scottish
Enlightenment moral philosophy and counter-Enlightenment policies in the Atlantic
World.
In the decades that followed the French Revolution, central ‘Moderate’ values and
philosophy associated with the Scottish Enlightenment were met with hostility from
political and ecclesiastical conservative interests. As Richard Sher has shown, the
‘Moderate’ beliefs of religious tolerance, participation in ‘polite’ culture, and promotion
of Enlightenment science did not encompass all of the Moderate literati’s values. But
these select ideological beliefs had a significant place in Stewart’s and Smith’s systems of
moral education. Of the original concepts born from this culture, Thomas Reid’s socalled Common Sense philosophy (later known as Scottish philosophy) flourished as a
sophisticated way to combat modern philosophical scepticism (the ‘Ideal Theory’) whilst
at the same time advancing metaphysics as a legitimate science that supported the
existence of God. As shown, Reid’s philosophical system left his intellectual disciples
space for creativity. This creativity existed in the conclusions drawn from Reid’s
‘principles of common sense’ when adapted to different situations and the concerns of
other times. I have shown that national cultures and institutional contexts played a
significant role in the use and adaptation of Scottish philosophy. Meanwhile, the
transatlantic reaction to French revolutionary principles demarcated the transition of a
new age where different ideologies struggled for dominance at Princeton and Edinburgh.
The striking similarities between Stewart and Smith’s shared enthusiasm for Reid’s
philosophy and ‘Moderate’ values whilst defending them against different versions of
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counter-Enlightenment policies shows the intellectual, religious, and ideological struggles
during the final decades of the Scottish Enlightenment in the Atlantic World.
In the last decade of eighteenth-century Scotland, political and religious
conservatives saw the circulation of French revolutionary principles (particularly ideas
promoting political radicalism and atheism) as a threat to the established civil and moral
order. Consequently, the teaching of metaphysics to impressionable young men (which an
increasing number of clergymen and politicians interpreted as a gateway to radicalism)
was targeted for censorship. In response to counter-Enlightenment reactions, such as the
1792-1802 Scottish Sedition Trials, Dugald Stewart combated the adoption of
philosophical scepticism and radicalism (both religious and political) by creating a
programme of moral education at the University of Edinburgh. His programme
modernised Reid’s so-called Common Sense philosophy for a new generation. As a
testimonial to the success of his system, Stewart’s students, including Thomas Brown,
Henry Brougham, Francis Horner and Henry Cockburn, became prominent figures in the
Scottish Whig party and applied his thought in the Edinburgh Review. This raft of
supporters celebrated Stewart’s eloquence in combining the exercise of the ‘intellectual,
active and moral powers of the mind’ with the practical interests of the secular world. For
example, his treatment of the ‘auxiliary principles of the moral faculty’ taught methods of
developing virtuous habits and sociability whilst improving manners that were valued in
Scottish ‘polite’ culture. Beyond his attention to modernity, this original part of Stewart’s
programme contributed to strengthening the branches of duty and encouraged the
foundations for universal benevolence. Stewart, therefore, believed that the primacy of
the mind and the various practical ways in which it could be perfected was of paramount
importance for advancing an enlightened and benevolent state of society.
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Across the Atlantic, Samuel Stanhope Smith also communicated the ideas and
values of the Scottish Enlightenment through a programme of moral education.
Following John Witherspoon as president of the College of New Jersey, Smith did not
build directly upon Witherspoon’s ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’ as Mark Noll
suggests. Beyond his dramatic reforms of the curriculum that expanded secular courses,
Smith taught controversial metaphysical themes that were untouched or only marginally
discussed by his predecessor. In creating a new version of Enlightenment at Princeton
that he hoped would rival Edinburgh’s age of improvement, Smith concentrated on
preparing future statesmen for service in public office. In achieving this ambition,
Smith’s lectures of moral philosophy gave purpose to the Princeton Enlightenment by
embedding virtuous habits and ‘Moderate’ values in graduates before they entered public
life. For example, Smith’s emphasis on cultural and religious tolerance in treating the
‘moral faculty’ were hallmarks of the Princeton Enlightenment that informed the thought
of future statesmen and public intellectuals. It was hoped that Princeton graduates would
later diffuse these enlightened views as leaders of a wider American Enlightenment. As
an ordained minister, Smith’s promotion of metaphysics as the primary source of moral
conduct was peculiar among his Evangelical contemporaries. Yet Smith had a talent for
thriving during periods of adversity. This talent was reflected in his conviction that
conflict or periods of hardship ripened the possibility for Enlightenment. Contrary to
Witherspoon’s administration, Smith’s version of Enlightenment centered upon the
perfection of the mind and, because of this, was the target of fierce criticism from
fundamentalist ministers.
The ways in which Smith and Stewart addressed social, religious, philosophical,
and political concerns on either side of the Atlantic was not limited to their treatment of
the ‘moral faculty’ or confined to their shared enthusiasm for Reid’s philosophical
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system. As philosophers who drew from a wide range of earlier theorists as well as their
contemporaries throughout the Republic of Letters, it would be wrong to suggest that
Reid’s philosophy influenced every philosophical theme and all of the topics they taught.
Furthermore, their rich treatment of natural religion, political economy, natural law, and
their participation in literary culture deserve further attention., On the topic of moral
education, however, the ‘moral faculty’ provides the best example of the creativity and
practicality shown in Smith’s and Stewart’s applied ethics.
In the decades that followed the French Revolution, widespread fears on the
fragility of civil society and the most effectual means of its protection affected the
diffusion of ideas across the Atlantic World. While the products of the Scottish
Enlightenment (particularly ‘Moderate’ values and Reid’s philosophy) received earlier
application at institutions of higher education on either side of the Atlantic, its endurance
incurred hostility from emerging counter-Enlightenment policies. Yet questions remain
how far these counter-Enlightenment policies to safeguard impressionable youth and
disseminate Christian principles extended.
This thesis has shown that the new “Moderate” clergymen of Edinburgh led by
George Hill and the religious revivalists on Princeton’s Board of Trustees led by Ashbel
Green had well defined ideas on the censorship of higher education. At Edinburgh, the
1805 John Leslie case embodied on-going political, ecclesiastical, and ideological
tensions between the sons of the Scottish Enlightenment and clergymen associated with
the interests of Henry Dundas. In league with this struggle for influence, the Leslie affair
pitted both interest groups in a battle over the future of secularism in the Faculty of Arts
at Edinburgh University. Stewart’s system of moral education (which strongly advocated
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the study of metaphysics and secularism in the arts) was pivotal in this debate. Stewart
rallied his former students in a campaign to defend the ideals of his system in British
print culture and in the 1805 General Assembly. From these concerted efforts, Leslie was
acquitted and Stewart’s system as well as Scottish Enlightenment moral philosophy
thrived in the decade that followed. But did this victory safeguard the continuation of
Stewart’s system after his retirement? After retiring as the active professor of moral
philosophy in 1810, Stewart endorsed the election of Thomas Brown; Brown, however,
did not strictly follow Stewart’s moral philosophy despite their joint holding of the
professorship. Brown’s promising career at Edinburgh was cut short by his untimely
death in 1820 at the age of forty-two.$ Despite the competition of a more qualified
candidate in William Hamilton, John Wilson (also known by the pseudonym ‘Christopher
North’ as a frequent contributor to Blackwood’s Magazine) secured the election of
Stewart’s former chair through the support of powerful Tory allies including Walter
Scott. During this politically controversial election, Wilson’s wife, Jane Penny, wrote:
The Whigs hitherto have had everything their own way; and the late Professor was
one, as well as the well known Dugald Stewart, who resigned the situation from bad
health, and who has it in his power to resume lecturing if he chooses, and which I
fear he will do from party spirit, if he thinks there is any chance of Mr. Wilson’s
success…The report that Dugald Stewart meant to resume his lectures, came from
such a good authority that Mr. Wilson set off immediately to Peebles to recover his
fatigue. [T]he very next day Dugald Stewart sent in his resignation.%

Following Stewart’s resignation, Wilson’s passion for Romantic literature ushered in the
age of Romanticism in the teaching of moral philosophy at Edinburgh University
between 1820 and 1851 and, consequently, sealed the fate of Stewart’s system.&
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Enlightenment policies that opposed the science of the mind as well as a myriad of other
factors. Following the 1828 death of Stewart, Thomas Carlyle claimed that ‘Dugald
Stewart is dead, and British Philosophy with him’.' The later writings of nineteenthcentury Scottish moralists including Carlyle, William Hamilton, James Ferrier, and John
Stuart Mill indicate that Scottish philosophy did not completely fade into obscurity.( But
no one rivalled the heights of Stewart’s earlier system of moral education and its final
service in attempting to sustain the Scottish Enlightenment.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, Smith believed two separate counterEnlightenment factions converged in opposition to his system of moral education and
the Enlightenment that it created. Despite harbouring different objectives, unruly
students (known by Federalists and Smith as ‘Jacobins’) and religious revivalists led by
Ashbel Green wrought havoc on the Princeton Enlightenment. The radical nature of the
‘Jacobin’ attempts to secure further student liberties by protesting, vandalising, and later
rebelling against Princeton’s authority demonstrated a dismissal of Smith’s so-called
rules of duty and his ‘Moderate’ beliefs. Meanwhile, Smith’s mingling of metaphysics
and ‘true religion’ received hostility from fundamentalist Evangelicals. Green led a
campaign within Princeton’s Board of Trustees to remove Smith’s system and revive
Princeton’s Christian principles. The appointment of trustees who joined Green’s
campaign between 1805 and 1807 shifted the Board’s interests that led to the slow death
of Smith’s system of moral education and Enlightenment at Princeton. At the time of
Smith’s 1812 retirement, the Princeton Enlightenment was entirely dismantled and in its
place Green rekindled a more rigid Evangelical interpretation of Witherspoon’s
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‘republican Christian Enlightenment’. Green’s use of Witherspoon’s lectures on moral
philosophy, which he edited, suggests Scottish moral philosophy survived this upheaval.
But Witherspoon’s sparse treatment of metaphysics did not resemble the sophistication
of Smith’s later lectures. In light of Green’s opposition to the science of the mind and a
radical commitment to religious revivalism, he eliminated the role of metaphysics in
teaching Witherspoon’s lectures on moral philosophy. Yet Green never claimed to be a
philosopher nor did he claim to foster Enlightenment. His reforms of the curriculum that
renewed Princeton’s earlier religious purpose of preparing young men for the ministry
reflected his unwavering attachment to Evangelicalism and its promotion. The
subsequent administrations of James Carnahan (1823-1854) and John Maclean Jr.
(1854-1868) did not follow in Green’s footsteps, and they also did not attempt to
recreate the distant memory of Smith’s system of moral education. On the other hand,
James McCosh’s later administration between 1868 and 1888 reintroduced a
sophisticated teaching of Scottish philosophy. Did McCosh’s use of Scottish philosophy
and his ambition for Princeton resemble Smith’s earlier Princeton Enlightenment?
Moreover, could McCosh be seen as a representative of the bygone Scottish
Enlightenment? These questions and more will be addressed in the epilogue.

Epilogue
Bridging Tradition and Modernity: James McCosh at Princeton, 1868-1888

The primacy of Scottish philosophy and Scottish ‘Moderate’ values at Edinburgh
University and the College of New Jersey ended after Dugald Stewart and Samuel
Stanhope Smith resigned. While Stewart and Smith’s successors did not rival their
systems toward perfecting the mind, their enlightened objectives for moral education
were not entirely lost amongst future pedagogues. In the aftermath of the American Civil
War, Princeton’s Board of Trustees believed the centennial anniversary of John
Witherspoon’s 1768 appointment offered an opportunity to rekindle his earlier success.
They became convinced that James McCosh, professor of Logic and Metaphysics at
Queen’s College in Belfast (which later became Queen’s University), would accomplish
this ambition. Like Witherspoon, McCosh defended Evangelicalism within the Church of
Scotland (and later as a minister of the Free Church of Scotland) and he drew heavily on
Scottish philosophy as professor in Belfast. These activities as well as four philosophical
and religious publications (with British and American editions) secured McCosh’s
election as the eleventh president of the College of New Jersey.1 David Hoeveler suggests
that McCosh was ‘the last major voice of the Scottish Enlightenment’.2 McCosh did
attempt to harmonise his evangelical convictions with an enthusiasm for Scottish
philosophy, but did his administration from 1868 through 1888 revive a version of the
Scottish Enlightenment at Princeton? In many ways, McCosh’s restructuring of
Princeton’s curriculum departed from the focus of Smith’s and Stewart’s earlier systems
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of moral education, particularly the diffusion of ‘Moderate’ values and the exercise of the
mind as the foundation for all branches of knowledge. This epilogue does not attempt a
comprehensive analysis of McCosh’s ecclesiastical career, his moral philosophy, his
ideas on education, or his connections to the earlier Scottish Enlightenment. Instead, it
offers suggestive remarks on McCosh’s restructuring of Princeton’s curriculum as a
future area of research.3

‘A New Departure in College Education’: McCosh’s administration of Princeton
When Princeton’s Board of Trustees offered McCosh the presidency of the
College of New Jersey in May 1868 he was already a well established moral philosopher
and Evangelical minister.4 His international reputation as an Evangelical philosopher led
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Princetonians to believe that he had the potential to recreate Witherspoon’s earlier union
of reason and religion at Princeton.5 On behalf of the Princeton alumni, James Pollock
stated:
In the Republic of Letters there is no dwarfing selfishness, no partisanship, no
sectionalism, no sectarianism. All is cosmopolitan, liberal, universal. In other years
Scotland recognized this truth, and gave Witherspoon to America…Again America
has asked, and McCosh is ours. We, with the blood of nations in our veins; as a
nation, the epitome of the world’s nationalities, by the magic of our free institutions
will give McCosh and freedom to the world.6

Princetonians, therefore, had high expectations of McCosh and what his administration
would mean to America and the wider world. To what extent did McCosh’s
administration of Princeton fulfill these expectations?
Before crossing the Atlantic in October 1868, James McCosh contemplated the
question: ‘what should I make of Princeton College’.7 With reverence to the Evangelical
legacies of Jonathan Edwards and John Witherspoon, he later claimed that ‘my aim has
been to advance with the times and to do a work in my day such as they did in theirs’.8
Yet the circumstances at Princeton during McCosh’s administration were considerably
different than earlier times. While the devastation of the recent Civil War (1861-1865)
was still felt by Princetonians, a strong desire for intellectual improvement surrounded
McCosh’s inauguration. This ambition for a new era of ‘enlightened learning’ was
inextricably linked to Witherspoon’s legacy. William Alexander remarked:
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There have been two remarkable eras in the history of the College. The first was one
hundred years ago, in 1768. The second era in the history of this college is the
present…the trustees, animated with the same feeling that governed their
predecessors one hundred years ago, desirous to extend the fame and enlarge the
influence of the College, again cast their eyes across the same Atlantic to summon to
the presidency of the College one [whose] reputation is co-extensive with the
scientific world.9

Signifying the start of this ‘new era’ the resigning president John Maclean Jr. presented
McCosh with the keys and Charter of the College. During this gesture, Maclean reminded
the audience that above supporting the diffusion of knowledge ‘it is more especially
incumbent upon him [McCosh] to have the oversight of the religious instruction, to guard
the morals of the students and their faith in Christ’.10 These objectives demarcated the
ambition of Maclean’s administration where the College and Princeton Theological
Seminary shared largely the same purpose. According to Maclean, ‘it is a fact not to be
denied [that] our two institutions [Princeton and Princeton Theological Seminary] have
done more for the best interests of the Presbyterian Church than any other two colleges in
the land’.11 While this institutional purpose prevailed in the decades that followed Samuel
Stanhope Smith’s 1812 resignation, McCosh’s administration did not continue this
tradition.
In addressing Princeton alumni, trustees, and students for the first time, McCosh
reassured them that ‘I have no design, avowed or secret, to revolutionize your American
colleges or reconstruct them after a European model…I have seen enough of the
American colleges [during a 1866 visit] to become convinced that they are not rashly to
be meddled with [and] whatever improvements they admit of must be built on the old
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foundation’.12 McCosh kept his promise by blending Princeton’s traditional commitment
to Calvinist principles whilst restructuring the curriculum to better address the modern
needs of Princeton graduates. Its intended effect was the production of moral and pious
men who possessed useful knowledge upon entering public life. McCosh believed that
Princeton’s focus on educating future ministers impaired its ability to prepare graduates
for secular professions. He therefore restructured the curriculum under the four branches
of Language, Literature, Science, and Philosophy where ‘every department of true
scholarship and knowledge [were taught], taking care to leave out all that was fictitious
and pretentious’.13 At the end of his twenty years as president, McCosh remarked that
‘we give instruction in a greater number of branches than are usually taught in the
universities of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and nearly all the branches taught in
Germany’.14 This progressive expansion of the curriculum changed Princeton’s
institutional purpose whilst introducing a new type of Enlightenment. Scottish philosophy
occupied a significant role in McCosh’s Enlightenment, albeit not in the same fashion as
practised during earlier Scottish and Princeton Enlightenments. According to McCosh,
Scottish philosophy furnished the ‘bones rather than the flesh or muscles’ of a theorist’s
moral thought.15 At Princeton, McCosh revived a sophisticated use of Scottish philosophy
not only in his lectures of the History of Philosophy, Psychology, Contemporary
Philosophy, Aesthetics, and Metaphysics but also in print.16 His exploratory biography,
Scottish Philosophy (1875), of leading Scottish Enlightenment moralists associated with
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the Scottish School of Common Sense illustrated his interpretation of these earlier
theorists as well as reconstructing the tradition of Scottish philosophy to his situation at
Princeton.17
McCosh’s ideas on a properly regulated liberal and Christian education developed
from his earlier studies at Edinburgh. Although McCosh attended Edinburgh shortly after
Dugald Stewart’s 1828 death, the memory of his systematic use of Scottish philosophy
remained, particularly through William Hamilton’s teachings, which he credited ‘as
showing a knowledge far more extensive than that of Hutcheson, or Reid, or Stewart, or
Brown’.18 Through Hamilton’s instruction McCosh drew from the ‘method, doctrine, and
spirit’ of Scottish philosophy and later defended its use as the best way to examine
intuitive knowledge and powers of the mind.19 While he praised Scottish theorists and
recommended at Princeton that the theories of ‘Reid and Hamilton should be studied
together’, McCosh revealed reasons why his philosophy was different.20 He wrote:
I am represented as being of the Scottish school of philosophy. I adhere to it in one
important principle: I believe that the truths of mental philosophy are to be
discovered by a careful observation and induction of what passes in the mind. But in
other respects I differ from the Scottish school. I profess to get my philosophy from
the study of the human mind directly, and not from the teaching of others. The
Scottish school maintains that we know only the qualities of things; I say we know
the things themselves. So I call my philosophy Realism, and by help of a few
obvious distinctions I hope to establish it. Hamilton makes our knowledge relative; I
make it positive.21
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Like Reid, McCosh’s moral philosophy supported ‘Scottish Realism’ whilst opposing the
thought of ‘Scottish Idealists’ who were influenced by Kant. His use of Scottish
philosophy was also linked to what he hoped to achieve in America. McCosh claimed
that ‘my ambition to aid a little in the foundation of an American philosophy which, as a
philosophy of facts, will be found to be consistent with a sound theology’.22 This
ambition to unite philosophical truths and revealed religion certainly resembled
Witherspoon’s legacy.
Despite a vested interest in fostering an American philosophy, his courses on
mental science were not a graduation requirement for everyone (though he claimed to
have taught over three thousand across his time at Princeton).23 Moreover, Professors
Ormond and Patton taught the mandatory philosophy courses of Ethics and Logic.24
McCosh believed that all branches of knowledge depended upon the exercise of the
faculties and operations of the mind and that the careful study of these branches, in turn,
exercised the mind. This pedagogical concept appealed to the earlier writings of Dugald
Stewart. Similar to Stewart, McCosh argued that ‘the business of a college is to teach
scientific principles capable of all sorts of practical application’.25
This expansion of Princeton’s curriculum under the four branches of knowledge
necessitated changes in how Princeton degrees were earned and the importance of all
faculty members in realising McCosh’s Enlightenment. In previous years, the limited
course offerings permitted their mandatory attendance by most students (with few
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exceptions of students by-passing the first two years of study). At the time of McCosh’s
appointment, Princeton’s faculty consisted of sixteen academics (ten professors, four
tutors, and two teachers).26 Twenty years later the Princeton faculty was enlarged to forty
(thirty-five professors, three tutors, and two lecturing assistants).27 The increased
employment of professors and decrease of tutors was not circumstantial. Similar to
Stewart’s earlier belief that young men should draw upon the example of accomplished
men, McCosh instituted that freshmen (who had previously received instruction
exclusively from tutors) now had at least one or more professors who taught first year
courses. According to McCosh, ‘the strength of our college lies in its staff of
professors’.28
Meanwhile, Princeton’s earlier practise of mandatory coursework could not
sustain a student population of over 600 students or a diversified curriculum.
McCosh, therefore, implemented an elective system where students, after completing
the first two years of mandatory classes including ethics and the relation between
science and religion which Witherspoon had established, then selected courses in their
field of interest. This was intended to mould a Princeton education to the individual
needs of its students whilst continuing Princeton’s traditional values. He remarked
that ‘I adopt the new [and] retain what is good in the old’.29 By allowing students to
focus the final years of study on their particular field of interest, McCosh believed
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Princetonians would be better prepared to enter specialised or vocational training of a
particular field. In practise, students ‘meaning to be a minister will probably elect
some branch of philosophy; the intending doctor will probably take botany and
zoology; and the lawyer history or social sciences’.30 In doing so, McCosh departed
from the earlier Princeton and Scottish Enlightenment’s pedagogical convention of
building an education toward understanding and adopting the ideas taught in the
moral philosophy course. As W.B. Carnochan has shown, McCosh’s so-called
‘Trinity of studies’ (humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences) appealed to the
examples Cambridge and Oxford not the paradigms at Scottish universities, which
were prominent Scottish Enlightenment institutions.31!
McCosh’s restructured curriculum offered students limited freedom to choose the
path of their studies not the purpose of Princeton’s Enlightenment. This differed from
Harvard’s design that practised an elective system where students determined all the
courses that formed their degree.32 The president of Harvard, Charles Eliot, claimed that
‘in a university the student must choose his studies and govern himself’.33 The significant
difference between McCosh’s curriculum and practises at Harvard centered on the extent
of the relationship between the faculty and students.34 McCosh believed it incumbent
upon the faculty to monitor closely how students interpreted the liberal branches of
education and correct them when necessary toward their virtuous and religious qualities.
McCosh remarked that ‘in every college the Faculty should look after, not only the
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intellectual improvement, but the morals of those committed to their care’.35 For this
reason, he appointed professors ‘of mature life, [and] of high ability and character [who
were] likely to promote the moral and religious welfare of the students’.36 In this
important respect, Princeton professors made McCosh’s Enlightenment possible.
McCosh’s administration surpassed Smith’s achievements in expanding the
liberal branches of knowledge at Princeton. Similar to Smith, McCosh’s philosophy
encountered controversy with religious fundamentalists at Princeton. For example, his
support of Darwinian evolution received harsh criticism from the principal of Princeton
Theological Seminary, Charles Hodge who argued that Darwinism was contrary to
notions of divine design and thus atheistic.37 McCosh wrote that ‘I was not a week in
Princeton till I let it be known to the upper classes of the college that I was in favor of
evolution properly limited and explained; and I have proclaimed my views in lectures and
papers in a number of cities and before various associations, literary and religious’.38 His
promotion of evolution led conservative Presbyterians, such as Hodge, to question how
Princeton’s Enlightenment under McCosh would affect American Protestantism. While
these tensions did not result in a counter-Enlightenment agenda as it had during Smith’s
administration, conservative Presbyterian ministers questioned if McCosh’s
administration measured up to Witherspoon’s legacy. Although ample evidence suggests
McCosh attempted to create Enlightenment at Princeton, perhaps he should be treated
with more caution as a representative of the Scottish Enlightenment or as succeeding
Witherspoon’s legacy at Princeton. He did, however, fulfill other expectations. McCosh’s
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lectures at Princeton were later published and found an audience as far away as India,
Japan, and Ceylon.39 In this regard, McCosh created a unique Enlightenment that united
Princeton’s traditional values and modernity, and diffused these ideas to the wider world.

Conclusion
The historiography of the eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment has turned
its sight on its transnational reception. Investigating the diffusion of these ideas across
national borders and time has shown the adaptability of Common Sense philosophy as
well as their its historical significance in shaping notions of modernity. Comparative case
studies of figures such as Reid, Witherspoon, Stewart, Smith, and McCosh reveals how
the different circumstances and interests across generations and national cultures altered
the prominent ideas and values of the Scottish Enlightenment. This thesis has shown an
intellectual connection between Scotland and the United States as well as the existence of
counter-Enlightenments that targeted these ideas on both sides of the Atlantic. While this
project was not intended to trace comprehensively these connections, it provides an
example of the tension that existed between eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment
moral philosophy and counter-Enlightenment interests of the Atlantic World. The
Scottish Enlightenment’s legacy in Scotland and early America existed in various ways,
but none more revealing than its place in institutions of higher education. The myriad of
reasons why Scottish Enlightenment thought and values flourished and declined in
Scottish and early American pedagogical contexts have yet to be fully revealed. This
thesis has taken an important step toward a better understanding the Scottish
Enlightenment and its counter-Enlightenment in the late eighteenth and early nineteenthcentury Atlantic World.
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SAMUEL STANHOPE SMITH AND COMMON SENSE PHILOSOPHY
AT PRINCETON
CHARLES BRADFORD BOW
University of Edinburgh

abstract
In this article, I discuss how Samuel Stanhope Smith advanced Reidian themes
in his moral philosophy and examine their reception by Presbyterian revivalists
Ashbel Green, Samuel Miller, and Archibald Alexander. Smith, seventh president
and moral philosophy professor of the College of New Jersey (1779–1812),
has received marginal scholarly attention regarding his moral philosophy and
rational theology, in comparison to his predecessor John Witherspoon. As an
early American philosopher who drew on the ideals of the Scottish Enlightenment
including Common Sense philosophy, Smith faced heightened scrutiny from
American revivalists regarding the danger his epistemology presented to the
institution of religion. The Scottish School of Common Sense was widely praised
and applied in nineteenth-century American moral philosophy, but before the
more general American acceptance of Common Sense, Smith already appealed
to Reidian themes in his methodology and treatment of external sensations,
internal sensations, intellectual powers, and active powers of the human mind.
In this paper, I argue that Smith’s use of Reidian themes for grooming his
student’s morality conflicted with the educational expectations from revivalists on
Princeton’s board of trustees who demanded more attention on orthodox theology.
I identify Smith’s notions of causation, liberty, and the moral faculty as primary
reasons for this tension over Princeton’s educational purpose during the first
decade of the nineteenth century.
Key Terms: Reid; Samuel Stanhope Smith; American revivalism; religion;
morality; causation; liberty
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introduction
Samuel Stanhope Smith, seventh president and moral philosophy professor of
the College of New Jersey (1779–1812), provides a compelling example of an
early American who drew on the ideals of the Scottish Enlightenment including
the Common Sense philosophy of Thomas Reid. Reid’s influence on Smith’s
epistemology is particularly evident in his treatment of active powers of the
human mind. Smith remarked that ‘in this field no writer has distinguished
himself with greater zeal, ability, and success than Dr Reid of Glasgow, first in
his treatise on the human mind, and afterwards in his essays on the intellectual,
and the active powers of man’ (Smith 1812: 139). He continued by stating that
‘to no author is this branch of science, not to Locke himself, more indebted for
its approaches towards perfection’ (Smith 1812: 139). However, Smith did not
strictly follow all of Reid’s theories or limit his philosophical inquiries to those
found in Reid’s publications. Yet, Smith drew on the methodology of Reid’s
Common Sense philosophy as an empirically based and religiously acceptable
system for Princeton’s moral philosophy curriculum. This article investigates how
Smith developed Reidian Common Sense themes to advance his objective of
moulding future virtuous leaders of the new republic.
The new republic’s educators, politicians, and ministers feared that civic virtue
and social order were in danger after the Revolution’s republican zeal faded at
the turn of the nineteenth century. During the rise in religious revivals, many
Presbyterian ministers continued the earlier revivalist belief that Scripture and the
conversion experience motivated moral actions. In contrast, Smith relied on Reid’s
notions of moral liberty and moral judgement which made men responsible for
determining moral and immoral actions. Reid noted that ‘by the liberty of a moral
agent, I understand, a power over the determinations of his own will’ (Reid 1788:
267). An enlightened education based on the philosophic study of human nature
coupled with experience, for Smith, cultivated a person’s innate moral judgment
in determining moral or immoral actions. Furthermore, Smith believed that, via
moral liberty, the divinely inspired human constitution could morally act or refrain
from action when this was fairly evaluated by the mind. He remarked that ‘moral
philosophy is an investigation of the constitution and laws of mind, especially as it
is endued with the power of voluntary action, and is susceptible of the sentiments
of duty and obligation’ (Smith 1812: 12). Therefore, by extension an enlightened
education which was centred on Common Sense philosophy, for Smith, produced
moral or virtuous citizens who could potentially influence the moral character
of the early republic as professional and political leaders. In this article, I argue
that Smith’s use of Reidian themes, particularly his notions of liberty, causation,
and the moral faculty, for grooming his student’s morality conflicted with the
educational expectations from revivalist trustees who demanded more attention
on orthodox theology. This tension never surfaced in American print culture or in
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a climactic event, but it suggests how and why revivalism resurfaced at Princeton
after a brief glimpse of liberalism under Smith’s presidency. This investigation
focuses on the arrival of Common Sense to Princeton; Smith’s balance between
rational theology and Common Sense philosophy; and the revivalists’ reception
of Smith’s notions of causation, liberty and the moral faculty. These together
demonstrate that Reid had a profound impact on Princeton’s educational aims
during Smith’s presidency.

i. the arrival of common sense to princeton
From what little we know about Samuel Stanhope Smith, born on 15 March
1751 in Pequea, Pennsylvania, evidence suggests he displayed an intellectual
curiosity that often did not conform to Presbyterian and philosophic traditions.
His intellectual pursuits in the subjects of morality, theology, mathematics,
history, poetry, jurisprudence, metaphysics, political economy, Belles Lettres and
natural sciences demonstrated his versatility across disciplines, not unlike his
Scottish polymath contemporaries. Fredric Beasley remarked that even at a young
age ‘Smith made the best of his opportunities, and was distinguished for his
improvement in every branch to which he directed his attention’ (Beasley 1860:
335). Smith’s auspicious childhood education at his father’s, Robert Smith’s,
Presbyterian academy in Pequea encouraged his interest in the ministry and
helped to establish the foundations of his knowledge of classical languages and
English prose. His early education undoubtedly included further instruction and
useful connections with leading Presbyterian revivalists from his mother, Susan
(Blair) Smith, whose father, Reverend Samuel Blair, garnered praise for educating
revivalist ministers at Fagg’s Manor academy. Blair’s Fagg’s Manor academy
‘trained several eminent Presbyterian ministers and laymen, including Revd
Samuel Davies (1723–61), colonial Virginia’s greatest Presbyterian revivalist and
a future president of the College of New Jersey’ (Miller 2003: 412).
The decision for Smith to continue his seminary preparation at the College
of New Jersey appeared logical considering Robert Smith’s fervent revivalist
sentiments and the fact that the College was temporarily governed in 1766 by
his maternal uncle Revd Dr John Blair. Smith’s mastery of Latin and Greek
during his training at Pequea permitted him to enter Princeton’s junior class at
the age of sixteen under the tutelage of Joseph Periam. Samuel Monk noted
that to Robert Smith’s dismay ‘Periam was one of the zealous adherents that
Bishop Berkley’s idealism had found in America, and under his influence Smith
adopted Berkeley’s philosophy’ (Monk 1946: 89). George Berkeley believed his
notions of immaterialism supported revealed religion by rationally disproving
the materialistic distractions of the external world. Berkeley remarked ‘that if
we have any knowledge at all of external things, it must be by reason, inferring
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their existence from what is immediately perceived by sense’ (Berkeley 1820: 31).
Smith excelled in his studies at Princeton and graduated valedictorian in 1769 at
the first commencement during John Witherspoon’s presidency. James Madison,
as a Princeton student in attendance, commented that ‘the head oration, which is
always given to the greatest scholar by the President and Tutors, was pronounced
in Latin by Mr. Samuel Smith, son of a Presbyterian minister in Pennsylvania’
(Madison 1865: 2). After graduation Smith continued his seminary studies first
with his father at Pequea Academy and the following year with Witherspoon
at Princeton. His connections with Princeton’s faculty and the board of trustees
during his tenure as a student, tutor, and later as a professor provided Smith
more latitude during the eighteenth century in developing his moral philosophy
than previous scholarship has shown. Monk remarked that ‘the homogeneity of
the Presbyterian community into which he was born accounts for the apparent
inbreeding which connected him by blood or by association with the men who
founded the college or who guided it throughout its first half-century’ (Monk
1946: 86). These close connections with Princeton’s faculty and trustees certainly
had a significant influence on his decision in returning to New Jersey after his
graduation in 1769 for a couple of years as a tutor and from 1779 to 1812 as
the professor of moral philosophy and eventually succeeding Witherspoon as
president in 1795.1
Calvinism at the College of New Jersey from its establishment in 1746 until
well after the end of Smith’s academic tenure in 1812 had a great influence
on the trustees’ vision of the purpose of the University. William Armstrong
Dod, for example, commented that ‘it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that
the College of New Jersey is not only religious in its principles, but was the
necessary and only possible product of religion’ (Dod 1844: 2). Dod’s claim
might appear obvious since Princeton initially served the educational needs of
aspiring Presbyterian pastors and the first five Presidents made their names as
revivalists.2 Early descriptions of Princeton provide insight into how religion,
particularly the tenets of revivalism, shaped its initial educational purpose. During
the founding years, the College of New Jersey solicited funds from British
individuals and societies with the clear purpose of educating future ministers.
The SSPCK, an Edinburgh based Presbyterian society, financially contributed
to the College in support of their aim to educate students ‘intended principally
for training up for the ministry’.3 In 1754, Gilbert Tennent and Samuel Davies
reported to the Synod of New York, during a British fund raising tour, of
their success. In this report, Tennent and Davies commented that their students
exhibited ‘promising genius, Calvinistic principles, and in the judgement of
charity, experimentally acquainted with the work of saving grace, and to have a
distinguished zeal for the glory of God, and salvation of men.’4 In the context
of an ecclesiastically divided colonial America, their description of religious
enthusiasm amongst the student body exemplified their attachments to revivalism
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supported by the Synod of New York. The death of President Samuel Finley in
1766 offered the Princeton trustees an opportunity to bridge the gap between
the New Side (revivalists) and Old Side (orthodox Calvinists).5 The decision
to elect John Witherspoon, who as a Paisley minister acquired notoriety for his
satirical attacks against the Moderate Scottish literati, seemed logical considering
he did not partake in earlier American ecclesiastical debates over the Westminster
Confession of Faith on which differing opinions persisted even after the resolution
of 1758.6
As Princeton’s sixth President (1768–94), Witherspoon surpassed his
predecessors in educational modernization by removing George Berkley’s
idealism from the curriculum and restructuring the College with an emphasis
on modern Scottish texts.7 Witherspoon commented that ‘the immaterial system
is a wild and ridiculous attempt to unsettle the principles of common sense by
metaphysical reasoning, which can hardly produce anything but contempt in
the generality of persons who hear it’ (Witherspoon 1822: 21). Philip Lindsley
noted that ‘when Dr Witherspoon arrived from Scotland, he brought with him
the works of several distinguished Scottish philosophical writers, particularly
Reid and Beattie’8 (Lindsley 1858: 336). Witherspoon anticipated that revivalists
would misunderstand why he included works of the Scottish Enlightenment
considering they believed revelation provided an absolute moral code of conduct.
Witherspoon clarified that ‘I do not know anything that serves more for the
support of religion than to see, from the different and opposite systems of
philosophers, that there is nothing certain in their schemes, but what is coincident
with the word of God’ (Witherspoon 1822: 6). Smith’s religious publications
reflected Witherspoon’s fundamental belief that ‘if the Scripture is true, the
discoveries of reason cannot be contrary to it’ (ibid). Smith’s close relationship
with Witherspoon however must not obscure Smith’s enthusiasm for Reid’s
philosophy in his published Lectures (1812). Smith’s moral philosophy lectures
incorporated a sophisticated metaphysics which was clearly inspired by Reid.
Witherspoon’s success in advocating the balance between Christianity and the
humanistic perspective of the Scottish Enlightenment during his presidency
certainly permitted Smith’s later devoted use of Common Sense philosophy.
But instead of following Witherspoon’s example, as an educator, of avoiding
a definitive stance on controversial philosophical topics such as liberty and
necessity by eclectically drawing on various positions, Smith assumed, like Reid,
a common sense stance (Sloan 1971: 123–5). During the Revolution and the
Federalist debates Witherspoon, as a signer of the Declaration of Independence
and Constitution, was sporadically absent from Princeton and during his absences
he relied on Smith for College administration and teaching of the senior year
moral philosophy course. However, ‘it was he (Witherspoon) who gave range and
spirit to the course of study’ (Memorial 1898: 110). Therefore, the content and
reception of Smith’s moral philosophy is best judged during his presidency from
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1795 to 1812. Smith’s reliance on Reidian themes for his objective of grooming
virtuous citizens was not initially problematic to Princeton’s trustees.
The American Revolution caused havoc on Princeton’s campus and also
temporarily altered the board of trustees’ vision of the College’s educational
purpose. During the Revolution, Princeton’s campus served as barracks for British
and American soldiers and the scene for a battle which ‘the inside of the church, as
well as of the College edifice, was destroyed by the British and American armies’
(MacLean 1877: 265). The trustees expressed a desire to remake Princeton into
the premier American institution for a liberal arts education and attract students
from the southern states who often sought advanced degrees in Europe.9 The 19
February 1796 amendment to the Charter of the College of New Jersey, one year
after Smith’s election to the office of president, exemplified this new emphasis on
liberal arts and Smith’s goal of moulding virtuous leaders. The amended Charter
outlined financial support from the state of New Jersey with the intention to
‘patronize and promote the interest of science and literature, as the surest basis
of their liberty, property and prosperity’ (Princeton Charter 1868: 19). Although
Princeton’s trustees influenced the laws and administration of Princeton, Smith
as president directed the curriculum and proposed modern alterations in sciences
and languages. During his presidency, Princeton witnessed the birth of America’s
first degree awarding scientific program in 1799 and liberal educational initiatives
clearly intended to foster the moral development of potential enlightened scholars
and statesmen not ministers. Within his first year as president, Smith oversaw
the appointment of Princeton’s and America’s first professor of chemistry, John
MacLean. Smith publically remarked in the Woods Newark Gazette and New
Jersey Adviser on 11 November 1795 that MacLean’s mastery of chemistry and
comparative anatomy also has ‘application to agriculture and manufactures, so
useful in every country, but especially in a new one’ (MacLean 1876: 20). In the
spirit of a practical liberal education, Smith did not ignore the political currents of
the world and the impact that they would undoubtedly have on his students after
graduation. European and American heads of state anxiously observed French
politics and the later aggressive expansion of Napoleonic France. With this in
mind, it is reasonable to assume that Smith believed his students, as potential
American politicians, would benefit learning French, since France owned western
territory well beyond the Appalachian Mountains until 1803 and France played
a prominent role in American foreign affairs. The appointment of William
Thompson as Professor of Language (1802–08) exemplified Smith’s clear aim to
groom enlightened and polite leaders of the new republic. He remarked to Revd
John Hobert that ‘there is a young gentleman of very polite accomplishments
from Paris, already teaching the French language in the college’.10 His praise
of Thompson’s ‘polite accomplishments’ and his own personal practises of
politeness in manner and dress partly indicate that Smith’s values were not typical
amongst Presbyterian divines who promoted modest manners and appearance.
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Archibald Alexander commented on Smith’s noticeable differences compared
with his Presbyterian contemporaries during their encounter at the 1791 American
General Assembly. Alexander observed:
When he entered the house I did not observe him, but happening to turn my
head I saw a person whom I must still consider the most elegant I ever saw. The
beauty of his countenance, the clear and vivid complexion, the symmetry of his
form and the exquisite finish of his dress, were such as to strike the beholder
at first sight. The thought never occurred to me that he was a clergyman, and
I supposed him to be some gentleman of Philadelphia, who had dropped in to
hear the debate. I ought to have mentioned that Dr Witherspoon was as plain an
old man as ever I saw, and as free from any assumption of dignity. (Alexander
1854: 99)
Alexander’s description of Smith’s polite appearance alone did not give an
impression that he disapproved of clergymen engaging in politeness. However,
his comparison between Smith and Witherspoon, who many revivalist clergymen
including Alexander and Green idealised, insinuated that Witherspoon was their
prototype for a pious and enlightened minister. The 1791 American General
Assembly also observed a clear distancing on the part of Smith from revivalists.
Ashbel Green, after returning from the General Association of Connecticut,
proposed that the General Assembly join Connecticut’s enthusiastic revival of
religion movement. Although Smith was not as outspoken against this proposition
as Dr Francis Alison, he still boldly opposed the spread of revivalism (Alexander
1854: 100). Although his 1791 public opposition to revivalism marked one of
many impending religious divisions between him and future Princeton trustees,
the root of their subtle discord involved their conflicting visions of Princeton’s
education. As a consequence of the increased demand for ministers in newly
populated regions of the early republic and the appointment of revivalists to
the board of trustees at the turn of the nineteenth century, Princeton trustees
led by Ashbel Green, Samuel Miller, and Archibald Alexander questioned the
effectiveness of Smith’s curriculum in grooming moral citizens and generating
direly needed Presbyterian ministers. How Smith drew on Reidian themes
partially shows why Princeton revivalists who wanted to rekindle the College’s
seminary preparation disapproved of his Common Sense curriculum.

ii. smith’s common sense and rational theology: a perfect
marriage or separate offices?
During Smith’s presidency, Common Sense philosophy and Reidian notions of
the external and internal sensations of the human mind provided the essential
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foundation for Smith’s philosophical teaching and helped to precipitate his
conflicts with orthodox Calvinism. Mark Noll’s Princeton and the Republic
(1989) demonstrated how Smith’s moral philosophy drew on Common Sense
methodology and the Reidian themes of external sensations and internal
sensations in advancing Witherspoon’s ‘republican Christian Enlightenment’.
Noll argued:
Stanhope Smith erected his intellectual system on four principles: that
philosophy in a Newtonian mode yielded rewards as rich for the moral world
as the physical world; that human nature was a source of experience from
which moral laws could be formed; that moral principles influenced social life
directly; and that the results of moral principles could be harmonized with an
enlightened interpretation of biblical religion. (Noll 1989: 191)
Smith’s Lectures on Moral Philosophy (1812) provided ample support for the
first three principles that Noll identified and his Sermons (1799) encouraged
the marriage of ‘true’ reason and biblical religion. However, Smith’s varied
treatment of revelation suggests that a paradoxical relationship existed between
his rational theology and his support of Reidian active powers of the human
mind. Smith’s attempt to balance his Common Sense conclusions and his
religious faith shows the difficulty of this enlightened objective. It is plausible
that Smith compartmentalized his metaphysical philosophy from his sermons
based on religious faith. The difference in his treatment of revelation from
the pulpit and lecture halls gives weight to this possibility. Of course, Smith
formatted his sermons and lectures differently in tone and substance to
support his separate agendas of guiding his congregation toward Christian
conversion and, by extension, salvation, and cultivating his students’ innate
faculties of the mind. I argue that Smith’s perspective on the practical
uses of revelation, as Princeton’s president and moral philosophy professor,
differed in significant respects from the revelation he preached. An accurate
interpretation of these distinct agendas requires an understanding of the role
that revelation played in his sermons and of the pillars of Common Sense on
which Smith built his metaphysical philosophy. His clear support of Common
Sense philosophy at Princeton, while still complementing his rational theology,
treated revelation differently from his sermons in certain respects based on the
circumstances.
Smith’s use of Reidian Common Sense themes did not occur without subtle
and obvious adaptations that served his objective of expanding the liberal
arts and natural sciences at Princeton. Common Sense philosophy offered
an empirical alternative to what Reid identified as the ‘ideal system’ or
‘ideal hypothesis.’ Reid contended that the metaphysical theories that followed
the Cartesian tradition, particularly those of Hume, Malbranche, Descartes,
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Berkeley, and Locke, err in their method founded on rational hypotheses. He
remarked:
I thought it unreasonable, my Lord, upon the authority of philosophers, to
admit a hypothesis which, in my opinion, overturns all philosophy, all religion
and virtue, and all common sense and finding that all systems concerning
the human understanding which I was acquainted with, were built upon this
hypothesis, I resolved to inquire into this subject anew, without regard to any
hypothesis. (Reid 1785: viii)
Smith advanced this central Reidian belief that metaphysical philosophy should
‘be relieved from the philosophic delirium of hypothesis, and form her judgments
on experience and fact, interpreted by plain common sense’ (Smith 1812: 20). The
Common Sense alternative to the ‘ideal hypothesis’ depended on reconfiguring
metaphysical philosophy’s methodology from rationalism to an empirical realism.
Hume’s Treatise also aimed at legitimizing the scientific study of the human mind
by utilizing the scientific method of observation and experiment. Hume’s Treatise
claimed to encourage a ‘cautious observation of human life, and take them as they
appear in the common course of the world, by men’s behaviour in company, in
affairs, and in their pleasures’ (Hume 2007: 46). Within this vein, Reid completely
concurred with the Humean empiricist belief that the ‘science of man’ could
be furthered from careful observation of human nature. However, by making
our knowledge of the world wholly dependent on psychologically intermediate
‘impressions’, Hume (as Reid showed and Hume acknowledged) could not defend
his ‘science’ against radical scepticism. Reid, a polymath whose interests included
scientific endeavours, observed the progress that natural philosophy received
from building on undisputable maxims.11 The Common Sense system aimed to
legitimize the study of human nature and the human mind as part of natural
philosophy. Reid believed this aim was achievable due to the universal natural
faculties and innate human reasoning. He remarked:
Common sense and reason have both one author; that almighty Author, in all
whose other works we observe consistency, uniformity, and beauty, which
charm and delight the understanding; there must, therefore, be some order
and consistency in the human faculties, as well as in other parts of his
workmanship. (Reid 1785: 132)
From their shared perspective that God created a uniform human constitution,
Smith noted that ‘the basis of all true science rests on the uniformity of nature in
all her operations’ (Smith 1812: 121). In their view, if every sane and lucid person
possessed the same innate constitution they could reasonably deduce maxims
based on the observation of human nature and introspective reflection of the
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human mind. The uniformity of the human constitution continued as a significant
thread throughout both Reid’s and Smith’s metaphysics and notions of morals.
Smith clearly advanced that everyone possessed innate uniform faculties of the
constitution that were susceptible for improvement. As a pragmatist, Reid made
a case for the cultivation of various faculties of the human mind in advancing
practical aims of improvement. Reid argued that even the
savage hath within him the seeds of the logician, the man of taste and breeding,
the orator, the statesman, the man of virtue, and the saint; which seeds, though
planted in his mind by nature, yet, through want of culture and exercise, must
lie forever buried, and be hardly perceivable by himself or by others. (Reid
1822: 5)
The cultivation of these innate ‘seeds’ within the human constitution, for Reid,
required experience observing human nature and an enlightened humanistic and
liberal arts education. He later remarked ‘that our happiness or misery in life, that
our improvement in any art or science which we profess, and that our improvement in real virtue and goodness, depend in a very great degree on the train of
thinking that occupies the mind both in our vacant and in our more serious hours’
(Reid 1855: 297). This Reidian theme, if accepted, prioritised the cultivation of
the innate faculties of the mind over other perceived avenues of improvement
for the betterment of the individual and the wider society. Smith fully assumed
this perspective by empirically explaining the faculties and operations of the
human constitution with the clear intension of improving the Princeton students’
morality. Smith certainly shared Reid’s notions of improvement by claiming that
‘human nature is discovered on more mature reflection, to be a means of carrying
its faculties eventually to the highest pitch of improvement, and building on their
improvement, the felicity of mankind’ (Smith 1812: 34). The expanding cultural
and religious diversification of the United Stated undoubtedly influenced Smith’s
belief that after his students’ matriculated they would potentially encounter
unfamiliar moral customs. On this note, Smith remarked:
Great equality of condition in the citizens of the United states, similarity of
occupations, and nearly the same degree of cultivation, and social improvement
pervading the whole, have produced such uniformity of character, that as yet,
they are not strongly marked by such differences in the expression of the
countenance, the composition of their features, or generally in their personal
properties, as, in other countries, mark the grades between the superior and
inferior orders of people. And yet there are beginning to be formed certain
habits of countenance, the result chiefly of manners, which already serve, to
a certain degree, to distinguish the natives of some of the states from those
of others. Hereafter, doubtless, they will advance into more considerable, and
characteristic distinctions. (Smith 1810: 168–9)
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Smith’s stance that morality was best understood by the relative moral norms
that varied due to different climate and cultural circumstances surely appealed to
Reid’s emphasis on improving the faculties of the constitution by observing their
situational practises within a given society. Smith remarked ‘that although the
Author of our being has planted within the human breast the seeds of moral discernment, they require, in order to arrive at full maturity, to be carefully cultivated’
(Smith 1812: 311–2). The cultivation of moral judgement ‘acquires strength by
experience and reflection, and especially by profoundly observing the course of
human conduct, and tracing its causes, motives, disguises, and consequences’
(Smith 1812: 311–2). Smith later stipulated that ‘the justice or benevolence of
an act ought to be judged of differently, according to the mutual dependence of
men and their natural expectations from one another, arising out of their social
condition and the habits of their education’ (Smith 1812: 322). The growing
diversification of the new republic influenced Smith’s support of Common Sense
in his moral philosophy curriculum with the aim of equipping his students’ to
adapt their moral judgements within potentially varied moral customs.
By following Francis Bacon’s inductive method the Common Sense system
established unquestionable principles and from them tried rationally to deduce
axioms on the operations of the human mind. Reid argued that Newton’s Regulae
Philosophandi, which drew on the inductive method, succeeded as ‘maxims of
common sense’ and ‘he who philosophizes by other rules, either concerning
the material system, or concerning the mind, mistakes his aim’ (Reid 1785: 3).
Smith clearly shared this enthusiasm for the inductive method by stating that
‘in the philosophy of man the same rules ought to be observed which have
been followed in natural philosophy ever since the age of the great Newton’
(Smith 1812: 19). Their shared praise of the inductive method as the best method
for seeking replicable and verifiable truths in metaphysical inquiries does not
necessarily demonstrate that Reid influenced Smith. However, the way Smith
organized the first volume of his published lectures clearly drew on the structure
of Reid’s publications that systematically included ridiculing the ‘ideal system’
in the context of advancing Common Sense, investigating the principles and
operations of the external sensations, and a lengthy discussion of the intellectual
and active power of the mind.
The Common Sense system’s scientific approach to moral and metaphysical
philosophy advanced the existence and importance of God as the first cause of
everything as the architect of the material world and the human constitution.
However, it did not, like other philosophical systems, aim to prove the truthfulness
of revelation as the exclusive or primary vehicle of human morality. On the
contrary, they argued that God designed the human constitution with natural
faculties that if properly conditioned could determine morality independent of
revelation. Reid commented that ‘revelation was not intended to supersede, but to
aid the use of our natural faculties’ (Reid 1788: 383). Smith advanced this Reidian
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concept that ‘there is no doubt that these principles of our nature are liable to
great imperfections and sometimes to gross mistakes, in judging both truth and
duty; but they are the best means of directing our conduct and opinions which our
Creator hath placed in our power’ (Smith 1812: 312–13). This might appear out
of character for Smith who adamantly sought to prove the truthfulness of biblical
religion in his Essay on the Causes of Variety of Complexion and Figure in the
Human Species (1787). In reading Smith’s publications an accurate understanding
of his intended audience provides insight into his complex views on revelation and
metaphysics.
Smith’s assertion that people instinctively possessed morality, albeit
uncultivated, independent of revelation might appear religiously problematic
for a Presbyterian minister, even one propagating rational theology. However,
his published moral philosophy lectures, as a corrected version of those he
delivered at Princeton, were narrowly intended for the improvement of young men
between the ages of 14–18 and not the wider literate public. His well-received
religious publications are one plausible reason why his Presbyterian peers did not
immediately question his religious orthodoxy earlier in his academic career, aside
from the fact that his lectures were published the same year as his resignation
from the office of president. Although his rational theology reformed the Calvinist
interpretation of biblical religion to compliment empirical science, there were no
complaints about the content of his sermons. Smith did not receive these defaming
criticisms, because he treated the role of revelation in human moral conduct
differently in his sermons and in his lectures. In his lectures, revelation aided in the
innate principles that guided voluntary moral or immoral actions as a subsidiary
source of knowledge, and, by extension, a matured moral faculty enabled a better
understanding of the author of the human constitution, God. However, from the
pulpit, revelation remained the only source, in Smith’s view, for understanding
the ‘essence of the Deity.’ On the topic of understanding God Smith remarked:
On a subject of which it is so far beyond the present powers of the human mind
adequately to conceive, it becomes us to speak with modesty and caution. In
judging of it, reason affords no lights to guide us – the fires of imagination will
only mislead us – we must take our ideas solely from the Scriptures of Truth.
(Smith 1821: 342)
Common Sense philosophy equally ridiculed the role of imagination in
metaphysics practised by rationalists, but the cultivation of the human moral
faculty or moral sense clearly aimed at providing insight into God’s moral
intention for mankind. Smith’s contention in this sermon that revelation ‘solely’
informed mankind of divinity without mention of the divinely inspired human
constitution suggests he either guarded his reputation as a minister against
potential attacks or he harboured different beliefs on the relevance of revelation
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relative to his positions as a clergymen and teacher. It is likely that for Smith
both possibilities existed. In a sermon discussing the causes of infidelity, Smith
commented:
In proportion as our manners daily degenerate, irreligion in principle more and
more prevails. All moral and religious opinions, except those that are fixed
by revelation, are in a state of perpetual flux and mutability. They have their
fashions and pass away. (Smith 1799: 50–1)
Smith’s belief, from the pulpit, that revelation functions as a permanent source
of morality seems inherently contradictory with his metaphysical views on the
active powers associated with the moral faculty. His development of Reid’s notion
on the uniformed human constitution and its susceptibility for improvement in
his metaphysical lectures offered various avenues for the cultivation of morality
including the study of human nature in history, introspective reflection, and
observing morality in a given society. The perceived decay of societal morality
and manners might hinder that particular avenue for the cultivation of the moral
faculty, but it would not forfeit the others. I contend that Smith’s notion of
religious faith justified his dual treatment of revelation in his sermons and moral
philosophy. Smith remarked:
An enlightened conscience imposes the most effectual restraints upon
passions, which are the principles of evil in man. It unfolds the law on each
case of conduct as it arises, and adds to the prescriptions of duty, the most
powerful motives of obedience. Hence it is that faith, not, as the enemies of
religion assert, a blind belief of uncertain facts, and unintelligible mysteries,
but a clear understanding, and firm persuasion of the truths of the gospel, is
laid, by the apostles, at the foundation of a good life, and thereby made the
condition of our salvation. (Smith 1799: 322)
His notion of an enlightened conscience was interchangeable with his usage
of the metaphysical concept of the moral sense or moral faculty. Smith’s
rational theology, similar to his metaphysical philosophy, acknowledged that
an ‘enlightened conscience’ directed moral conduct. But his religious ‘faith’
dictated observing the ‘truths of the gospel’ for God’s promised salvation
after death. As a Presbyterian minister, Smith undoubtedly perceived that his
primary responsibility involved promoting revelation as the only path towards
his congregations’ salvation. In contrast, his clear objective at Princeton, as
evidenced by his moral philosophy modelled after Reid’s Common Sense, centred
on grooming his students’ morality as potential leaders of the early republic.
This suggests a different understanding of Smith’s union of enlightened reason
and religion than an unqualified harmonious one. Although Smith clearly infused
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aspects of his metaphysical philosophy within his rational theology, his asserted
faith as a clergyman, that revelation served as the only source to ascertain
God’s design marked his division not unity between religion and philosophy. As
previously mentioned, Smith’s division of his clerical and professorial objectives
did not initially attract disapproval from Princeton’s trustees. His philosophical
notions of causation and liberty, on the other hand, fundamentally differed from
those of the revivalist trustees.

iii. the controversy over causation and liberty
In the midst of the Revolution and the final years of his presidency at Hampden
Sydney College in the late 1770s, Smith demonstrated a deep interest in the
metaphysical themes of causation, liberty, and necessity. Smith remarked in a
letter to James Madison:
You have frequently attacked me on that knotty question of liberty and
necessity that has so much embarrassed philosophers, and has raised such
furious war among divines. I have lately had occasion to write on philosophical
subjects, and among others, on this question. I have read over your objections
against the doctrine of moral liberty, for practically you seem to be one of
its disciples. I remember the manner in which you have formerly expressed
yourself upon that intricate subject; and, indeed, that express the difficulties
that occurred to me in attempting to solve it. (Madison 1866: 187–8)
Smith’s previous letter that he referenced has yet to surface, but his response
indicates that he contemplated the themes of causation and liberty more than
a decade before the publication of Reid’s Essays on the Active Powers of Man
(1788). The religious implications regarding God’s perceived involvement in
earthly actions and causes attracted controversy in the philosophical discussion
of causation and liberty. As previously noted, Smith distinguished his rational
theology from his metaphysical philosophy, the former spiritual and the latter
practical, based on his religious faith that revelation provided the only avenue
for salvation. While upholding central Calvinistic principles regarding revelation
in his sermons, Smith avoided questions of his religious orthodoxy. Noll’s
Princeton and the Republic argued that, for Smith, ‘problems came rather
when these other disciples of John Witherspoon had occasion to question the
results of Smith’s educational leadership’ (Noll 1989: 206). Revivalists on the
board of trustees did indeed find cause to investigate Smith’s Common Sense
based curriculum after the number of Princeton graduates entering the ministry
drastically dropped. Princeton’s trustees, led by Green, Miller, and Alexander,
heightened awareness of Smith’s Common Sense curriculum surely pinpointed
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the religious consequences of his treatment of causation, liberty and the moral
faculty as problematic for the religious purpose that Princeton was intended to
serve. Smith’s undeveloped theories on liberty and causation circa 1778–79 once
again found clarity in Reidian themes. Although Smith’s religious publications
advanced an enlightened interpretation of the gospel stylistically modelled after
the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth-century French divines, he developed
his metaphysics after the belief that ‘the soundest metaphysicians, and the most
accurate observers of the operations of the mind, agree with the learned and
profound Dr Reid of Glasgow’ (Smith 1816: 297). His advancement of Reidian
notions of active powers of the human mind with original adaptations compared
with revivalist views from Jonathan Edwards, Ashbel Green, and Samuel Miller
suggests that the Princeton trustees’ objections to Smith’s presidency were
ideologically deeper than merely his deficiency in producing ministers.
Reid’s and Smith’s notions of liberty and causation, as operating principles,
had direct connections with their understanding of the moral faculty. The moral
faculty or moral sense of the human mind perceives moral facts of the external
world in a similar fashion as the self-evident external senses. Reid argued that ‘the
testimony of our moral faculty, like that of the external senses, is the testimony
of nature, and we have the same reason to rely upon it’ (Reid 1788: 238). The
instinctive ability to perceive morality did not, for Smith and Reid, exist from birth
in full maturity, but, as previously mentioned, required cultivating its judgment
which was made possible by moral liberty. Reid remarked that ‘every man is
conscious of a power to determine, in things which he conceives to depend upon
his determination’ (Reid 1788: 59). Smith advanced a similar belief that God
designed mankind in an image of his power to determine actions and ‘in the
control that he enjoys over his own will and over the actions of his mind, as well
as of his body’ (Smith 1812: 291). They maintained that God designed the human
constitution with moral liberty which explained their observations of mankind’s
innate powers as agents of cause and moral agents. Smith appealed to Reid’s
notion of voluntary determination over the will by stating;
Although the mind determines all our other voluntary operations by the agency
of the will; yet it does not thus determine the acts of the will. An act of the
will is the determination of the mind with regard to some other object; not
with regard to itself. The volitions of the mind are the effect of its own internal
energy, not by a previous volition, but by an original, innate power over its own
actions, of which every man who reflects upon himself is conscious. (Smith
1812: 283)
Their belief that the human constitution, if cultivated, innately possessed God’s
intended moral code independent of revelation proved problematic to orthodox
Calvinists. William Weeks, a Princeton student, complained in 1808 that ‘Reid
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is grossly Arminian and advocates a self-determining power, which if it means
anything, means that the creature is independent of the Creator’12 (Sloan 1971:
166). Princeton’s trustees, particularly Ashbel Green, shared Weeks’ worries that
Smith’s reliance on Reidian themes endangered the theological development of
Princeton’s seminary students. The conflict between Smith’s notion of moral
liberty and Jonathan Edwards’ concept of moral necessity involved the degree that
motives influenced actions. Edwards argued that ‘if the acts of the will are excited
by motives, those motives are the causes of those acts of the will; which makes the
acts of the will necessary; as effects necessarily follow the efficiency of the cause’
(Edwards 1840: 264). The Edwardian argument that mankind necessarily acts
according to the strongest motive resulted in prioritising revelation as motivating
moral actions and forming ‘a strong habit of virtue’ (ibid: 46). Smith rejected that
people were victims of motives and slaves of ‘inclination, appétit, or passion, as it
arises’ (Smith 1812: 283). A cultivated moral judgment via humanistic education
and experience, in Smith’s view, could curb immediate immoral passions and
appetites. Smith remarked:
True it is, the mind seldom or never acts without some present motive, that
is, without some end in view at the time, although Dr Reid has rendered it
probable that, on many occasions, it forms determinations without motive,
by the immediate energy of its own self-control; yet no one motive, nor any
assemblage of motives, has power to compel it to act in this or that particular
direction. (Smith 1812: 284)
His central use of Reid’s notion of moral liberty as a rational refutation of
Edward’s moral necessity made him more vulnerable to scrutiny from revivalist
trustees who drew on Edward’s moral theology. Green advanced that God
directly influenced human actions of His converts. He noted that ‘to the eye
of contemplative and sober reason, willing to discern its Creator, a present
God is recognised in all that we behold’ (Green 1841: 216). For Green, the
early republic’s and Princeton’s morality required Christian conversion and a
close adherence to biblical doctrines of morality. Therefore, Green’s moral
theology intrinsically conflicted with Smith’s moral philosophy that promoted
the cultivation of the moral faculty. After students burned Nassau Hall in 1802,
Princeton’s primary teaching hall, the board of trustees reassured potential
students and parents of the central role that revealed religion would in future
have in Princeton’s moral instruction.13 While Smith solicited money for campus
repairs in South Carolina, Green authored an eight page pamphlet on Princeton’s
educational aims. Green emphasised Princeton’s ‘aim to make this institution an
asylum for pious youth’14 (Green 1802: 2). In light of Green’s moral theology, his
perception of piety and its conflicted relationship with Common Sense philosophy
greatly differed from those of Smith. Princeton trustees attributed the drastic drop
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in ministers graduating from Princeton and the student disruptions in1802 and
1807 as proof that Smith’s reliance on Common Sense philosophy failed to fulfil
their religious aims for the College. Smith’s bold lectures supporting moral liberty
undoubtedly added to the suspicion that Smith belonged to a former enlightened
age.
Smith’s 1799 election as Moderator of General Assembly and published
Sermons (1799) undoubtedly delayed any immediate actions to replace him as
Princeton’s President and moral philosophy professor. Philip Lindsley observed
that ‘throughout the Middle and Southern States, he was regarded as the most
eloquent and learned divine among his contemporaries’ (Lindsley 1866: 653).
However, his celebrated reputation as an enlightened divine did not prevent
industrious actions on the part of Alexander and Green aimed at reforming
Princeton’s educational purpose and effectually replacing Smith as president.
Smith undoubtedly realised this revivalist objective after the 1808 American
General Assembly. Revd Archibald Alexander, as the former 1807 Moderator,
addressed the 1808 General Assembly on the perceived problems in the seminary
preparation of Presbyterian ministers. Alexander declared:
Our seminaries of learning, although increasing in literature and numbers,
furnish us with few preachers. The great extension of the physical sciences,
and the taste and fashion of the age, have given such a shape and direction
to the academical course, that I confess, it appears to me to be little adapted
to introduce a youth to the study of the sacred Scriptures. (Alexander 1854:
314–15)
Alexander obviously had Princeton as the target of this plea for revived piety and
religion in American universities for the survival of presbyteries and by extension
the salvation and morality of religiously unequipped Americans. Princeton, as the
first and only American university at that time to offer a degree awarding program
in the natural sciences, clearly received heightened attention after Alexander’s
speech. Ashbel Green clearly shared Alexander’s proposed plan to revive formerly
observed orthodox religious principles in Princeton’s curriculum. Green stated
that ‘encouraged by this, I used all my influence in favour of the measure’ (Green
1849: 333). Smith’s defence of revelation in Lectures on the Evidences of the
Christian Religion (1809) and A Comprehensive View of the Leading and Most
Important Principles of Natural and Revealed Religion (1815) could be viewed
as an attempt to contradict emerging doubts about his orthodoxy. However, it
was not Smith’s actions as a minister that revivalist trustees questioned but the
metaphysical theories he espoused as Princeton’s president and moral philosophy
professor.
His support of the ability to acquire the divine moral code of conduct through
the moral faculty undermined the importance of revealed religion for morality.
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In contrast, Smith’s chief critic, Ashbel Green, advanced the revivalists’ belief
that God’s will ‘is indicated by the connexion between his volition and the effects
produced.’ ‘This connexion,’ Green stressed, ‘according to the sure testimony of
divine revelation, is illimitably certain’ (Green 1832: 104). Green accounted for
the new republic’s and Princeton’s immorality as the result of a lack of religion.
As the eldest son of Robert Smith, an ardent revivalist and founder of the Pequea
Academy, Smith fully understood the American revivalists’ educational aims. His
decision to emphasise Common Sense philosophy during his presidency indicates
his ideal type of Princeton graduate. He believed, like Reid, that the success of
a civilized society depended on the promotion of enlightened education which
cultivates individual citizens’ moral faculties.15 Smith noted ‘that by such a fair
and equitable use of reason as auxiliary to the moral sense, we shall often perceive
the necessity of equal candour and caution in judging both of national manners
and of individual conduct’ (Smith 1812: 318). This explained why Smith’s moral
philosophy lectures, contrary to orthodox Calvinism, stressed actively improving
moral judgement through enlightened education. Smith, during his forty years
as an educator, clearly placed a higher priority in the moral development of his
students as potential leaders of the new republic than avoiding potential religious
controversy.

conclusion
The philosophical and religious discord over the construction of the new
republic’s morality placed Samuel Stanhope Smith in a precarious situation
between his support of Common Sense philosophy and revivalists on Princeton’s
board of trustees. The rise in religious revivals did not deter Smith’s conviction
that Reid’s Common Sense philosophy had universal merit in building the
moral character of the new republic. His goal of modelling Princeton after
the ideals of the Scottish Enlightenment with an emphasis on Reid’s Common
Sense began to crumble when his opponents disbanded his degree awarding
scientific program in 1809.16 In 1812, Smith submitted his resignation supposedly
due to his life long battle with tuberculosis, but it was no coincidence that
his chief critic filled his vacated presidency.17 Samuel Miller, a revivalist who
shared Green’s educational vision, individually petitioned the Princeton trustees
to unanimously appoint Ashbel Green as President, not vice president as had
been initially suggested. Smith noted years after his resignation that ‘Dr Green
has entirely disused my lectures on the Evidences of Religion and on Moral
Philosophy, on the plea that they are not exactly conformed to his notions on
the subject of divine grace’ (Gillett 1864: 223). The fact that Green did not use
Smith’s moral philosophy lectures on the grounds of conflicting views of divine
power provides further evidence that the revivalist trustees’ objected to Smith’s
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use of Reidian themes. In the same year as Green’s election, Green returned
the favour by nominating Samuel Miller as Professor of Ecclesiastical History
to the newly established Theological Seminary at Princeton that Archibald
Alexander governed as president.18 The election of Green, Alexander, and Miller
to influential offices within Princeton and its infant seminary demonstrated
the revivalists’ triumph over Smith’s Common Sense philosophy. The shift in
Princeton’s educational direction from Smith’s liberal common sense to Green’s
orthodox Calvinism with an emphasis on revivalism exemplified one of the many
consequences of the heightened religious interest within the new republic. As
evidenced by the later acceptance of Common Sense philosophy in American
universities, the religious objections to Smith’s moral philosophy did not extend
beyond the first half of nineteenth century. However, it showed the prevailing early
American revivalist belief that at the turn of the nineteenth century American
morality needed religion as a facilitator of morality more than Common Sense.
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